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THE BUILDINGS FOR THE FRENCH EXPOSITION. 
The preparatory arrangements for the international expo

sition, to be held in Paris in 1878, are already in a forward 
condition. The building will, as in 1867, be erected in the 
Champ de Mars, and will cover the entire extent of that cele
larated parade ground, reaching from the Ecole Militaire to 
the river Seine, at the bridge of Jena. Leaving the main 
exposition building, and crossing the bridge, we enter the 
Trocadero, an ornamental garden of great beauty, which 
forms one of the greatest attractions of the renowned Bois de 
Boulogne. 

Our illustration gives an admirable view of the Trocadero 
as it will appear in the summer of 1878, the artist having 
stood on the bridge of Jena while making his sketch. Sev
eral subsidiary buildings and offices will be erected in the 
gardens; and a grand central hall for fetes, ceremonial oc
casions, etc., will stand in the middle of the further end, on 
the higher ground r.owards the Bois de Boulogne. The two 
crescent-shaped side structures, which, as will be seen, are 
to be of great extent, will be devoted to the historical collec
tions of pictures, contemporary paintings being exhibited 
elsewhere. The fountain and cascade will be very attractive 
features, and will show how artistically the French arrange 
the water displays which ornament so many of their parks, 
gardens, and other public resorts. 

The cascade is 160 feet wide, falling in several descents to 
a lake, from which the different parks and shrubberies will 
be watered. The palace of the Trocadero is, from one pa
vilion to the other, about 1,330 feet in length, the pavilions 
at the extremities being connected with the great central 
rotunda, from the foot of which flows the cascade, by gal
leries forming segments of a semicircle. In the great hall of 
the rotunda, an immense organ is to be placed, and concerts 
will be given on the grandest scale. It has a large parterre, 
two rows of boxes, and above all an amphitheater, and will 
seat 8,000 people. Round the concert room outside, giving 
access to the boxes, are double galleries, closed from the 
weather, and affording to promenaders a splendid view of 
the city. On either side are peristyles opening on the Place 
du Trocadero on the side of the Bois du Boulogne. Above 
them are the offices of the managers and committees; they 
also serve as vestibules to the two great curved galleries that 
run from the central rotunda to the pavilion�. The�e gal-
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leries are in a succession of halls; before each is a light, 
covered portico, running the whole length. 

From all parts of Paris will be visible the two immense 
towers, 260 feet in height, flanking the Trocadero. A ftight 
of seventeen broad steps conducts to the palace, before the 
portico of which a wide terrace stretches from one· ex
tremity to the other. The principal entrance is at the middle, 
and at each end are two immense domes in iron and glass, 
surmounted by lanterns and flagstaffs. The gardens stretch 
on either side of the fa!Jade between the palace and the 
avenues, and contain a number of small buildings, kiosks, 
model farms, cottages, cafis, greenhouses, and the like. 
The center is left unoccupied for the better convenience of 
spectators. 

The architects in charge of this important feature of the 
expositIOn are MM. Davioud and Bourdais. 

This is the first Illustration of a series which we intend to 
publish, showing all the features of this great exposition, 
which will be the largest that the world has ever seen. 
Although the opening will not take place for the next sixteen 
months, the demands for space are already pouring in, and 
intending exhibitors should at once begin making their 
arrangements. The rapidly increasing export of American 
machinery to Europe, notably stationary steam engines, in 
which manufacture the United States has no competitor, 
gives additional importance to the Paris Exposition; and we 
hope that our manufacturers and inventors will sustain the 
national credit for ingenuity and practical skill. The regu
lations as to forwarding exhibits were publishe d on page 361 
of our volume XXXV. 

. ,  .. . 
A. Gigantic Tbne Piece. 

The monster clock by Messrs. E. Dent & Co., London, for 
the Crystal Palace, which has been in course of eI:ection 
during the past six months at the south end of the building, 
is now completed and in working order. This clock is 
almost a counterpart of the great Westminster clock (which 
was built by the same firnl), with the exception of the strik
ing and chiming apparatus, and the dial is the largest ever 
yet constructed, being 40 feet in diameter, or nearly 1,300 

square feet in area. The diameter()f theWestmillster clock 
is but 23 feet. . The hands, with their counterpoises, weigh 
nearly a quarter of a ton; the minute hand measures 19-feet 

[$3.20 per AnnUln. [POSTAGE PREPAID.] 

in length, and moves! inch at every beat of the penduhim. 
The distance travelled by the point of the minute hand is 
nearly four miles a week. During sElventeen days of obser
vation the variation was eight seconds only. 

.. 'II • 
To Obtain the Trne Meridian. 

In all of the recent works on surveying, it will be found 
that Alioth, the first star in the handle of the Dipper, is des
ignated as being directly opposite the pole from Polaris, the 
north star. There was a time when such was the case, but 
now it is far from being correct. 

The first published account of this method which we have 
been able to find is in a revised edition of Abel Flint's work 
on surveying, published in 1833, which states that this 
method was communicated· to the compiler, with permission 
to publish, by Moses Warren, of Lyme, Conn. It appears 
that this mode of reckoning had been in use among surveyorl!l 
for some time previously; but we . have not been able to find 
by whom or when it originated. 

In 1800, Alioth was opposite Polaris ; but· a retrograde 
movement of the latter, of about twenty seconds a year, has 
caused Alioth to be, at the present time, twenty-five minutes 
ahead, and brings Mizar, the second star in the handle, with
in five minutes of being opposite; so that, in fifteen years 
more, Mizar will be exactly opposite. Polaris is on the meri
dian twenty-five minutes after Alioth has passed the perpen-
dicl11ar, and five minutes before Mizar reaches it. C. 

[We repUblish this article, in consequence of some errors 
in the previous insertion of it.-EDs.] 

• '.1" 
SteaJD Street SWeeper. 

The Third Avenue Railway Company, New York city, has 
lately put into use a steam sweeping machine which per
forms the work of removing the snow from the street tracks 
with much success. The machine resembles in appearance 
an ordinary box freight car. Under each end of the car 
is a revolving brush, which extends obliquely across the 
track, and capable of being raised or lowered as required, by 
an attendant within. The car is drawn by horses, but the 
brushes are worked by steam power. As the machine moves 
along, the horses on a walk, the snow is lifted into the air in 
large quantities, by the powerful brushes, and falls in grace
ful cascades upon one side of the track, forming a contin
uous windrow. 

THE FRENCH EXPOSITION OF 1878.:"'-TlIE'l'ROCADERO. 
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i I TlIE P:aEVENTIO:B -Ol'-CiDiiifAL PROPAGA.TIO:B. labor. Then if he be so fa� reform�d in character that tl:e 

I In discussing the scientific treatment of criminals and kin- public safety is ,not endangered by his being at liberty, let 
dred topics, the ScmNTIFIC AMERICAN has long insisted that him go free-on this sole condition, however, that he has 

I the safety of the social order demands a different treatment been physically debarred from tainting generations yet to be. 
of the criminal classes than has hitherto prevailed. The vin- This act of justice to the future should be, indeed, the first 
dictive method, the first resort in all rude communities, has step taken in the treatment of all criminals, more especially 
everywhere resulted in failure. The severest punishments, I those in which the crime is a symptom of tainted blood. 
the most threatening' of decrees against wrong-doing, have After that, let strict justice to the present unite with senti· 
never yet been able to diminish, much less suppress, crime. ment and religion to make the most and best of the perverted 
Indeed, violence has usually been met with violence; so that organization in hand. 
the prevalence of crime has, as a rule, been in direct ratio to • I • I .. 
the severity of the law. As a reaction against legal harsh- THE GEOG:&APmCAL DISTRIBUTION OF ANIMALS. 

ness, the sentimental treatment of criminals arose. The Mr. Alfred Russell WalIace shares with Mr. Darwin the 
reformation of the criminal, not the vindictive punishment of honor of developing the natural selection theory in its pres
him, became the watchword. Crime was regarded as a purely I ent form. He conceived his theory of the origin of species, 
moral disease, to be cured by moral agencies, with only so . as he himself says, "before I had the lea.st notion of the scope 
much severity and restraint as might be necessary to prepare and nature of Mr. Darwin's labors," and he reached his con
the subject for the medicine, and secure his continued treat· clusions simultaneously. He differs, however, from Mr. 
ment. This method has succeeded better than the first, Darwin in the very important item of the derivation of man, 
wherever it ha.s been thoroughly and consistently carried out; holding that the doctrine of natural selection is not sufficient 
still it has failed utterly wherever the time of treatment has to explain thg transition from the anthropoid ape to man, 
been arbitrarily limited, as it generally is, and in all cases and that it requires the co-operating agency of some higher 
where the criminal tendency is the result of low organization cause. 
or hereditary taint. And it is open to the very serious objec- The fie1d of labor of Mr. Wallace, while differing from 
tion that it makes the criminal class, as a whole, an unneces- that of Mr. Darwin, is scarcely of less importance. While the 
sarily heavy burden upon the honest and law-abiding. It latter naturalist ha.s spent his life studying the hidden char
puts the State in the attitude of an affectionate but unjust acteristics of animal life, and so evolving a history of all 
mother, who sacrifices the rights of her well behaved children living beings ab initio, Mr. Wallace has chiefly devoted him
upon the altar of her morbid affection for the ., black sheep " self to the investigation of the external part of animal exis
of her little flock. As a possible and more promising third tence; and by dint of personal labor of great magnitude, 
course, our proposition was to sink the idea of vengeance in he has rendered to Science services of inestimable value. It 
the treatment of criminals, and all the suggestions of senti· is not our purpose here to eriterinto Mr. Wallace's biography 
mentality as well. The criminal is not a devil-possessed as a scientist, any further than is necessary to estimate the 
monster to be destroyod, or in any way made the subject of foundation upon which his latest and greatest work has been 
vindictive or warning penalties; no more is he a saint under a reared. From an early period (jof his life he ha.s been an in
cloud, to be coddled and cherished and helped on to heaven. defatigable explorer. In the primeval forests of the Amazon 
He is simply an ill born or ill bred organization, more or and the islands of the Malayan Archipelago, he has spent 
less unfit to enjoy the privileges of civilized society. Society years; his collections of specimens of birds and insects are 
may be really more to blame than the criminal for his crimi- remarkably large, and thus his knowledge is not �hat of the 
nal condition; neverth€less, the safety of the whole makes it closet naturalist. but has been gained directly from the study 
necessary that he should be restrained from the exercise of of Nature herself. The geographical distribution of animals 
his evil propensities, and still more that he should not be suf- has been the subject of his researches for several years past, 
fered to transmit his vicious organization to other genera· and the results thereof are embodied in the voluminom 
tions. And in justice to the law·abiding, the means adopted work which he has lately published. To understand the 
for the securing of these ends should be so simple and direct basis of the investigation, we may briefly follow the author 
that the inevitable burden of crime should not be needlessly through his introductory summary of his subject: "It is a 
exaggerated. fact," he says, "within the experience of most persons, that 

How the latter result can best be secured, it is not our pur· the various species of most animals are not uniformly dis· 
pose to consider here, our attention being just now drawn to posed over the surface of the country. " If we wish to find 
the more important element of the problem, the prevention certain birds, or insects even, in our own vicinity, we search 
of criminal propagation. We are glad to see that the novel for them in particular places; then, as we travel, we con
and sufficiently radical position taken by the ScmNTIFIC stantly meet new species, and lose sight of old ones ; and if 
AMERICAN, in the articlt: entitled " The Generation of the we progress far enough, we shall find the creatures peculiar 
Wicked," is having its effect in the right quarter, that is, to our own district replaced by an entirely new set. We 
among scientifie men who will ultimately have this great reo have thus witnessed a double change, First, in our own 
form to carry out. The moment the public comes to under· neighborhood, animals appeared or disappeared according as 
stand the enormous importance of heredity in this and in the soil, vegetation, etc. , suited them, or the reverse. But as 
other directions, there will be a stop, we fancy, to the sui- we got further away, we began to find (second) that localities, 
cidal care that is now taken in s(},many quarters to insure the very similar to those we had left, were· inhabited by a some
perpet1l(ttion and survival of the worst. what different set of species, and this difference mcreased 

In the closing pages of his instructive survey of what with distance, notwithstanding that almost identical external 
American zoologists have done toward the development of conditions might be often met with. The first class of 
the doctrine of evolution, read before the American Associa· changes is that of stations; the second that of habitats. One 
tion for the Advancement of Science at Buffalo, and pub- is a local, the other a geographical phenomenon. The whole 
liahed in the Popular Science Monthly, Professor Morse reviews area over which a particular animal is found may consist of 
the evidences of man's primitive fiharacter-" an array of any number of stations, but rarely of more than one habitat. 
facts which irresistibly point to man's common origin with Again, of the new animals we meet in our travels, som€ are 
animals directly below us "-and remarks that only the densest very much like those we leave at home, others are totally 
blindness can fail to recogn·.ze the bearing of such grave dissimilar. The first series are examples of what are termed 
and suggestive facts. "The dreadful outrages which shock representative species, the second of distinct groups or types 
us from time to time in the public prints, " he continues, "are of animals. The one represents a recent comparative modi
not instigated by an evil spirit, but are outbursts of the same fication and an origin in or near the locality where it occurs; 
savage natllle which found more frequent expression years the other is the result of very ancient changes, both organic 
ago, and which are still present in the lower races to-day. and inorganic. 
When the study of heredity reveals the fact that even the It has commonly been believed that the manner in which 
nature of vagabondage is' perpetuated, when the surprising the various kinds of animals are dispersed over the globe is 
revelations of Margaret, mother of. criminals, from whose almost wholly due to diversities of climate and of vegeta
loins nearly a thousand criminals have thus far been traced, tion. Thus the arctic regions are characterized by white 
are considered, common sense will ultimately recognize that bears, reindeer, walruses, etc. , and the tropics by elephants, 
the imprisonmell.t of a criminal for ten or twenty years is not peacocks, etc. ; but it has been found that. this explanation is 
simply to punish him, or relieve the pilblic of his lawless altogether insufficient, and it is now known that countries 
acts, but to restrain him from perpetuating his kind. No exceedingly similar in climate and all physical features may 
sudden revulsion of feelings and amended ways is to purify yet have very distinct animal populations. Thus the equa
the taint; but he is to be quarantined in just the same way torial parts of Africa and South America are similar in cli
that a case of plague might be, that his kind may not in- mate, and bOth are covered by luxririant forests; yet the 
crea.se. With these plain facts thoroughly understood, men apes, leoJ)ards, and elephantil of the one are replaced by pre
high in authority must :find some other excuse for the exer- hensile·tailed mon�eys, jaguars, �nd . tap�rs 

.
in th.e othe.r. 

cise of their pardoning power, and other reasons be given for .Again, if we examIne closely the dlstnbutlOn of ammals In 
allowing so large a proportion of criminals to go free. " any extensive region, we :find that diffe�ent, though closely 

We have discussed this whole matter at length already, allied, species are often found on OppOSIte sides of any con
and our readers know how little we are disposed to trust to siderable barrier to their migration .

. 
Mountain -ranges, riv�rs, 

tile saving influence of perpetual imprisonment for the pre. arms of the sea, and changes of chmate and of vegetatIOn 
vention of criminal propagation. The stream of tendency form effective barders, and the limits of the great fore5ts 
that works for unrighteousness-the dark side of Matthew strictly determine in most parts of the world the range of 
Arnold's divinity-must be stopped at its source, so far as it many species. ' 
lies in the power of man to do it. The pestilent flood of Naturalists now believe that, by some slow process of de· 
criminal entailment must be dried up absolutely: not tempo· velopment or transmutation, all animals. have �een �rod9-ced 
rarily suppressed, and left at the mercy of any magistrate to from those which preceded them. This modIficatIOn takes 
let loose again at any moment. In other words, the surgeon, place very slowly, and the changes appear to have accompa
not the parson or the turnkey, is the proper man to deal with nied, and perhaps appear to have dep�nde� on, changes �! 
the matter. climate, vegetation, etc. "If we keep In VIew the3e facts, 

If the criminal is in debt to society, let him be confined till says our author, "that t?e minor features of the earth are 
the wrong done has been repaired, and t4e debt paid by hard everywhere slowly changmg. that the forms and structure 
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and habits of all living things are also slowly changing: dangers, might be further lessened by dividing the stairways the ingenious application of the foregoing to the practice of 
while the great features of the earth, the continents and into lanes by means of stout hand rails, which would keep colored photo-lithography, as invented by MM. Cros, Du 
oceans and loftiest mountain ranges, only change after very the living currents from side thrnsts and general obstruction. : Hauron,and others, and· which has of late been successfully 
long intervals and with extreme slowness: we must see that Had these safeguards or anything like them existed in the experimented upon in Paris. Of the various colors of the 
the present distribution of animals upon the several parts of Brooklyn theater, the disaster there could never have oc- : spectrum, red, yellow, and blue have been regarded as fun
the earth's surface is the final product of all these wonderful curred. Its repetition elsewhere should at once be made I damental, because from them, by mechanical mixtures of 
revolutions in organic and inorganic nature." Hence the impossible by their adoption everyw!lere, so far as may be pigments, the other colors can all be compounded. The 
study of animals may reveal to us which are the oldest and demanded in each particular case. premises are correct, but the conclusion is wrong, as the 
most permanent features of the earth's surface, and which .. I • I .. latest experiments prove that red, green, and violet-blue are 
the newest; and may show us the existence of continents, A DTVAL DISSECTION' A.:ND DECAPITATION' SOCIETY. the color sensations of the simplest nature. For the pur
now sunk beneath the ocean, which have left no record save Some time ago, we noted the strange mutual compact, poses of the present explanation, however, it will suffice to 
the animal and vegetable productions, which have migrated made by a few eccentlloic physicians of Paris, to the effect regard the colors first mentioned as the bases of all natural 
to distant lands. that each would provide that his body should be delivered, hues, and, therefore, by suitable superpositions of tints and 

Mr. Wallace's work is too extended to admit of its com- after death, to his fellow members for purposes of dissection. shades of red, yellow, and blue, we may reproduce the natural 
plete review within the limits here at our disposal; but the It now appears that many well known French medical men! colors of any image, just as they appear on the ground glass 
foregoing will convey a general idea of his theory, and pre- and scientists have joined in a similar agreement, and a I screen in the camera. We need only, in fact, supply our 
pare the reader for other articles, wherein we shall consider society has been organized, and a constitution has been I camera with colored spectacles to effect this result. 
the sahent features of the facts and arguments presented. adopted which is quite a curiosity in its way. The docu- Suppose that, first, a green glass is placed between the lens 

• I. I ... ment recites that "the subscribers, convinced that the in-' and object to be photographed. Glass of this color, while 
MODERN HALLS A.:ND TREATERS. tellectual future of humanity depends entirely upon the more I allowing blue and yellow rays to pass, stops all the red rays. 

Sooner or later every theater burns. From the conditions or less exact notions which are possessed concerning the Hence the image on the ground glass screen in the instru
of the case, the chances are that the fire will occur while the cerebral functions and the localization of the different facul- ment will be destitute of red, and for the same reason a sen
building is occupied. Owing to the combustible nature of ties," agree.upon the following propositions: sitive plate interposed will be unaffected at wherever the red 
the stage and its appliances, the fire is certain to be sudden The physiological study of psychology, that is to say, the rays would strike, were the green glass absent; and at such 
and fierce, and the smoke exceedingly pungent and suffocat- determination of the relation existing between a special points, therefore, the negative will be transparent. A posi
ing. The sharp awakening o� the spectators from. the un- function and some corresponding clearly circumscribed por- tive, taken in the ordinary way from this negative, would 
real life of the play to the real terrors of death by fire takes tion of the brain, is still very incomplete. Observation, to therefore exhibit in black only the red portions of the object, 
them at a serious disadvantage. The imagination, excited be fruitful, should be made upon the enuphala of individUals and it would resemble the prooffrom a chromo-lithographer's 
by the play, leaps at once to the extremity of fear, and the belonging to the cultivated classes: in other words, of per- stone used for printing a part of a picture in a certain .color. 
condition of panic is almost inevitable. Nothing short of sons who have become well known as savants, literary men, Similarly, an orange glass would cut off all the blue rays. 
the conviction that escape is easy and sure, and not always politicians, etc. In such cases, where the life of the person and a violet glass would annul the yellow rays, and with 
that, will prevent a headlong rush for the door. In such a has in part been before the public, it is believed that the each of the glasses, the above process being repeated, would 
rush some are sure to fall, thus adding to the unavoidable comparative study of the healthy convolutions and the facul- yield positives showing respectively only the parts in blue 
confusion and delay. Converging streams of excited people, ties in action, will lead to valuable positive knowledge. In and in yellow on the original. At first sight it is not clear 
narrow stairways, and sudden turns invariably result in in- the interest of public health and of the longevity of posterity, how the actual whites and blacks would, in the above way, 
oreasing the falls, crushes, and fatal hindrances, whenever the society thinks that it is greatly to be desired that the be provided for, and made to appear in their relative pro
haste is important or danger imminent; so that passage ways practice of making post mortem examinations be rendered portions and values on the final proof. The rays of white 
which would be ample under ordinary circumstances are more general, and that families should keep records of the light emanating from the white parts of the model traverse, 
altogether inadequate in case of panic. results of autopsies of their deceased members, in order to of course, the three colored glasses, each in turn becoming 

These conditions are as apparent before a disaster comes guide their medical advisers in treating the living. tinted more or less with the hues of the glasses, but keeping, 
as after. They are elements of danger in public assembly The formal part of the constitution is as follows: "The nevertheless, a photogenic action. This action will be indi
rooms, which the builder should take into account and pro- subscribers, considering that the best way of conquering cated on each negative by opacities, which, on the monO
vide against as carefully as against unstable walls or insuffi- prejudice is to set the example, organize themselves into a chromic positive proofs, will be represented by transparent 
cient supports. Not to do so is simply criminal. Yet how, society on the following basis: Article 1. Each member, re- portions. Therefore, when the t.hree monochromic proofs 
few are the public halls in New York in which they have solved to contribute to the double object, scientific and hu- are superposed, as below described, on a sheet of white paper, 
been guarded against I How many theaters and concert halls manitarian, above detailed, agrees that his autopsy shall the latter will show through wherever there is transparence. 
have we in which a disaster, as terr:ble as the one in t�e place. Article 2. In order to remove any obstacle to The blacks, on the other hand, will be indicated on the nega
Brooklyn, is quite impossible? the execution of his desire, which may be brought forward tives by transparent places, and hence at such points the 

Now that, public feeling is aroused on this pO:lnt, it is to be after death, he will leave (written by himself in duplicate, color of each positive will appear at maximum intensity. But 
hoped that the discussion will not end until practical measures and confided to responsible persons who 'shall accept the the superposition of the three colors (those below being seen 
of precaution have been secured, by legislative action or pious duty of respecting it') the following testament: 'I, the through those above) will, by their combination form black. 
otherwise. undersigned; desire and wish that, after my death, my The actual operation of superposing the three positives, 

It is but a few ye'trs since a cathedral in South America autopsy may take place, in order that the discovery of vices as described by M. E. Dumoulin, in La Nature, is quite 
was a scene of horror as fearful as that in the Brooklyn Theater. of conformation, or the hereditary maladies to which they simple. Photo-lithograph may be resortcd to to pre
In how many of our costly churches would any panic may give rise, may serve as a guide to the proper means for pare stones for printing from in the usual way on the 
stricken congregation fare any better under like conditions? opposing their development in my descendants. I desire white sheet. The chief difficulty with which the above de
In how many could the audience escape, in case an explo- especially that my body be utilized to the profit of the sci- scribed process had to contend was that of shortening the 
sion of gas or other cause should give rise to a sudden fire in entific idea that I have pursued during my life. To this end posing period. When the orange glass was before the lens, 
the lobby? Very often thele is but one means of exit from I bequeath my corpse, notably my brain and skull, to the this period was extremely long, d�spite the fact that the col
the body of the church, and very rarely is there more than laboratory of anthropology, where it will be utilized in any lodion was strongly bromidized. It has since been found 
one from the galleries. Our theaters and concert halls are, suitable way not opposed to the provisions herein stated. that coralline, mixed with the collodion, greatly diminishes 
as a rule, still worse in their construction. The new hall on The parts of my body remaining unutilized will be buried or the necessary time of exposure, as this substance possesSes 
Fifth avenue is perhaps a fair type of such mantraps. From disposed of in the following manner:'" Here a blank occurs the property of communicating to the collodion an especial 
the capacious gallery there is absolutely no outlet except to for the testator to specify his predilections as regards crema- sensitiveness to red and green rays. Chlorophyll has, how
the front, wliere two narrow stairways converge in a narrow tion, burial, etc. Then comes a long list of physi<lians, and ever, lately been substituted for coralline, and the alkaline 
hall into which the outlets of the main hall open. Thus the information that people wishing to join may address Dr. development for the ordiuaryprocess, by which means the 
half a dozen streams of people pour in cross currents into a Condercan, 5 rue Marsollier, Paris. period of exposure under the orange glass has been shortened 
space which would be packed in case of a rush so that escape The institution seems to be a new kind of mutnal admira- from several hours to a few minutes. 
from it would be all but impossible, and out of which there tion society, or rather an association for the cheap supply of - •• I .. 
is no passage except down other stairways, badly placed and posthumous fame. A person has only to become a member Spirit Lace. 

insufficient for easy exit even when there is no pressure to be assured that after death some inquisitive scientist, We are greatly indebted to a correspondent for a speci-
from behind, Should a fire break out on that side of the mousing around his brain, will probably discover that he men of lace which, he informs us, was "materialized" at 
house, the trap would be especially deadly. Those in the might have been a great author or a great general, if his a recent spiritualistic 8eance. We have long desired to ex
galleries would have absolutely no way of escape; while for genius had had but the opportunity. Inventors of perpetual amine some of these marvellous productions of the elect, 
those in the body of the hall the chances would be anything motions and Keely motors, scouted during life by an unappre- hoping thereby to acquire a knowledge of some of the 
but cheering. The hall of the Young Men's Christian As- ciative world, will, through their encephala under the hands phenomena not "known to our philosophy." It is wiih 
sociation Building and others that might be named are little, of the anatomist, demonstrate that the mental possibilities of the greater regret, therefore, that we perceive that the 
if any, better provided with easy outlets. vast discovery were in them, even if ihe sordid and material spirits have not improved upon the goods manufactured 

The ancients did better. They made their theaters of solid practical portion of the same were absent. Finely developed by base mortals, and that the filmy cloud wreaths, out of 
earth and masonry, practically fireproof. In course of time convolutions, unimpq,ired gray matter, and absence of which this. veil was undoubtedly formed, are capable of 
we moderns may learn to do likewise, but we fear that such adipose deposit will be all that is necessary to place the no better materialization than as a cheap quality of tulle, 
wise and costly precautions for public safety are not to be Slades and the Homes, and the myriad other victims of the stiffened with unspiritual British gum. The only thing 
looked for yet awhile. The most that we can expect is the "scoffers and unbelievers," in a high seat in this necrological about the fabric which savors of the spiritualistic is that 
adoption of simple means already at hand for lessening the legion of honor. it is of the variety of lace commonly known as " illusion." 
danger of fire and for facilitating the escape of audiences _ , . .  .. ... I. I .. 
when the inevitable time of danger arrives. Among them not COLORED PHOTO-LITHOGRAPHS BY COLOR-BLIBD Alcohol and Cold. 

the least importsnt are these, and the public should rest with CAJlEBAS. At 8. meeting given to the Good Templars of the English 
nothing less, namely: That there be provided a sutllcient In our recent article on color blindness, ·we explained the �rctic expeditlon,Mr. William Malley, of the Alert, in relat-
supply of fire extinguishers in all places of popular resort. simple expedient of spectacles of colored glaes, whereby ing his tlxperiences, said that, among the few men who es
That the passage ways from every aesembly room should be persons atllicted with the above defect in vision might coun- caped scurvy, and did any sledging worthy of notice, were 
numerous and ample, so that escape m ay be easy, even should teraet its deceptive influence. The glass, according to its four teetotallers, who enjoyed perfect immunity from all 
one or more of the ways be blocked by fire or otherwise. color, cuts off from the retina certain rays.. Thus red glass sickness, establishing beyond the shadow of doubt that the 

That the outlets of the passage ways be easily opened from stops out all but the red and orallge rays; yellow glass ex- intense cold of the polar regions could be well endured with
within, and so placed as to be readily accessible from every tinguishes the purple rays, and so on, through the different out stimulants. 
part of the hall. hues of the medium, the latter in every case being thus ------...... +I ... HI ...... _-----

That each general division of the audience have its inde- opaque to 89me part of the spectrum. It follows, conversely, 
pendent means of exit. that, by the aid of colored glass, our eyes being perfect, we 

That an incombustible curtain be hung so that it will drop can put ourselves in the same condition as a color-blind 
between the audience and the stage, in any case of fire in that person; and in the article referred to, we noted various cases 
part of the building. .where such temporary color blindness might be beneficially 

That all stairways leading from galleries or othet: parts of resorted to. 
the auditorium be broad aLd free from sudden tUl'J1!!. The reader has only to bear in mind the analogy between 

Perhaps the risk of jams and falls, with their :\ttenchnt I the photographic camera and the human eye to understand 

Intense Light tor Taking .Photographs. 

A very brilliant, perfectly white, and very actinic light, 
which may be used for taking photographs, is produced as 
follows : Place some perfectly dry, powdered nitre in a Bliit
able clay vessel, and in a cavity made in the middle of the 
powder place a piece of phosphorus and ignite it. While it 
burns,the nitre melts and a quantity of oxygen gas is given 
off, producin'1' an intense light. 
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THE RECENT ARCTIC EXPEDITION. 

We so recently published a description of the achieve
ments of the British Arctic Expedition, under Captain Nares, 
that any repetition of the account is unnecessary. We are 
now, however, in possession of the Captain's journal of the 
voyage, and the following extracts from it will serve to ex
plain why the two ships, provided with every necessary 
equipment and fully manned, were unable to proceed further 
toward the pole, and will also show the futility of the open 
polar sea theory. After fully 
describing the route taken by 
the ships, and the geography 
of the explored region, Cap
tain Nares states that it was 
found that, " owing to the 
absence of land trending to 
the northward, the polar pack 
not being navigable, no ship 
could be carried north on 
either side of Smith's Sound 
beyond the position we had 
already attained ; and also 
that from any attainable posi
tion in Smith's Sound, it was 
impossible to advance nearer 
the pole by sledges. The only 
o�ject, therefore, to be gained 
by the expedition remaining 
in the vicinity for another 
season would be to extend the 
exploration of the shores of 
Grant Land to the southwest
ward, and Greenland to the 
northeastward and eastward ; 
but as with the resources 
of the expedition I could not 
hope to advance more than 
about fifty miles beyond the 
positions already attained on 
those coasts, and, moreover, 
although the crew were rapid
ly recovering from the disease 
which had attacked them, 
they would certainly be un
fit for employment on ex-
tended sledge parties next year, I decided that the expedi
tion should return to England as soon as the ice broke up 
and rebased the ships. On July 31, after considerable labor 
to clear away a passage through the barrier of floe bergs, 
wl;1ich had so well protected us during the w�nter, we suc
ceeded during a strong southwest wind in rounding Cape 
Rawson and entering Robeson Channel on our return voy
age. " 

Another member of the expedition says : " If we have not 
yet learned the way to the North Pole, we have at any rate 
found out for certain what is not the way. We have demon
strated the open polar sea to be a myth ; we have shown that 
th; Smith Sound route, af
fording no continuous land 
to the northward, is not the 
route by which the highest 
latitudes will ultimately be 
gained ; and we have traced 
the real difficulty of arctic 
exploration to its true and 
final' source, and proved that, 
until some way can be dis
covered which opens out a 
totally different description of 
ice from that encountered by 
our present expedition north 
of latitude 83°, no amount of 
strength, or skill, or daring 
will suffice to overpass the 
barriers which Nature has set 
up around the pole. " 

A good idea of the magni
tude of the labor and the se
verity of the climate which 
lay before the expedition may 
be formed from the following 
extract from Captain Nares' 
journal : 

" The long ' arctic winter, 
with its unparalleled intensity 
and duration of darkness, 
produced by an absence of 
sunlight for 142 days, was 
passed on board with much 
cheerfulness and content
ment ; the time, in reality, 
passed with great rapidity ; 
and in January, when the 
first glimmering increase in the midday twilight began to 
lengthen sensibly day by day, the want of light was scarcely 
noticeable by any one ; and not until the sun actually re
turned on the 1st of March. did we in any way realize the in
tense darkness we must have experienced for so long a pe
riod. On five evenings in the week a school, formed on the 
lower deck, under Commander Markham and several of the 
officers, was well attended, each Thursday being devoted to 
lectures, songs in character, and readings, with ' occasional 
theatrical representations : the whole so admirably arranged 

',itutifi c �mtri 'llu. 
and conducted by Commander Markham a s  t o  keep up the 
pleased interest of all for the whole period. The health of 
the officers and crew, with only one exception, was most ex
cellent ; and the habitable deck as dry as is possible in these 
regions, in a ship, without an extraordinary expenditure of 
coal. 

" Although we had frequent evidence of strong winds 
prevailing in Robeson Channel, the weather at our winter 
quarters was remarkably calm ; indeed, we may be said to 

CUTTING A WAY THROUGH THE ICE. 

have wintered on the border of a Pacific Sea. The prevail
ing wind was from the westward ; we never experienced any 
easterly winds : it always blew off the land. Had it not been 
for the intervening calms , thc persistent westerly winds 
might have been well called a trade wind. On only two days 
were we prevented by the wind and accompanying snow
drift from taking exercise outside of the ship. This quiet 
state of the atmosphere was productive of the severest cold 
ever experienced in the arctic regions. During February mer
cury remained frozen for fifteen consecutive days ; a south
westerly gale, lasting four days, then brought warmer weath
er ; immediately the wind fell, cold weather returned, and 

HAULING A SLEDGE OVER THE ICE. 
the mercury remained frozen for a further period of fifteen 
days." 

In spite of this most discouraging report, fu,:ther expedi
tions are already being talked of ; but we think that they will 
serve more to demonstrate man's endurance and perseve
rance than to achieve the wished-for result. - But that the 
open polar �ea should vanish from our books on geography 
without any explanation seems incredible ; and it is to be 
hoped that some physicist will show us how a point on the 
earth's surface. twenty-six miles nearer the center than the 
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equator, can so far escape the effect of the central heat as to 
be covered with perpetual ice. 

We publish three excellent engravings, selected from the 
London Graphic, the first showing the method employed in 
cutting a way through the ice. In many places, the ice was 
blasted with gunpowder, and the pieces removed from the 
ship's course by manual labor, as shown in our engraving. 
Captain Nares shows that this was a work of some magni
tude. 

"In Robeson Channel prop
er, except where the cliffs 
rise precipitously fron;J. the 
sea, the shore line is fronted 
at a few paces distance by a 
nearly continuous ragged
topped ice wall from fifteen 
to thirty five feet high. But 
on leaving Robeson Channel 
the coast line loses its steep 
character, and the heavy ice 
is stranded at a distance of 
100 to 200 yards from the 
shore, forming a fringe of de
tached masses of ice from 
twenty feet to upwards of six
ty feet in height above water. 
The average mmsurement of 
the ice in thickness as it float
ed is eighty feet. " 

Our second engraving shows 
an incident in the sledge trav
elling which did sllch good 
work in achieving the highest 
known latitudes. " Comman
der A. H. Markham. with 
Lieutenants A.A. C. Parr and 
W. H. May under his orders, 
started on Sllptember 25, 1875, 
with three sledges, to estab
lish a depot of provisions as 
far in advance to the north
westward as possible. Lieu
tenant P. Aldrich left four 
days previously with two 
lightly equipped dog sledges 

to pioneer the road round Cape Joseph Henry for the larger 
party. He returned on board on October 5, after an absence 
of thirteen days, having, accompanied by Adam Ayles, 
on September 27 (from the summit of a mountain 2,000 
feet high, situated in latitude 82° 48' north, somewhat further 
north than the most northern latitude attained by our most 
gallant predecessor, Sir Edward Parry, in his celebrated boat 
journey towards the north pole), discovered land extending to 
the northwestward for a distance of sixty miles, to latitude 
83° 7', with lofty mountains in the interior to the southward. 
No land was sighted to the northward. On October 14, two 
days after the sun had left us for its long winter's absence, 

Commander Markham's par
ty returned after a journey of 
nineteen days, having, with 
very severe labor,succeeded in 
placing a depot of provisions 
in latitude 82° 44' north, and of 
tracing the coast line nearly 
two miles further north, thus 
reaching the exact latitude at · 
tained by Sir Edward Parry. 
I despatched Lieutenant Raw
son to again attempt to open 
communication between the 
two vessels. He was ab
sent from the 2d to the 12th 
of October, returning unsuc
cessful on the latter day, hav
ing found his road again 
stopped by unsafe ice within 
a distance of nine miles of the 
ship. During these autumn 
sledging journeys, with the 
temperature ranging betweeI 
15° above and 22° below zero, 
the heavy labor, hardshipw, 
and discomforts inseparable 
from arctic travelling were 
much greater than those usu. 
ally experienced. Out of the 
northern party of twenty-one 
men and three officers, seven 
men and one officer returned 
to the ship badly frostbitten, 
three of these so severely as 
to render amputation neces-
sary, the patients being COD · 

fined to their beds for the greater part of the winter. " 
The engraving gives a view of part of the road southwards 

towards where the Discovery was lying. The only place 
where sledges could get along was between the steep, snow
covered cliffs eaten out by sell- ice, and the hummocks forced 
up on the shore. Abrupt declivities of from 20 to 30 feet 
were commo.n. The sledge shown in the engraving is loaded 
with pemmican for a depot close to the ship. For a regular 
sledge party, it would, of course, be laden with tent, bags, 
�.ooking gear, etc. 
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Our third engraving is the most interesting ever pub

lished in illustration of the long investigated question of po
lar geography_ It shows the sea of ancient ice lying be
tween the highest attained point and the pole itself, and any 
investigator who reaches the pole must traverse it. For want 
of a better name, Captain Nares called this frozen desert the 
•• palreocrystic sea," or sea of old ice, to distinguish it from 
the sea whose surface is undergoing perpetual change from 
the breaking up and shifting of the fioes in spring, the con
sequent formation of new " one season's " ice, and the incur
sions of icebergs broken off from the glaciers. The reader 

J titutifi t �mtritau. 
forated to receive a thread, to which is attached ball N, and 
it is fastened at g. This ball keeps the pencil in contact with 
the card. 

It will be perceived that, by the least motion of the index 
hand, either way, the pencil will make its mark on the card ; 
and as the pressure on the pencil by the ball, M, is down
ward, it will not take the same line twice. This part of the 
register is adjusted, from time to time, as it may be neces
sary ; it may be once a day, or once a week, according to the 
changes in the weather. 

In preparing the wood for the construction of this instru-

THE P ALlEOCRYSTIC SEA. 

may j udge from the engraving how far the existence of an ment, both the pine and the cedar must be carefully Ql'led. 
open polar sea may be calculated upon for purposes of navi- The pine should be placed in a warm oven, and care taken 
gation. The big block of ice in front is perhaps fifty or not to impair the texture of the wood by too great heat. 
sixty feet high; while the frozen mass beyond is by no When thus dried, it is dressed and cut crosswise, and the 
means as smooth as it looks in the engraving, and may be pieces accurately glued to the cedar. The pine will absorb 
shortly described as a wilderness of ice rocks, of every vari- sufficient water out of the glue to warp it considerably. 
ety in form and size, matted together by patches of drifted 'l.'his warp is taken out by another drying process. When 
snow. At a point about two miles south of the Alert's win- the pieces are perfectly straight, they are fastened to a strip 
ter quarters, where Robeson Channel begins to widen out of plank, as stated above. The instrument should be fast
and its shores to retreat westward and eastward the ice ened against a firm wall in a dry, shady place out of doors, 
was found to assume quite a differen� character from that and in the following manner : Draw two perpendicular 
which had been observed in lower latitudes. Its massive 
hummocks and extended fioes were clearly the product of a 
distinct region, and had been formed, not in narrow chan
nels and under comparatively sheltered headlands, but in the 
broad expanse of the polar ocean. 

" ' . 0  .. 
A NEW HYGROMETER. 

BY G. P. RACHENBERG. M. D .  
A change in the weather is almost always preceded by a 

change in the humidity of the air, and frequently these 
changes may occur without materially affecting atmospheric 
pressure. Consequently, a sensitive hygrometer is more re
liable to prognosticate changes in the weather than a barom
eter. The psychrometer, commonly known as the " dry and 
wet bulb thermometer," an instrument in use by the Signal 
Corps, U. S. A. , is read!ly infiuenced by any changes in the 
humidity in ' the air ; but practically it is of little use in pre
dicting changes in the weather. From an experiment made 
on board a Spanish ship of war, many years ago, where a 
single stem of pine wood, glued to another piece·of firm 
wood, was used in testing the humidity of the air, I was led 
to invent a hygrometer, which appears to meet all the require
ments of an instrument of that kind ; for not only by its indi
cations is the degree of humidity in the air accurately given, 
but we are often able to prognosticate changes in the 
weather. 

The instrument is represented by Fig. 1. a a a are three 
upright strips of wood, 170 by 1 inch, and 2� feet long. The 
narrow left hand side of each piece is faced with a thin strip 
of cedar, Ys of an inch thick, with the grain running length
wise. Each piece consists of this strip of cedar, glued to 
thoroughly seasoned white pine, with the grain running I 
transversely to that of the cedar. The middle piece is a few 
inches longer than the other two, in order to receive the 
lever, b, which is attached to index hand, c. d d represent 
the degrees of the instrument, 1 inch to each degree. Zero 
(0) stands in the middle of the scale, and is the dividing line 
between wet and dry. Each side is divided into 20 de
grees, showing the degree of aridity on the one side and of 
humidity on the other. The three pieces, a a a, are united 
above with round nails by a brace, e e. The nails of the two 
outer pieces work in slots cut perpendicularly. The pieces, 

F!:!r 1 

o o a a a, are accurately fitted at the bottom into a piece of 
plank, with screw holes at the end, I I, in order to fasten it 
against the wall. At g, the index hand, c, is likewise fast
ened to the wall in a manner to give free action, both to the 
hand itself and to the lever, b. There is a free joint between 
the index hand and the lever. J is an apparatus attached to 
the index hand to register the action of the instrument. K 
is a blank card fastened against the wall. 

L is a part of an ordinary lead pend, held by an oblong 
slot attached to the index hand ; and a ring to receive the 
pencil is attached over the opening of the slot. Near the 
point of the pencil is a notch to receive a small metallic ball 
M, suspended by a thread. The end of the pencil is per� 

lines on the wall, one to correspond to the middle line of 

the middle piece, a, and · the other to the zero line on the 

scale. The instrument is fastened to the wall to correspond 

with these lines. However, if there is any curvature left in 

the pieces, a a a, an allowance on the scale must be made for 

it. (The representation of the registering part is entirely 

out of proportion with the rest of the instrument). 
The immediate operation of this instrument is neither ac

curate nor satisfactory, owing, in part, to the moisture which 
the wood absorbs from the glue, and to its not yet having 
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received the hygrometrical temperature, so to speak, of the 
ail'. But after it has assumed its normal action, it becomes 
exceedingly sensitive to any change in the air. Its modus 
operandi IS : As the humidity of the air increases, the pine 
absorbs moisture, which swells it, and causes a curvature of 
the three pieces ; the degree of the curvature gives us, on the 
scales, the degree of the humidity in the air. When the air 
becomes arid, the pine expels its moisture and shrinks, 
throwing its curvature in the opposite direction, in propor
tion to the degree of the aridity. The reading of the probabil
ities of the weather by . the use of this instrument depends not 

always upon the degree of the dry and wet on the scales, 
but on the manner In which the index hand moves, through 
the period of a day or so. Sometimes there is a tidal wave, 
either of aridity or humidity, that may infiuence the instru
ment for a brief time to several degrees, after which it will 
take its former position ; but if from this, or any other posi
tion, it should persistently move either way, to wet or dry, 
we may conclude as to the probable state of the weather for 
the coming night or the next day with certainty. This is so 
invariably the case that it may rain, 01' . be cloudy, and the 
weather may appeal' altogether unsettled, and the index hand 
may point to 15° wet ; but should the hand slowly work its 
way to zero, notwithstanding all the signs unfavorable for 
clear weather, even those of the barometer itself, we can 
safely calculate on immediate fail' weather. 

This instrument might be made much smaller and portable, 
and utilized for various purposes, such as testing the damp
ness of rooms, cellars, and public bUIldings_ 

In developing my hygrometer, I constructed an instru
ment partly represented by Fig. 2, where I took advantage 
of the atomic changes in the wood, and effected an adynamic 
rotary motion. The force was easily made accumulative to 
an extent to produce a ceaseless motion. Had I not pointed 
out the secret of this perpetual motion, and had I befogged 
the apparatus with a mechanical complication, I might have 
been amused, for a brief time, with the reception that the 
solution of this .. mechanical impossibility " would have re
ceived, for but few would have taken that row of sticks for 
my source of power. The power created by this instrument 
is not that of a cea.'!eless strain, but, as the force is from two 
opposite directions applied to the wheel, it is interrupted in 
its nature. 

Round Mountain, Texas. 
.. . . . . 

Sulphur Cor Scarlet Fever. 

Dr. Henry Pigeon writes to the London Lancet as follows : 
" The marvellous success which has attended my treatment 
of scarlet fever by sulphur induces me to let my medical 
brethren know of my plan, so that they may be able to ap
ply,the same remedy without delay. All the cases in which 
I used it were very well marked, and the epidermis on the 
arms in each case came away like the skin of a snake. The 
following was the exact treatment followed in each case : 
Thoroughly anoint the patient twice daily with sulphur oint
ment ; give five to ten grains of sulphur in a little jam three 
times a day. Sufficient sulphur was burned, twice daily (on 
coals on a shovel), to fill the room with the fumes, and, of 
course, was thoroughly inhaled by the patient. Under this 
mode of treatment each case improved immediately, and none 
were over eight days in making a complete recovery, and I 
firmly believe in each it was prevented from spreading by 
the treatment adopted. One case was in a large school. Hav
ing had a large experience in scarlet fever last year and this, 
I feel some confider:ce in my own judgment, and I am of 
opinion that the very mildest cases I ever saw do not do half 
so well as bad cases do by the sulphur treatment and as far 
as I can judge, sulphur is as near a specific for scarlet fever 
as possible. " 

.. 4 . . ... 

MARSTON'S PORTABLE GANG SAW MILL.-In our illus

trated article on the above machine, in No. 1, current vol

ume, an error dccurred in the accidental omission of a 0 in 

the number of feet sawn per day of 10 hours. The figure 
should be 20,000, and obviously not 2,000, as stated, which 

would be rather slow sawing. 
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Patent omce Requirements in Reissue Cases. 

j'citutific �mtrica.u. 
An Instrument Cor the Mechanical Trl.ectloll oC an 

Angle. 

To the Editor of the Scientific American : 

To the Editor of the &ientific American: This device consists of a pair of compound compasses of 
In last week's Official Gazette you will notice a ruling f:cur legs, so connected by levers that in every position of the 

on a motion to rescind that part of rule 63 which requires compasses the second leg will bisect the ang!e formed by the 
an applicant for reissue to place on the file, at his own first and third legs, while at the same time the third leg will 
expense, a certified abstract of title. If the Commissioner bisect the angle formed by the second and fourth ; thus the 

would append to his decisions even an abstract, showing the angle formed by the first and fourth legs will be trisected. 
points or line of argument pursued by counsel, the decisions In Fig. 1, 0 G; 0 H, 0 I, and 0 K are the legs of the 
themselves would be more inteHoigible. In this case but little compasses. A E, C E, B F, and D F are connecting rods or 
can be gathered from the decision, except the Commissioner's levers, pivoted at A, B, C, and D, united by pivots at E and 
opinion upon tie question, the argm.ilents in favor of which I F, and moving in slots upon the legs 0 H and 0 I. In the 
are entirely unknown. This imposition of an extra tax in I triangles 0 A E and 0 C E, 0 A = 0 C, A E = C E, and 0 
reissue cases is one of those arbitrary exactions which now E is common. Hence the angle G 0 H = the angle H O I. 
and then crop out in the administration of the Patent Office, In like manner, the angle H O I  = the angle 1 0 K. Thus 
having their origin apparently in a desire to introduce some- the three angles are equal. 
thing new, without special regard to its utility or lawfulness. Make the sides, 0 G and 0 K, coincide with the given 

[JANUARY 20, 1 877. 
when diamonds cannot be obtained or are unavailable. To 
do it readily and neatly, it is only necessary to provide a 
wire of from % to -;\ inch diameter, and bend it to conform 
to the curvature of the bottle or tube to be cut, so that it ex
tends over about half the circumference. The bottle or tube 
is scratched with a file, or otherwise marked ; and the wire is 
heated to a low red or black heat, and placed under it, as 
shown iu the engraving, and the bottle is slowly rotated 
through a partial revolution alternately toward the right and 

The statute provides that, for certain specified reasons, a ' angle. Mark the points, H and I, and H 0 and I O. 
patentee may reissue his patent. " The Commissioners shall, I This construction suggests a method of trisecting the angle I left, until the glass cracks along the line of the wire, when 
on the surrender of such patent, and the payment of the duty by means of two pairs of parallel rulers (Fig. 2). Lay off ' 

the rotary motion is continued, but more in one direction 
required by law, cause a new patent * * to be issued," etc. , than the other, until the crack makes a complete circuit. 
(sec. 4916). The duty required by law is $30, but the Com- A convenient way of cutting or breaking glass tubes of 
missioner refuses even to send an application to the Examiner small diameter, having thick sides, is to make a nick in one 
until he has paid into the Patent Office another duty, to wit, G 

/" 
side with a file, and place the thumbs close together on the 

the price of a certified abtltract of title. This is a subject of ' tube opposite the nick, with the nails in contact with each 
importance to patentees, not only because it involves an ad- other. Pressure is then exerted on the tube with the thumbs, 
ditional and uncertain expense, but because the same prin- and at the same time the tube is pulled lengthwise, when it 
ciple will justify possibly greater impositions. I hope this will !lreak with a smooth, square fracture. A single nick is 
letter may awaken attention to the question. 'J) better than a mark around the tube. D. M. H. 

The points of my argument are as follows : Brooklyn, N. Y. 
1. The Examiners are bound to take notice of all the ------.. --.... , .... , ..... -------

records of the Patent Office, and the record of assignments Smoky ChImneys. 

forms a part of these. There is no more reason why the ap- To tile Editor of the &ientific American: 

plicant should furnish the Examiner with copies of these Of the various remedies for smoky chimneys, I have never 

records than of any others : patents, for instance, upon which seen a more satisfactory one than that represented by the en-

his claim may be rejected. graving. The chimney from which the sketch was taken 

2. There is no authority in the Commissioner to make such was an eight inch square flue, straight and vertical from 

a rule. He is only permitted to make rules and regulations cellar to top, some thirty-two feet in height. The draught had 

" not inconsistent with law" (statute, S. 483, title XI). I always been slugg�sh except in brisk weather, and various 

3. There is no value in the abstract after it is obtained, be- sheet iron concerns had been tried with indifferent success. 

cause it shows nothing as to unrecorded transfers. The other day a few of the top courses of bricks were re-

4. The applicant is obliged to make oath as to the residence x moved and relaid as shown in diagram. In3tead of the eight 

of the title. That is the latest and best evidence of the facts 
G 

sufficient for every purpose, in a reissue as much as in an 
original application. As the Commissioner says, if this state-
ment should prove to be untrue, the patent issued under it 
would be defective. Well, does the Patent Office ever gnar-
antee the validity of the patents issued? The Commissioner 
further says that certain evidence of title is necessary to 
show to whom the reissue should go, and that the fee paid R 

for the abstract is the price of this evidence ; yet he admits 
that he cannot be impeached for issuing a patent to an im-
proper party. Now, the rule amounts to just this : The Com-
I!lissioner rules out the oath of the only competent witness, 
and requires at his expense a piece of testimony which is of 0 A 0 D d ' � 

= ; an WIth the same radius and A and D as cen-
no_value as proof, and refuses to forward the application ters, draw two arcs. The point E, of the line 0 H, will be 
until the coffers of the Patent Office are enriched to an extent found on one arc, and point F, of the line 0 I, on the other 
beyond the fee prescribed by law. It is easy to see that the arc. Drive pins at 0, A, and D. Bring the inner edges of 
patentee knows whether he has made assignments or not. the parallel rulers L M N P against the pins at A and O. 
Supposing he swears that he has not, why should not the In like manner, bring the inner edges of the parallel rulers 
officers test that statement by the record of the Office as much Q R, S T, against the pins at 0 and D. Then keeping the 
as his other statement (both under oath). that he was the first rulers against the pins, move them around until L P inter
to invent the combination, etc. ? But suppose the applica- sects Q T on one of the arcs, and M N intersects R S on the 
tion is made in fraud. He assigns to-day and asks a reissue other arc. Then d.aw lines along Q T and M N, and the 
to-morrow, swearing that he has not assigned. Would a cer- angle will be trisected. It will be seen that L P and R S also 
tified abstract help the Office to any information as to that ? intersect each other on the line besecting the given angle 

This tax is an imposition, pure and simple. It has no pur- -a fact which will serve as an additional guide in bringing 
pose, nor any use except to swell the receipts of the Patent th I . t 't' C I t' th II l O A . . . . e ru ers III 0 POSI IOn. omp e Illg e para e ograms 
Office, WhICh are too large WIthout It i and It ought sum- E C d O D F B . th fi t fi th f . 
marily to be abolished. S 

' an , as seen III e rs gure, e proo IS 
. the same. WARREN HOLDEN. . , . ,  .. 

Carbolic Acid Cor Whooping Cough. 

To the Editor of the Scientific American : 

. . .  , .. 
An Instrument Cor Trisecting an Angle. 

To the Editor of the Scientific American : 
I have constructed an instrument for trisecting angles. 

You will understand it at first sight. In the annexed figure, 
the triangles 1 2 3 and 2 3 4 being isosceles, the angle 2 1 3, 
or its equal, d o  C, = 1 a b c. 

The manner of using the instrument is ab foIlows :-Let 
a b c  be the angle to be trisected. Produce the side b c towards 

inch square flue out of the top, seven or eight 2x2 inch open
ings were left in each of the four sides, making an aggregate 
area of opening laterally of about 120 square inches instead 
of sixty-four out of the top. A plate of slate, A, with a 
three inch opening in its center, covers the top, having a 
course or two of brick above it to keep it down. A single 
soapstone or cast iron cap with a small opening in the center 
would probably be preferable to the slate and brick. The 
draught is now all right. 

Worcester, Mass. 1<'. G. WOODWARD. 

THE DEATH OF COMltlODORE VANDERBILT • 
After a tedious illness of several months, during the greater 

part of which time his demise was daily, if not hourly, ex
pected, Commodore Vanderbilt died on January 4. He had 
reached the advanced age of 83 years, retaining a wonderful 
physical power, the strength of which was clearly shown in 
his long resistence to the ravages of a wasting and painful 
disease. 

Cornelius H. Vanderbilt was born on Staten Island, N. Y. , 
in 1794. His father was a small farmer. in fail' cicumstances ; 
but the family was large, and Cornelius, being the eldest son, 
found bimself compel led to rely upon his own efforts for sup
port before he was fairly seventeen years of age. The elder 
Vanderbilt, in order to transport his produce to New York, 
had established a ferry between the city and Staten Island. 
After his death, Cornelius, having earned sufficient money to 
buy a boat, became a boatman, and carried passengers over 
the same route for eighteen cents a trip. By dint of close 
economy, he saved enough to buy a larger vessel, and finally 

An item in your issue of December 23, 1876, relating to 
the application of the vapor of carbolic acid, by Dr. Lee, 
of London, for whooping cough, recalls a similar applica
tion made for my children in the winter and spring of 1873. 
Two little girls returned from school with hard co�ghs. 
During the night following they received small doses of 
various cough medicines, but without apparent effect ; they 
coughed incessantly. The next day we learned that they had 
been exposed to whooping cough at school, and that they 
probably had it. That night, as o-o,r usual remedies had 
failed, it occurred to me that possibly some relief might be 
obtained by their inhaling the vapor of carbolic acid. So, 
when the children were in bed, we evaporated, over the gas 
in their bedroom, a very weak solution of the acid for about 
fifteen or twenty minutes. The effect was magical. The 
character of the cough was from that time changed. There 
was no hard coughing that night. The children had a light 
cough, which continued during the usual term of whooping 
cough� but it was without the " whoop, " save in one or two 
instances, and without any special distress, sickness, or dis
comfort. Three other children took the cough at this time, 
and were treated in the same way, with the same result. 

o. Apply the side marked C of the instrument to a b, as in the he possessed the best boat in the harbor. Thus began Van
figure ; hold it tight with one hand, and, with the other, bring derbilt's connection with public transportation ; and from the 
the end of the side A to touch b e  produced. Place a rule owner of the single little craft, he rose to be the controlling 
against the side A, and, the instrument being withdrawn, d o  power of rleets of magmficent vessels and some of the 
may be drawn. i we'11thiest railroads in the country. To one boat, others were 

In these instances a teaspoonful of a strong solution of car
bolic acid crytals and glycerin was well mixed in a quart of 
water. From one to two gills of this weak solution was 
. evaporated slowly over the gas (in the room where the chil
dren were asleep or at play), with doors and windows closed, 
twice daily. R. 

New York city. 

A slight addition to the instrument would transform it into ' soon added ; then he bought a schooner, and went into the 
one for finding either the square or the square root of a coasting trade ; and finally, in his twenty-third year, he owned 
number. D. MATTE. several fine sailing craft and some $9,000 in money. In 1818 

.. . . , ... Thomas Gibbons, a New Jersey capitalist, offered him the 
Cutting Glass Bottles. command of a small steamboat, at a salary much less than his 

To the Editor of the &ientific American : income at the time. . Vanderbilt, however, accepted the offer 
It is often desirable for experimental purposes to cut glass because, with his natural acumen, he foresaw that steam was 

bottles to form jars, or to cut large glass tubes into sections, destined to supplant sails, and a knowledge of steam naviga-
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tion was necessary to him. For twelve years he remained in I pro�e ot unmense vlUue, wnile tnose wAlcn attract most .at- ) acid works, and is no

. 

t difficult of preparation, its price Wil
.
l 

Mr. Gibbons' employ, during which time the litigation be- tentlon at first are soonest fOlgotten. no doubt fall as soon as it is introduced into some practical 
tweeR rival steamship companies was bitter and continuous, . u:oe. It now sells for $4 per oz. The researches of Piever-
and he was compclled to resort to .expedients of every kind to 'I INORGANIC CHEMISTRY. ling on the organic compounds containing selenium prove it 
protect his employer's interests. Finally, in 1829, he deemed The discovery of the new metal gallium marks an impor- to be, like sulphur and tellurium, sometimes a diad, and 
his education flnished ; and refusing command of the whole tant epoch in chemical chronology, not alone on account of often a tetrad. Tellurium has been brought somewhat into 
line of boats owned by Gibbons, on his own terms, he started its pe?uliar properties, its low melti�g point, etc. , but more prominence recently by the discovery of large quantitIes .of 
bullding vessels of his own. The flrst one he constructed as bemg the flrst element whose dIscovery had been pre- it in combination, as usual, with precious metals both in 
was the famous Caroline, used by Canadian rioters in 1837, dicted, and thus bringing into prominence the almost forgot- the West and Chili. No use has yet been devised f�r it, and 
in a disturbance which involved an invasion of American ten laws laid down by Mendelejeff several years previously. the terrible odor that its compounds impart to those exper:

territory, and occasioned a vexatious international dispute be· This metal,. its discovery, its spectrum, and other properties menting with them have, perhaps, frightened chemists who 
tween England and this country. During the next twenty have been fully deSCrIbed in our columns. delight in social enjoyment. Kastner advises the use of 
years of his life his energy was remarkable. Although galliu� is the last �rilliant triumph of the spec- grape sugar in the quantitative analysis of telluric com-

He built steamboat after steamboat, and established oppo- troscope, many of Its other achIevements. have been of great pounds. Becker has prepared pure tellurium and studied 
sition lines on the Hudson and on Long Island Sound. He practical value. We described, in our issue of July 17, 1876, and described some tellurium compounds, such as the tar
built handsomer and faster boats than those on the regular the use of the spectroscope on the witness stand, in a case of trate and tri-ethyl-iodide, as a platium compound. 
lines, and cut down the fares. He took great pains in select- supposed forgery. Professor H .. Vogel: .of Berlin, has done Dr. Vogel has continued his experiments in regard to the 
ing competent men to work for him paid them well, and a vast amount of valuable work m devIsmg methods of de- action of light of different colors upon the bromide of silver. 
kept them in their places. His vessel� were constructed un. tecting adulteration, especially in wine, by means of the Among his many remarkable discoveries, we may here only 
der his immediate supervision and from his own plans: He I absorption spectra. (See SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, May 20, mention one. A plate coated with bromide of silver and a 
patronized foundries where machinery could be made in ac- 187�. )  He even adapted it to the detection of some metals of thin fllm of naphthaline red was very sensitive to yellow, 
cord::tnce with his own ideas. He never insured a vessel ' but the Iron group, and more recently to the salts of aluminum that very non-actinic light, provided an excess of nitrate of 
used to say : "Good vessels and good commanders are th� best and magnesium, when in very dilute solutions, bringing to his silver were employed ; if an excess of bromide of potassium 
kind of insurance ; if corporations can make money in the aid an organic ?olo?ng �atter, pur�urine, the absorption were used, it was sensitive to blue and violet only. These 
insurance business, I can."  During his long experience he spectrum of which IS varIously modifled by these metals. interesting experiments were interrupted by his appointment 
never lost a vessel by fire or wreck. The subject of the detection of blood, even when old and as one of the German jury at the Centennial. 

Within a few years after the launch of the Caroline he dry, by means of the spectroscope, has also been studied by The action of water and saline solutions upon copper, a 
built 38 steamboats. Then he organized an opposition lin� of Vogel, who points out a certain method of distinguiShing It subject on which very little was previously known, has been 
steltmers to California, and another between New Orleans from indigo, with which some have claimed that it may be carefully investigated by T. Carnelley. Dr. A. Wagner has 
and Galveston. In 1853, he had already become one of the confounded. It may be here remarked that Struve has ob- also examined the action of saline solutions, both hot and 
richest men in' the country, and in that year he made his tained from some .kinds of meat a substance which also yields cold, upon tin, copper, zinc, and other metals (See SCIEN· 
famous trip to Europe with hi!!! family in his own steamer, the same absorptIOn spectrum as blood, from which, how- TIFIC AMERICAN, p. 295, vol. XXXV.) Kaiser, who has 
the North Star. On his return, he organized a line of steam.· ever, it can be distinguished by other reactions. Following investigated the action of sea water on lead, reports that the 
ers between New York and Havre, France, and built the the path of �rofessor Vogel, another German, named Wun- lead soon became coated, and was then protected. Balard is 
magniflcent steamer Vanderbilt, at a cost of $800,000. This der, has studIed the absorption spectra of different kinds of of the opinion that it is the exygen of the air dissolved in 
vessel he presented to the Government during the war. From ultramarine, including the green and violet, as well as the water which causes it to attack lead, even when salts are 
first to last, he owned, wholly or in part, 100 steam vessels ; blue. Reimann states that tbe spectroscope is a good instru- present in small quantities. 
and in 1857 he began to sell them and invest in railroad ment for the detection of mixtures of C08,ttllJ' colors. He has Hardened glass continues to attract attention, but little 
stocks. published, in his Farber Zeltung, the position of the absorp- ::tew can be said of it. The generally received impression is 

Through Commodore Vanderbilt's Wall street operations tion bands of several of the best known colors. Thus the that it is the familiar phenomenon of the Prince Rupert 
we cannot follow him. He possessed a genius for combina. spectroscope seems likely to prove exceedingly useful in or- drops on a large scale ; the glass, · being under tension, some· 
tion and organization a tenacity of purpose, which enabled ganic chemistry, especially for distinguishing dyestuffs and times explodes violently. 
him to hold on to advantage once gained, rather than risk detecting adulterations. In manufacturing chemistry and technology, there is not 
anything for the sake of a possible betterment ; and he is said Many of the rare metals have been carefully studied during much wmch is radically new to record. Improvements 
to have understood the art of .. wateri.ug .. stock scientiflcally the year, and new properties discovered and new uses devised rather than revolutions have been the order of the day in in
better than any man that ever lived. As soon, however, as for them ;  and as each in turn becomes more valuable in the organic chemistry. The ammonia Roda process is slowly 
he became practically master of the l'l ew York Central, Hud- arts, new sources of it are being discovered. This is strik- gaining headway ; the De Hemptinne sulphuric acid process 
son River, and Lake Shore and Michigan Southern railroads ingly true of vanadium-a metal known since 1830, and yet is not yet in practical operation ; many things are kept as 
he introduced systelDS of close economy. Trains wer� so rare as to sell for $300 per ounce-which has found a use trade secrets, and hence the world knows nothing of them 
added, depots were built, tracks were doubled, and the in the manufacture of aniline black. It is now the subject of for years. S. Lupton proposes a new method of making 
business. of the different roads was developed wherever there much study at home and abroad. Gerland has studied its sul- nitrogen, namely, by allowing air to bubble through strong 
was an opportunity. At the same time, judicious retrench- phates ; Crow, its tetroxide ; Guyard, Rosenstiehl, and others, aqua ammonia and then passing it over heated copper. The 
ment was everywhere carried on. He erected the great its action in producing aniline black ; while Dr. I. Walz, of action is continuous and the nitrogen pure, an important 
freight de,ot and the Grand Central depot in this city, built this city, has rendered valuable service by pointing out a new point if it is to be employed for medical purposes. Dr. 
the underground railway on Fourth avenue, and constructed source of t,his metal in our own immediate vicinity-namely, I Steinbnteck states that tuberculosis, in the first and second 
the four-track system on the Hudson River and New York in American magnetites, where the quantity is often quite stages, may be cured by the inhalation of nitrogen. 
Central railroads. The actual value of the estate which he considerable, sometimes 0. 3 per cent. Mr. C. M. Stillwell, Organic chemistry has so many triumphs to record that 
leaves if! variously estimated, but it probably aggregates continu�ng the sea�ch, found vanadium, but in smaller we must delay a review of them until our next issue. H. 
nearly $60,000,000, the greater proportion of which is invested quantitIes, in hematItes and other secondary IrOn ores. .. � • I .. 

in railroads. Platinum and the metals associated with it have been the 
As a man, Commodore Vanderbllt was remarkable for no subject of study in France. Boussingault has made it com

characteristics outside th03e already detailed, or apart from bine. with �ilicon, as. has also Guyard ; while Meyer has in
his business life. He was almost desti �ute of education and vestlgated Its catalytIC action, and Zdrawkowitch hM devised 
of cultivated tastes. His vast wealth, with the single excep- . � new method of making platinum black. It COnslStS m IDlX· 

tion of the endowment of the Vanderbilt University, in I mg to�ther 15 �arts of gly�rine an� �O parta caustic potash 
Nashville� Tenn. , was not in any wise devoted to philan- o� speClflc gra�Ity 1 'OS, h�atmg to boilmg, and adding 5 parts 
thropic projects. It was gained, not like the millions of dIlute perchlorIde of platmum. Among the new alloys pro
Stewart, through the successful exercise of mercantile ability, posed .8  one by Schmitte, which contains platinum, copper, 
or like that of Astor, through the inevitable accretion of cap- and tungsten, and resembles 18 carat gold. Daubree has 
ital produced by time and enhancement of values, but rather produced an alloy possessing the most intense magnetic 
through gigantic enterprises involving sharp conflicts with polarity by adding to fused platinum one fourth its weight 
men. of scarcely less energy, through audacity, through in- of iron. Osmium, lo�g .known as t�e most poisonous mctel, 
dOIDltable perseverance, and through thrift. That the use to has been found by DeVIlle and Debray to be the heaviest 
which his fortune has been placed has beneflted the com- metal, its density being 22 '577 times that of water. Coosium 
munity, there can be no doubt. Such, however, is but the and rubidium, the two eldest children of spectroscopic re
natural result of the enterprises necessary to the accumula- search, and rarest of the rare, have been the subject of care
tion of a great fortune. Mr. Vanderbilt was frugal in his ful study by F. Godeffroy, who has determined their atomic 
living, systematic in his business and recreations, and indus- weights, besides. making a.silico-tungstate of each. Thallium, 
trious at all times. also born of the spectroscope, but most abundant of this class 

• • , t  • 

[For the SClentl1lo American.] 
ClIEmCAL PROGRESS :m 18'18. 

The o� proverb, . that there is nothing new under the sun, 
seems qUIte out of date when we look at the scientiflc records 
of a year, and especially as we glance over the chemical dis
coveries that have been made or published in that brief space 
of time. Rudolph Wagner, one of the German members of 
the Centennial jury on chemistry, aidecJ by a dozen or more 
able assistants, publishes annually a brief but careful abstract 
of all that has been accomplished in chemical technology for 
the year. These brief notices flll a volume of over eleven hundred pages. The amount of chemical work performed in 
each year which does not fall under this t1tle would flll 
another vulume of equal size. It is not our intention to un dertake the compression into a brief editorial of all th _ 
t 'b ' 

e con 
.n UtIOns that have been made to chemistry within the year 
JUs� �lose�, but only to point out a few interesting facts, oIDlttmg ill some cases, perhaps, others quite as important 
for want of time and space. Nor shall we undertake to 
arrange them in the order of their importance, for it is 
strangely true that discoverielil which seem trifling often 

of bodies, has received the attention of Nietzki, Krausi, and 
Muir. The two former were chiefly interested in the prepa
ration of the metal. the latter of the chlorate. Krausi speaks 
of having made 23 1bs. of thallium from soot by simply leach
ing out, precipitating as chloride, and reducing with zinc. 
Indium, the next born, and, excepting gallium, the last, has 
received but little attention, except from Professor Cornwall, 
who has chased it through all the new blendes he could lay 
hands upon, and WIth some success. 

The rare metals of the earth, cerium, lanthanum, and didy
mium' have been prepared and studied by Hillebrand and Nor. 
ton, while Rammelsberg has determined anew the atomic 
weights of cerium and yttrium. Columbium and tantalum, 
fast friends and companions, have been examined by Jolly 
and Santesson, and some new compounds have been pre
pared. Zirconium, titanium, glucinum, and uranium have 
likewise received attention. Selenium has recently acquired 
a new importance from its sensitiveness to light, and Dr. 
Siemens has devised an electrical eye that will wink in the 
bright sunlight and open in the dark. This peculiar prop
e�y of selenium promises to be of use in the manufacture of 
photometers. It is the crystalline form only in which the 
electric conductivity varies with the illumination. As sel
enium is found abun1lantIy in the soot of certain sulphuric 

Novel Method of' Ornament� Fur •• 
Messrs. Jules and Georges Mathias, of Paris, France, have 

patented through the Scientific American Patent Agency, 
November 21, 1876, the application of gold, silver, and other 
metallic powders to all kinds of furs, the powders being ap
plied to the points or ends only of the hairs by means of a 
brush or otherwise. The preparation emploJ ed for the pur
pose is composed of varnish and gold, silver, or other metal
lic powders, which are well known. 

Black furs and others of a dark color may, in this manner, 
say the inventors, have a fawn colored and brownish tinge or 
luster imparted, which will much improve their appearance 
and value. These metallic powders, when mixed with suit
ably colored varnishes, may be applied to white and other 
light-colored furs, for producing fancy furs or imitating 
costly varieties of furs. 

If it is desired that the ends of the fur flbers shall present 
the color of the metal, the impalpable powder is mixed with 
white varnish ; but if it is desired to secure a shade or tint 
that differs from the metal, the powder is mixed with a 
varnish of suitable color . 

The fur is flrst slightly glazed �ith a flat hair pencil or 
brush, so as to impart the desired color to the flber ends, and 
after drying is combed lightly to separate the individual 
hairs which have been united by the varnish. 

Redleal Speelmen •• 
For rapidly preparing bones and ligaments for museum 

pUfposes, Dr. L. Frederick recommends that, after the soft 
parts have been taken away, except the ligaments, the pre- . 
paration should be washed in water, dehydrated by alcohol. 
and then plunged into essence of turpentine. After two or 
three days' maceration in this fluid, the skeleton is placed in 
the position in which it is designed to keep it, and dried in 
the air. In drying, the bones and ligaments become beauti
fully white, and the whiteness increases as time passes. The 
same process gives less satisfactory results for muscles. For 
a parenchymatous organ, on removing it from the turpentine 
bath Dr. Frederick plunges it into melted wax or paraffin 
during half an hour or two hours, till the bubbies of turpen
tine have ceased to pass off. W.\len withdrawn and cooled, 
the piece resembles a wax model, but it Is far iuperior in itil 
minor detaillil ;  the color of the organ pel'llisti. 
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WATER VELOCIPEDES. 
A recent attempt at applying foot power to the propulsion 

of a boat was made by the late Croce-Spinelli, whose experi
ments were interrupted by the Franco-German war ; and the 
inventor's talents were then devoted to the science of aeros
tation, in experimenting in which he lost his life. M. J obert 
has recently revived the subject, and he exhibited a new river 
velocipede at the Maritime Exposition held last year in the 
Palais de l' Industrie, Paris. It was composed of two cigar
shaped floats made of tinned plate, united by a platform of 
very light wood, which can-ied 
the seat of the operator. To t1J.e 
platform the mechanism was also 
attached ;  and it consisted of a 
paddle-wheel, with two cranks 
on the axles, with straps for the 
feet. The action is exactly that 
of a ten-estrial velocipede, and 
therefore requires no further ex
planation. 

To steer the velocipede, a light 
rudder is placed in the rear of 
the apparatus, and it is handled 
by the cords shown passing 
round a pulley turned by the 
handle in the hand of the opera
tor. It will be seen that the 
operation of the machine is sim
ple and easy, and M. Jobert 
claims that a very high speed 
can be obtained. 

� . . .. 
NeW" French Ironclad. 

The new ironclad Trident was 
lately launched at Toulon, and 
will be one of the most powerful 
vessels in the French navy. The 
Trident, which was commenced 
in 1870, after the designs of M. 
Sabatier, the eminent naval en
gineer, is 320 feet long by 57 
feet wide. It is entirely con-
structed of wood, and its sides, which are about 3 feet thick, 
carry 9 inch iron plates, each plate weighing about 20 tuns. 
The battery will also be protected with 6 inch iron plates, 
and the bow is armed with an iron ram 12 feet long, and 
weIghing 30 tuns. The total weight of the hull and the iron 
plates is about 5,500 tuns. The armament of the Trident is to 
consist of nine guns of heavy calibre, and six of medium 
calibre. The engines, of 4,800 horse power, with a screw 20 
feet in diameter, will enable the Trident to steam at a min
imum· speed of fourteen knots an hour. There are separate 
engines for the helm, tlIe capstan, and the pumps of the Tri
dent ; and she will carry 700 tuns of coal and a crew of 689 
men. 

. , e . ..  
A TOY FLYING MACHINE. 

A v�ry ingenious toy, of French invention, which is a 
really successful flying machine, is now sold in the toy shops 
of this citv. It is termed the " mechanical bat ;" and it im
itates the �n-atic flight of that creature in a very curious and 

amusing manner. The construction is shown in the annexed 
engraving. A, B, and C are semicircwar pieces of cork. 
Between A and B are secured two thin wooden rods, D, made 
of orange or some other light strong wood. From A, extend 
arms, between which and the adjacent rods, D, are pasted 
tissue paper wings. In A is rigidly secured a hook. The 
similar hook in B turns freely therein, but is fastened in an
other piece of cork, C. Between the rods and from hook to 
hook is stretched a rubber band, E; and in the cork, C, are 
inserted two feathers, like the fans of a propeller. 

The apparatus is wound up by turning the cork, C, until 
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a strong twist is thrown in the rubber, E .  Then the machine 
is released, when it will fly for a considerable distance either 
vertically upward or horizontally, return, and circle about, 
until the revolution of its propeller ceases, when it sinks to 
the ground. 

The principle of the device embodies both the plans which, 
it is now generally admitted, must underlie the construction 
of any successful flying machine-namely, the kite and the 
screw. The screw drives the machine ahead, and at the 
same time causes the resistance of the air to furnish the com-

NEW WATER VELOCIPEDE. 

ponent of force vertically applied, which, acting on the 
wings, sustains the apparatus against the action of gravity. 

The device is one of the most amusing philosophical toys 
that have come under our notice. It may besides serve a 
very useful purpose in illustrating some important, though 
not very clearly understood, mechanical truths. The toy is 
87� inches in length, and 8 inches in breadth from tip to tip 
of the wings. 

.. , e  . ..  
An Arizona Bonanza. 

The Silver King Mine, located on the western slope of the 
Pinal ranges, about 30 miles from Florence, is a private mine, 
and is, therefore, little known to the public, though it is 
probably one of the richest mines ever discovered on this 
coast. The proprietors have been steadily working it for the 
past twelve months, and have shipped, in every month of thc 
present year, one or more parcels of selected ore of the value 
of $1,000 to $2,000 per tun, to the works in Mission street, 
near Fremont, where it has been ground and subsequently 
sold by private tender, the owners of thc . Selby Smelting 
Works having been considerable purchasers. There is n ow 
on the way from the mine to San Francisco 40 tuns of ore, 
which assays from $1,250 to $2, 500 per tun, and 1 tun of nug
gets, which it is estimated will return $14,000 ; 27 tuns of this 
ore is on the steamer en route from Fort Yuma to San Fran
cisco. There is on the dumps at the mine about 3,000 tuns 
of third class ore, estimated to be worth $350 per tnn. The 
ore hitherto extracted has been ehiefly taken from between 
the 43 feet level and surface, and in both stopes and drifts the 
showing of ore is magnificent. Work is now being pushed 
on in the 100 feet level, where the showing is equal to the best 
parts of the upper levels. There are about 40 men employed 
on the mine. The fortunate owners of this splendid property 
are Messrs. Reay and Mason. The superintendent is Mr. 
Mason, brother of the owner of that name. The ledge is 
located for several miles north and south of the Silver King. 
Within the past month the Silver King South Mining Com
pany, which has about 4,000 feet on the southern extension, 
have started up w(')rk under the superintendence of Mr. M. 
L. Power ;. their shaft is now down about 45 feet, and they 
are in hourly anticipation of cutting the ledge. A new dis
covery has just been reported from about four miles south 
of the Silver King, where $1,000 ore is being extracted from 
what is believed to be the continuation of the Silver King 
ledge. 

The Duration oC LICe. 

Dr. William Farr, J!'. R. S. ,  in his letter to the Registrar
General on the mortality in England and Wales during the 
ten years 1861-70, states that the annual mortality in the city 
of London was at the rate of 80 per 1,000 in the latter half of 
the seventeenth century, and 50 in the eighteenth century, 
against 24 in the present day. This implies that the mean 
duration of life in London was little more than twelve years 
in the seventeenth century, was about twenty years in the 
eighteenth century, whereas it is now about forty years. 
The mean duration of life depends upon the death rate at 
various ages, which show the widest range in different 
parts of the country, dependent upon their sanitary condi
tion. 
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STORM GLASSES AND THEIR INDICATIONS. 

Our readers have doubtless noticed in the stores of opticians 
a weather indicator, now widely offered for saJe at a low 
price. It consists of a glass test tube, hermetically sealed 
and fastened to a piece of wood, so that it may be hung up 
against the wall. A thermometer is often likewise attached 
to the wood. The tube contains a transparent liquid in which 
are needle-like, pearly crystals, which vary greatly in appear
ance, forming sometimes at the bottom, sometimes at the 
middle, and sometimes at the surface of the fluid, as shown 

in the annexed engraving. It is 
said that the alterations of form 
of the crystals presage atmosphe
ric changes, and announce valia
tions of temperature, tempests, 
storms, etc. 

This instrument was invented 
nearly a century ago ; but whe
ther the inventor was an ItaJian 
named Malacredi, who lived in 
England, or a French lawyer 
named Le Gaux, is exceedingly 
doubtful. One or the other of 
the two is entitled to the credit 
of the discovery ; but neither suc
ceeded in rendering the inven
tion of any practical utility. In 
1864 it was revived by Messrs. 
N egretti and Zambra, and its 
value was soon after vouched for 
by Admiral Fitz Roy, R. N. 
The crystals consist of camphor 
2 parts, nitrate of potash (salt
peter) 1 part, and sal ammoniac 
1 part, dissolved in pure alco
hol and partially precipitated 
with distilled water. 

The instrument must be fixed 
in the open air, out of the sun, 
but exposed to diffused light. 
The mixture then shows changes 
according to the direction, but 

not according to the force, of the wind, which changes Admi
ral Fitz Roy considered to depend on the electric tension of 
the atmosphere. If the wind comes from the northward, by 
examining the mixture with a lens the crystals will be seen 
to agglomerate and group themselves into leaf-like forms. 
On the other hand, if the wind is southerly, the crystals 
vanish ;  and if the wind is constant for some time, the mix
ture looks like sugar in solution. 

An east wind produces stars more or less numerous ; the 
liquid is somewhat turbid. With a west wind, the liquid is 
clear, and the crystals well defined. When the solid portions 
appear at the bottom or top of the liquid, positive electricity 
in the atmosphere is indicated. A confused mixture shows 
the coexistence of a north current with a south current in the 
same locality. Dirty, flocculent masses in a confused mix
ture, or stars in motion, indicate a strong south wind or gale. 
When in the tube a soft material, like honey or sugar, seems 
to be present, a weak sonth current of air, with negative 

electricity, is predicted. These facts were determined by 
Admiral Fitz Roy by repeated experiment with a delicate 
galvanometer in measuring the electric tension of the air. 

We have had one of the tubes exposed to the air, but con
cealed from the storms, for several years. It is curious to 
observe the changes of the crystals ; but we have never had 
much bith in its prognostications of changes in the weather. 

. ,  e . •  
Relics oC the Spanish Armada. 

Two treasure galleons of the celebrated 8panish Armada 
were, it seems, wrecked on Chesil Beach, Dorsetshire, En
gland, where, after every heavy storm, the Portlanders keep 
a sharp lookout on the blue clay\n West Bay. The recent 
heavy gales having scoured away the shingle, among other 
waifs, the London Times says, a bar of pure silver, 3 Ibs. 2 
ozs. in weight, was lately found, which, having been tested, 
has been valued at $60. 
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DAIRY CATTLE. 

We recently illustrated the cheese and butter making pro
cesses as exhibited at a cattle and dairy show recently held 
in the Agricultural Hall, London. Many valuable prizes 
were offered for the best milch cows, the awards being divi
ded mainly into two classes, those for Channel Islands cattle, 
and those for all other breeds. The principal prize was in 
the latter class, and consisted of a gold vase-value $525 ; 
it was gained by Mr. W. T. Carrington. In the former class, 
Mr. W. R. Leigh took the first prize. The two winning 
animals are shown in the upper part of our illustration, the 
bright little intelligenj;-looking Jersey cow of Mr. Leigh be
ing in the foreground. In the lower part of the engraving 
are also shown Mr. J. A. Mumford's short-horn, which gained 
a $105 prize, and a Channel Islands cow belonging to Mr. G. 
Simpson, which was awarded the second prize in her class 
-value $262. 50. 

In all, 140 cows were exhibited, the entries being made by 
the chief cattle breeders in England. The show was largely 
attended, and it is intended to 
hold a Similar exhibition an
nually. 

• • •  
American Progress. 

In these times, it has become 
fashionable to talk of modern 
degeneracy and to regretfully 
look back to the " good old 
times. " It is therefore pleasant, 
for a change, to hear such senti
ments as are embodied in the fol
lowing extract from the annual 
message of Governor Hartranft, 
of Pennsylvania. The Governor 
speaks of his own State, but his 
views apply equally well to the 
whole country. 

" A  hundred years h a v e 
wrought a wonderful change. 
'fhe population has increased ten· 
fold, the area under cultivation 
a hundredfold, and wealth al
most beyond comparison. Thou
sands of miles of canals and rail
roads intersect the Common
wealth. Immense mining, man
ufacturing, agricultural, and 
carrying enterprizes give em
ployment to the toiling millions 
of the State. All the products 
of the earth are within our 
reach ; fuel and provisions are 
brought to our doors ; gas and 
water are in our houses, and the 
news of the world of yesterday 
is bid on our breakfast tables in 
the moming. Thousands of 
schools and colleges are scattered 
over the State, and the post is 
burdened daily with millions of 
letters, attesting the general dif
fusion of knowledge. The peo
ple are more intelligent, freer, 
and happier ; more cheerful, tol
erant, and liberal. The charges 
of modern degeneracy are refut
ed by the clear testimony of a 
hundred years. The cant of pol
itics is a wilful perversion of the 
truth of history. Comparing 
1876 with 1776, it is apparent that 
we have advanced not only in 
population and wealth, but in 
freedom, in intelligence, in mo
rals, and in general welfare." 

• • •  

A Warning to Had Plumbers. 

The crushed worm will (meta
phorically speaking) sometimes 
turn, and bite the foot which 
treads upon it ; so also will the 
luckless householder, goaded in-
to desperation, rebel once in a 
great while against the remorse-

_ " '''' 

less plumber. History will bestow undying laurels upon 
the bold citizen of Cincinnati, who recently, when a plumber 
sent him an exorbitant bill for $300, in his turn sued that 
plumber and recovered to the extent of $2,000, for damages, 
etc. , on account of the abominable manner in which the 
work was performed. 

Stenochromy---A New Art. 

A recent number of the Jou1'nal of the &ciety of .A1'ts con
'eains a lecture read before the Society by Mr. Meyerstein, in 
which he describes the new art of color printing, termed 
" stenochromy. " This consists in producing pictures com
posed of many differcnt colors, by one impression, on paper. 
The making of pictures by setting together a great variety 
of differently shaded bits of stone, known as mosaic work, 
has been practised for several hundreds of years, and many 
most valuable and remarkable specimens of this style of or
namentation exist. Some of the most precious works of this 
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kind, from Italy, were shown at the Centennial, one of 
which, a mosaic table top, was valued at fifty thousand dol
lars. If now a print on paper from such a mosaic could be 
taken, showing all its multitudinous colors, that substantially 
would be " stenochromy, " the new art we are speaking of. 
Instead of stones, cakes of colors are substituted, the colors 
being so compounded that, when moist paper is pressed 
upon them, they yield a print in kind. 

The colors are originally prepared and used in a liquid 
state, but are of such a character that they rapidly solidify. 
A little of the color is poured on a flat slab into a sort of little 
cell or compartment formed by slips of metal standing edge
wise on the slab. As soon as this has become solid, �he 
slips are removed, and the little mass of color pared away to 
the outline required, say the form of a green leaf. The next 
color is similarly applied, and cut, say to the form of a rose 
leaf, then the next to that, and so on, until thc picture is 
thus built up piece by piece, in different colors. The paring 
away is done by a vertical knife fixed in a frame, so that it 

-- , 
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39 
Hydraulic Propulsion of: Cars. 

About midway on a line or network of tramways, or at 
any other point of th� same line, a motive power engine is, 
according to the invention of Mr. L. Rosseau, C. E. , of Brus
sels, mounted and arranged in combination with pumps and 
apparatus in a similar manner to those employed in ports, 
docks, or warehouses, where the lifting apparatus is actu
ated by hydraulic pressure. For this purpose a pipe or tube 
for conducting water under pressure is laid down along the 
whole of the line of tramway or its branches, and in com
munication with a reservoir or receiver. At suitable dis
tances apart valves or taps are placed in the said pipe 
or tube in order to supply water under pressure to the 
carriages of the train, which are placed at certain stations 
in communication with the reservoir or receiver above 
mentioned. At these different points or stations each 
carriage completes or renews and stores away the nec
essary quantity of water under pressure which is re
quired to enable it to act automatically in the distance 

comprised between two hydrants 
for taking in the water. In order 
to maintain the water under pres
sure stored in each carriage, a 
receiver is fixed either horizontal
ly or vertically under the floor of 
the carriage. This receiver is 
composed of one or more cylin
drical metallic vessels containing 
compressed air at high pressure 
(from 20 to 30 atmospheres) ac
cording to the power required. 
The compressed air contained in 
each receiver acts by its elasticity 
similar to a spring, either direct 
or by means of a piston, on the 
water supply, contained also in 
one or more cylindrical vessels. 
The water under pressure in the 
reservoirs or receivers puts in 
motion the mechanism, and 
thereby gives rotary movement 
to the wheels of the carriage. In 
order to put the mechanism in 
motion, an ordinary hydraulic 
capstan is employed, or the well 
known mUltiple cylinder appara
tus of Brotherhood or West, or 
the well known cyclo-dynamic 
machines of Mathon, or any other 

' ,- suitable mechanism, in order to 
obtain the same result. 

• • •  
Two Harmless Doses That 

Make One Polson. 

Chlorate of potassium and io
dide of potassium are both en
tirely harmless in suitable doses. 
Furthermore, these two salts do 
not react upon each other in 
solution, even at a boiling h�at. 
Yet It has been proved that, when 
they are administered together, 
they do combine in the stomach, 
producing iodate of potassium, 
which is poisonous. M. Melsens 
found that dogs could take the 
chlorate or iodide in doses from 
five to seven grammes with im
punity, but that a mixture of 
the two killed them in a few 
days, with the symptoms of pois
oning by iodate of potassium. 
This combination must there
fore be avoided. Indeed, as a 
general rule, the chlorate is so 
unstable, and so ready to give up 
its oxygen, that it cannot safely 
be combined with any substance 
capable of oxidation.-.AmerWan 
Journal of Pharmacy. 

. . .  

EKect of: Cold Iron on the 
Mucous Membrane. 

People who clip horses and 
leave them out of doors with

can be moved sideways in any direction, but all its cuts are out blankets are just now the objects of the attention of 
perfectly vertical. From the compound block thus produced societies for the prevention of cruelty to animals. There 
the picture is printed in a press like that used for lithography. is another cruelty often thoughtlessly practised, which, un-

The specimen now before us, a floral picture, is marvellous fortunately, the above associations cannot prevent, and 
for the purity, brilliancy, depth, and freshness of the colors. that is the putting of intensely cold iron bits into the 
Some of the pictures exhibited by the lecturer contained no mouths of the animals. Cold iron acts on the delicate lining 

less than seventy-two different shades of colors, and were membrane of the mouth, very much as if the metal were red 

quite artistic in their general effects. The new art promises hot and excoriates and blisters the tender parts in its vicin

well in respect to future devclopment. The field for its em- ity.
' 

There was a great excitement one cold day, not many 

ployment commercially is very large. To say nothing of winters ago, in the usual crowd which throngs Broadway 

pictorial and book illustrations, it would seem that t he pub- near this office, brought about by a newsboy who was foolish 

lication ()f daily newspapers, illustrated by artistic pictures enough to test this property of cold iron. He touched an 

in colors, is among the possibilities of the near future. But iron railing with his tongue, and, to his astonishment, found 

if the new process had but one capability-namely, that of a that useful member frozen fast. Of course, he yelled lustily, 

color exhibitor-it would, in an educative sense, be a boon to and the !\ympathizing crowd, equally astonished, were at loss 
the public. By its use the beautiful hues of the spectrum for a remedy. Finally, the boy was taken away from the 
may be economically represented with such approximate iron railing, but he found himself minu8 the skin of his 
correctness as to satisfy the eye. l tongue. 
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SlIiCoND SIllBDlis.-Number XVIII. 

PATTERN MA.KING. 

Our templates being made, we plane up some pieces of 
board a tritIe thicker than the courses are intended to be. It 
is easier to plane up the pieces of board while yet square 
than to plane up the segments separately. From the tem
plate, with a black lead pencil, we mark off on the planed 
pieces of board the requisite number of segments, and cut 
them out with a band or jig saw. We now proceed to build
ing up, for which purpose we employ a chuck as a base 
whereon to build. It will save time, however, to have two 
chucks, building one half of the pattern on each and both 
halves simultaneously, which will give sufficient time for 
each course to dry, without requiring nails or pegs to assist 
the glue in holding them together. The two chucks having 
been prepared, we glue to them strips of paper at intervals 
where the points of the segments will come, as shown in Fig. 
132 ; and if the segments are very long, we glue another strip 
between each of these strips, so that the segment may lie 
level on the chuck. As the building proceeds, the end of 
each segment must be planed ; and for this purpose, we re
quire what is called a shooting board, which is a simple con
trivance made in the following manner : We take a piece of 
board about 2 feet long, 8 or 9 inches wide, ar..d nearly 1 inch 
thick, and also a piece of the same length, but 6 inches wide, 
and % inch thick ; and after planing them up straight, we 
screw one to the other, as shown in Fig. 133, at A B. S is a 
raised piece called a stop, and it should be recessed about % 
inch into B, and dovetailed.. It should not be glued, as the 
shooting board is useful for other purposes besides dressing 
segments : and it may be necessary to change the stop for 
one of a different height. In Fig. 133, the segment is shown 
in position for being dressed; while in Fig. 132 a, the truing 
plane is shown lying upon its side, in which position it 
works along the board, guided by the piece, B. 

The shooting board, made as above, whim in use lies, upon 
the bench, butting against the bench stop, B G. In cases, 
however, where the space is confined, the work bench being 
small, the shooting board may be worked lying across the 
bench, providing the stop, C, be affixed to it. The use of 
the shooting board, then, is to plane the end of each segment 
to its nec!lSSary length and angle ; and having so dressed one 
segment, we glue it to the pieces of paper on the chuck 
upon which a circle of the necessary diameter has been 
marked, as a guide whereby to set the first course of seg-

up in the same manner as the first, the planed facea of the 
segments bemg glued to the respective faced cOUrses 'on the 
chuck, until we arrive at the last course in the half pattern ; 
and into this the half spokes or disc, whichever it may be, 
must be recessed, as shown in Fig. 131. The hubs are to be 

turned in the lathe separately, with a short plug on the under 
side to fit a slight recess turned in the disc. If it is preferred. 
the disc or spokes may be made solid and fixed to one half 
of the pattern, the other half and its half hub being left 
loose. 

As we have stated that this' may be a spoke wheel, it will 
be as well to explain the operation of making and fitting the 
spokes or arms. If the spokes are four in number, the pro· 
cess is very simple. We take two pieces of timber long 
enough to reach across the wheel, and plane them to the re
quired thickness of arm, and have them sufficiently wide to 
shape the hollows about the hub and towards the rim. Then 
we make a mark with a pencil on one side of each, which 
we call the face. We then set a gauge to half the thickness 
of the spoke, and with it mark lines on both edges of each 
piece, always gauging from the face side. We meet at the 
center of the length, cut a recess out of each, sufficiently 
wide and deep to admit the other, so that the pieces, when 
put together, form a cross, which we let into the wheel and 
fix temporarily with brads. We now place the work in the 
lathe, and start the lathe so as to find the center of the wheel, 
from which center we draw out the arms, and then turn out 
the recess to receive the hub. We mark the arms to their 
respect\ve places in the rim, so as to be able to correctly re
place them, and then we take them out of the rim and shape 
them to their pro.per conforma1!ion. This being done, we 
glue them to their places in the rim. In the case of six arms 
being required, all these operations are similar, with the ex
ception that there are three pieces to be framed together for 
the spokes instead of two, and we proceed in the following 
manner : We divide the thickness of any one piece into 
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true to the lines, and level, a rabbet plane being useful for 
the purpose, unless the work is small ; and if the job has 
been carefully executed, the pieces will fit right together, 
and may be glued without further labor. For an odd num
ber of arms, such as 3, 5, or 7, the method of putting together 
is different, and is not so strong as the foregoing. It is as 
follows : Upon a Hat piece of board, fasten a piece of paper, 
and describe upon the latter a circle ; then divide the circum
ference of the latter into as many equal parts as it is required 
to have arms, and draw lines from this center of the circle to 
the circumferential points of division, as shown in Fig. 135. 
Then bevel the ends of the pieces equally on each side, so 
that each shall exactly cover its own division of the circle ; 
and as each is fitted, fasten it temporarily down, and when 
all are fitted, verify the work as follows : Observe if the 
pieces are equidistant from one another, at an equal distance 
from the center of the circle, and at or near the extremities, 
when any error will be easily detected and rectified. Then 
glue the pointed ends all together, fastening each piece tem
porarily to the board as before, and set the whole away until 
it is quite dry, when the piece may be taken from the board, 
and the required form given to the arms, ready for finally 
fixing to the rim of the pattern. 

In almost all cases, it is necessary that wheels of this kind 
be provided with hubs ; and by the attachment of the latter, 
the joints of the spokes at the center, when made as shown 
in Fig. 135, are very much strengthened. But in the rare 
.event of having to put together such a combination of arms 
without hubs, it will be advisable to tum out a recess at the 
center, making it as large as practicable, and fitting into it a 
disc of hard wood. Befnre cutting out the spaces in the rim 
to receive the extremities of the arms, it is necessary to turn 

out that part of the rim to the finished size, as it will be in

accessible to the turning tocl when the arms are glued in. 

The arms being fitted to their places and made fast to the 

rim, we proceed to tum all that can be got at-that is to say, 

the exterior diameter of the body of the half of the half-pat

tem, and also the flange. It is needless to
'
add that each half 

of the pattern must be similarly treated. 
The work is now to be reversed on the chuck, and the in· 

side turned out, together with a recess at the center to receive 
the hub. To maintain the two halves of the patteru in COlll
cidence, two, and sometimes three or more, pegs are inserted 
in the arms of one half, which pegs fit into holes bored to 
correspond in the arms of the other half of the pattern. In 

three equal parts, and mark lines to these equal divisions on , some cases, the flanges of the pattern are required to be so 
the edges of all the pieces. These gauge lines need not ex- j thin as not to admit of two layers or courses of segments in 
tend the full length of the pieces, but only for some distance, 

, their composition, in which event, especially if the flanges 
about the center of the length where it is expected the recess ' extend far from the body of the pattern, it is well to 
will be cut out. We next gauge center lines on the fiat strengthen the joints of the segments. Perhaps the neatest 
sides, and find the centers of the length approximately. A, : way of accomplishing this is to make a saw cut in the ends 
B, and C, in Fig. 134, represent our three pieces, which, when of each segment, and, at the time of gluing, to insert a 
put together, are to form the six arms. Satting the com- tongue or thin strip of wood, nicely filling the saw cut, the 
passes to a radius of one half the width of the pieces, we grain 0-: the tongue being at right angles to the line of the 

joint of the segments. Care should, however, be taken to 
have the saw cut in each at a similar distance from the face 
of the segment. It will be perceived that the flanges might 
be omitted without making any difference in the method of 
construction ; nor does the method to be pursued vary to any 
great extent for all kinds of rope or chain pulleys. 

ments. We must not forget, while gluing the segment to the 
pieces of paper on the chuck, to give the ends of the seg
ment a coat of glue for sizing, as explained in a previous 
example. Our next segment we treat in a precisely similar 
manner, save that, while gluing it to the chuck, we also glue 
it on the ends, so that it shall be sized at one end, and glued 
at the other to the segment already glued to the chuck, the 
object of the end gluing being to strengthen the building and 
at the same time to prevent the comers of the segments from 
breaking out during the process of turning them in the lathe. 
As each segment is glued to its place, it should be clamped 

.. f • I .. 

or weighted down, so as to expel the excess of glue and also Novelty In Flooring TUell. 

to prevent it from shifting while its neighbor is being butted The London Building News states that at the Bavarian In-

against it. Having completed one course (which will, of dustrial Museum may be seen a collection of square tiles of 

course, be one of those intended for the flange), and allowed asphalt prepared by a new process, and intended for floor-

sufficient time for the glue to dry, we put the chuck in the ings. The tiles are ornamented with mosaic, in white china 

lathe, and true up by facing off this layer of segments to its or colored glass, which may be arranged according to any 

proper thickness, making the face straight and testing the design. The drawing to be reproduced is traced on a sheet 

same by using a chalked straight edge to make the high of thick paper, which is afterwards covered with the various 

places more plainly visible. We then true the diameter of fragments of china or glass, which will form the mosaic ; a 

the course. Dorder is made to the sheet, and boiling asphalt poured upon 

Our work is at present fastened to the chuck by glue only ; it. After the whole is cooled, the paper is taken away with 

and for small work, only two or three courses high, this will cold water, and the tile is finished. A flooring covered with 

suffice. But if the work is large, one screw should be in- such tiles bound together by a string of asphalt appears to 

serted �hrough the chuck into each segment, about half way mark (from the centers already found) circles on one side of have been made by a single melting, and has a good appear

between the points ; and even then, if we build. far out from the pieces, A and C, and also on both sides of B. We next ance. It indefinitely resists damp, and is consequently useful 

the chuck, it will be necessary, after a few more courses have set a bevel square to an angle of 600 ; and with this set to in bath rooms, halls of houses, and balconies. 

been added, to replace these screws by longer ones, which touch the edge of the circle, we draw, on A and C, tangents .. f • I .-
may be done (without disturbing the work) by replacing them crossing each other ; and on the piece, B, four such tangents, Bell ltIetal. 

one by one. II screws are inadmissible by reason of the dan- two on each side, must be marked. The piece, A, must now An improved alloy for bell metal is proposed, which, it is 
ger of splitting the segments (as is sometimes the case), we . be r.ecessed between one pair of tangents to a depth of two said, does not tarnish, is less likely to crack, gives a better 
must adopt another method ; and that is to discard the paper, thirds of its thickness, and between the other pair to a depth sound, and is much lighter in weight than the alloy usually 
and glue an extra course of segments firmly to ihe chuck, of one third. B must be recessed on each side to a depth I employed for the purpose. It is prepared as follows : Nickel, 
this extra course being afterwards turned away until cut of one third its thickRess ; while on the piece, C, the whole l Ib. ,  and copper, 6 1bs. , are melted and cooled. Add zinc, 
tl.!.rough. of the space included between the tangents must be cut i 1 lb. ; aluminium, t oz. Melt and cool. Melt again, and 

The second and consecutive couraes of S6&"ments are built 1 away to the depth of two thirds. The recesses must be cut I finally add 1 oz. quicksilver and 6 Ibe. melted copper. 
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Indtan Corn CUl:Ure. 

£ (; and -��:�-;; R --T�� O -; wil1
-�e the le��;;f the si� 1 British JO'Urnal of Photography, we 

-:;���;�rmed tha� �;:-
In the " Transactions " of the Department of Agriculture, of the double cube sought. ever has tried this simple, thorough, and cheap process will 

of the State of Illinois, for the year 1875, a volume just pub- Let the hypothesis be that this line, 0 B, really expresses never usc another. It is especially cheap for those photo
lished, there is a valuable prize essay by Mr. B. F. Johnson, the side of the double cube. Carry 0 B on the side, B A, in- graphers whose supply of water is limited and dear. 
of Champaign, Ill. , on the culture of Indian com. and the definitely prolonged, and mark the point E. Now construct 

GYNOlltANIA AND �O;RER lItANIAs. ways in which it may profitably be utilized. The author the square, E B F G, and divide the diagonal, G B, into six It is not strange that we sometimes hear it asked : Is any_ 
thinks that the best variety for a profitable present crop is equal parts, as previously done. Carry o�e of these .parts, body sane ? A large proportion of men are harmless mono
probably that which fifty years of cultivation has developed G R, to G N, and draw N B. Then the lIne, N B, WIll ex- maniacs on some question or other. Some have an insane 
in a given county or neighborhood ; but in selecting, prefer- press the length of the side of the cube quadruple the first. passion for old postage stamps and other worthless relics ; 
ence should always be given to seed having a more southern Take now the same line, N �, carry it on �he side: B A, and perhaps they cherish bits of a house where Washington 
rather than a more northern origin, since we go south to find prolonged, and mark the pomt, H, where It termmates. lived or where Ellsworth was killed. These insane relict. 
the com crop in its highest perfection, which is at latitude Then complete the square, H B I L, divide the diagonal , L hunt�rs are frequently scourges of civilization, and direct 37° ; and further because presumably southern grown corn B, into six equal parts, as before, take one part, L S, �arry enemies of art. They have broken up and carried off piecemeal 
contains more, of the elements which make Indian com a it to L M, and draw M B. This line, M B, from the hypo- many of the finest monuments and ruins of antiquity ; and 
perfect food, than grain of northern growth. The best , thesis with which we started, will express the side of a cube but for the vigilant police, they would have destroyed many variety for general cultivation is, however, yet to be pro- , octuple that of the given cube. of the most beautiful exhibits at our Centennial. duced ; but it is believed that the same will come from the I There is a more dangerous class of semi.lunatics, persons careful selection of parent stock, special manuring for the whose deeds are more or less criminal. This class includes purpose of producing the largest amount of desirable ele- the victims of dipsomania, kleptomania, and many another ments, and careful and intelligent cultivation. mania yet unnamed and undescribed. Dipsomania is now Mr. Johnson's essay abounds in excellcnt practical hints, treated as a disease ; the poor drunkard, whose feeble will is among which we find the following : In the preparation for unable to resist his powerful desire for intoxicating drinks, is 
crops of Indian corn, fall plowing on central Illinois prairie now confined in an asylum, and treated with drugs instead soils is preferable to spring plowing, and deep plowing to of moral lcctures. Punishment is in part replaced by medi-shallow ; but deep plowing should be confined to rich lands cal aclv;ce and remcdies. The kleptomaniac is more rare, and 
plowed in the fall, and shallow to thin ones plowed in the perhaps more harmless. vVhat treatment he should receive spring, leaving the middle course for the medium soils. is still an open question. We sometimes hear of ladies of Manure when used should, if possible, be spread and plowed wealth and high social standing who are subject to attacks of in during the fall ; but if spread on the surface as fast as kleptomania, and bring home loads of stolen goods, for which made, during the winter season, it suffers less waste and de- their husbands willingly pay to avoid the disgrace of per. preciation than when heating in the barn yard. Barn yard- mitting their arrest on a charge of stealing. Unfortunately, manure stimulates stalk and leaf growth at the expense of if the victim of this passion is poor and without influence, it 
the ear ; but manufactured fertilizers exercise a contrary 

I is looked upon as a crime and punished as such. There are effect. In fact, to grow the largest crop of corn, grain being , Now knowing that the octuple cube of any given ·cube many, in fact, who think that, because they have no desire to considered, recourse must be had to plant or animal ashes. 1 should have its side double the side of the latter, it follows . drink or steal others who have such desires can overcome ' I ·  , In fall-plowe.g. land, the best preparation for the seed bed ! that, if the line, M B, represents the true side of the octuple i them if they will, and that it is only by yielding to their paE' is to throw up, by means of a shovel plow, a slight ridge cube, it should be double the side, A B . If T B be made I sions and desires that the latter have obtained the victory where the rows are to stand and where the planter is to fol· equal to 2 A B, the line M B will be found to be equal to T , over common scnse and virtuous intentions. Others look low ; then after planting, pack the loose soil, to insure ger· B. Hence, as we are sure that the line, M B, expresses the : upon these persons us suffering physically as well as men. 
mination, by using the plank drag. Finally, since the I side of the octuple cube, it follows that the line, N B, ob· . tally, and consider them proper subjects for medical treat. 
atmosphere furnishes from 96 to 98 per cent. of plant food, tained by identical and analogous means, represents the ment. Kleptomania is far more rare than dipsomania ; but 
there can be no such thing, says our author, as too much side of the quadruple cube, and finally the line, 0 B, for the there is another mania rurer even than thc latter, and to 
CUltivation, unless it is carried so far as to retard growth by same reasons, represents, as we supposed in the beginning, many, probably, its existcnce is unlmown and unheard of. As 
wounding plant roots. or firing the crops in dry weather. the side of the double cube, and hence is ·�he cube root yet it has not eyen a name ; hence we shall call it, for want of 

The most profitable use of Indian coru-that is in returns thereof. a better title, uynomania, and apply to its victims the familiar 
of dollars and cents-is to convert it into whiskey, because The analytical demonstration of the above, which we ap- botanical term, uynandria. We refer to the passion that 
this affords a large revenue to the Government, ensures a pend, was prepared by Father Secchi : some young people have for the dress and manner of the op
home market to the farmer, and makes money for the dis- 0 B = VOA'=tA B 2 = V (A D -0 D) � + A B ' _ posite sex. At no time in history have the coat,s, hats, and 
tiller. In an agricultural sense, the most profitable use is VA B-; B D) 2 +A B 2 .  and as B D is the diagonal of boots worn by ladies so closely resembled thc corresponding 
found in the old custom of out-of·door feeding of cattle. To 

B _ ro:- h articles of male attire. It is true that in most cases it is possible 
our Eastern agriculturists this will seem a wasteful method the square, we have BD = A V 2 :  w ence " to distinguish the two by the superior elegance and finish of 
of disposing of a grown crop ; but, to again quote our 0 B = V(A B-i A B '1"2) ' + A B ' = A B V (1-� '1"2)- + those intended for the gentler sex. Then, too, a miss who 
author, " when the price of corn ranges from 25 to 50 cents _ .v:-:-� _ /Q _ A 1 

2606 would follow too closely the dress of her brother is desig. 
per bushel, and the price of hogs and cattle from $3 to $6 1 - A B 2 + 62 - % V 2 - B X .  . nated " fast ;" and hence, modest and virtuous girls relin. 
(live weight). per 100 Ibs. ,  when indifferent farm labor costs The side of the double cube should be w = A B X 1. 2606, quish the extreme styles to their sisters of a bolder 
$26 a month for eight months of the year, and skilled labor whic)1 gives the value to within TTl-rm, about, which is near class. Young men haye reached thc limit of effeminancy 
is not to be had at any reasonable price ; when the farmer enough for all purposes of graphic construction. when they have curled their hair, and parted it the middle. 
has poor barns, and runs in debt for a cooking apparatus, ,.. • •  , .. There is no other safety valve for the escape of their pent.up 
the cookin'" and grinding of corn as food is pretty sure to Removal oC Hypollwphlte oC Soda. womanhood ; and he that would go further must adopt the 
result in a decided failure. " It is cheaper, in brief, to fence In writing upon that ever recurring subject, thc elimination entire dress and appearance of a woman. Startling as it 
off enougb corn to last a number of hogs for a month at a of hyposulphite of soda from silver prints, Herr Rotter, of may seem,there are men, some of them no longer young, who 
time, and let them eat it as they like, than to gather, grind, Dresden, stated that every photographer knew that the incUs· can no more refrain from skirts and bustles than the toper 
and cook the crop, and feed the hogs or cattle with it. pensable hyposulphite of soda was the photographer's great- from his glass. Some time since a young man was arrested 

Among the minor profitable uses of Indian corn are soil- est enemy, and that the most varied contrivances had been in the streets of a neighboring city, dressed like a fashionable 
ing milch cows in summer, and preparing whole green corn invented in order to eliminate it completely by washing from lady. His slender form was rendered more so by thc tight
for winter food for these and the younger stock. There is no the nxed picture ; but a little reflection showed that in this est of stays ; his legs were bound together by a pulled- back 
better food for the production of a full flow of rich milk way all that. was obtained was a greater or less dilution of the skirt and bustle ; his narrow feet were encased in high-beeled 
from cows than green sweet corn, fed ears, stalks, and all. soda, part of which was sucked up and retained by the boots ; his hair was crimped and frizzed ; hc was adorned 

The new process, termed " ensilage of maize, " now more· spongy fibres of the paper, so that even after long continued with ear rings, breast pin, ruffles, and laces ; he was accus. 
over enables the farmer to preserve his corn in a partially washing some traces of the fatal stuff still remained. It was, tomed to walk the streets at midday, unsuspected by either 
green state, and hence in valuable condition for fodder. therefore, natural that one should endeavor to remove . t�e sex. Although heavily punished by fincs and imprisonment, 
To " ensilage " is to bury in silos or pits ; and the ensilage hyposulphite by chemical means-namely, powerful ?xI.dlZ- he always returns at the earliest possible moment to his 
of maize consists in cutting up the green Indian corn plant, ers, which change the dangerous hyposulphurous acId Into peculiar practices, unable to break away from this strange 
which has made a full growth, into small pieces, and bury- harmless sulphuric acid. infatuation. He states that he can assign no reason for his 
ing them in pits or trenches. The pieces are of such a size Hydric peroxide, which Was nrst su?ge�ted f?� this p�r. odd conduct. 
that there shall be no cross section of stalk or ear of more pose, could not be used on account of Its InstabIlIty and Its This gynandrion, or female man, was a gentleman of respect. 
than a third of an inch in thickness. The pit is made in doubtful effect upon the organic matter present. Just as lit· ability, wealth, and influence, and had worn this dress long 
well drained land, about 2 or 2 Yz feet deep, from 3 to 6 feet tle could a solution of iodine be recommended, as, in addition enough for the novelty of the thing to wear off ; but he took 
wide, and in length sufficient to hold the material to be to its poisonous properties, it was apt to form iodide of silver the risk of exposure, shame, imprisonment, and social ostra
stored. The inside is lined with straw, and then the chopped so as to discolor the whites of the picture. On the con· cism, merely because " he can't help It. " As with the drunk
mass is packed in hard. More straw is placed above, and trary, all requirements were fulfilled by the. eau Javelle-that ard and kleptomaniac, he acknowledges his sin, makes re
then the earth is piled on to a thickness of 3 or 4 feet. In- is, the spotting water of washerwomen, whIch costs about 6 peated efforts to reform, but all to no purpose. Is it a mental 
dian corn and other forage plants undergo a fermentation cents per quart-of Herr Gunther, of Berlin, and which is disease or a physical one ?  What treatment does it require ? 
when so treated, not unlike that of cabbage when made into really a solution of hypochlori�e of soda. This gave off �he May it not be a lusus natura', a mistake or freak of Nature ? 
sauer kraut, and is greedily sought for by all kinds of domes- oxygen of the hypochlorous aCId to the hyposulphurous aCId ; This man seems to be, in all his tastes and desires, a woman ; 
tic animals, being particularly relished by cows giving milk. the chiorine thus set frce combined with the hydrogen of the with the feet, hands, waist, and hair of a woman ; skillful in 
It is important that the corn be cut very fine, that the pack- water to forn hydrochloric acid, and the o:ygen �et free frOID all the pursuits of women ; lacking in strength, courage, and 
ing be thorough, and that the weight of superincumbent the wate� went to t�c hyposulphuro�s ac�d, whIch was t�us manly qualities. " Who hath sinned, this man or his parents, " 
earth keep all in place, and prevent either thc escape or en· changed In a few mmutes to sulphUrIC aCI�. The operatIOn that he is thus constituted? 
trance of moisture. was exactly the same as when hyposulphlte was used as a The case of gynomania above cited has never before been 

• , • � .. bleaching agent, only that in our c�se, whe� the durability published, but we can youeh for its truth ; and we fear that 
THE DUPLICATION OF THE CUBE. 

of the fibers of the paper was not m questIOn, an excess of it is not an isolated case. Its features are so remarkable that 
hypochlorite of soda must be present. One proceeds as we call the attention of medical men, philanthropists, and We find the following new and ingenious demonstration follows :  Immediately on removing the pictures from the soda, more especially biologists to it, hoping that a careful study of this problem in Lea Mondes,' it is credited to Dr. Gaetano lay them in water containing about one tablespoonful of eau of the disease m ay reAult in the discovery of an antidote, Buonafalca. The author's proposition is : If on one side of Javelle to 5 pints of water, and when removed from this water more effectual alid more humane than that of fine and im. a square, the sixth part of its diagonal be laid off, the right place them in another bath of the same composition. At the prisonment. * 

line joining the point of division and the apex of the oppo- third removal-they may be placed in pure water, and are then _ I. � .. 
site angle will represent the side of a cube of double the ready to be taken out and dried. They do not fade at all in SIR TrTTTs SALT, to whose. in l!'enuity the useful fabric 
cubic contents of a cube constructed on the same square . . these baths, and come out of them brilliant in the whites. knnwn as aln�pn is due, is nead. He was the bead of the firm . d ti b h 'd f h ' b On acc· ount of the s· ho·rtness of· the tl·me·the pI'ctures are I'n the of TituB Snit & Rons, to whom the immense factories ani! thp, Let A B, In the annexe gure, e t e SI e o  t e gIven cu e, town lIdioining them, known a8 Saltaire. in YorKshire, Fr w-and A B C D its square. Divide the diagonal, D B, into water they are uncommonly brilliant, and the blisters, often land, belon l!'. This is one of the largest establishments six equal parts, of which let D P be 01111. Lay o:lf D P to D so troublellome, life pilrfllctly harmlllilli. In II word, sayll the over created by the labor of one man. 
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TIlIrIE LOCKS. the above patents, there are the rejected cases of L. Yale, Sep-

So many times have bank officers and others been seized in tember 24, 1847, Jedediah Weiss, April 14, 1856, and R. S. 
the dead of night, and compelled to open their safes and Harris, January 12, 1867. 
vaults, that although it may be very interesting and excit- The existing patents for improvements of one sort or 
ing to the parties immediately concerned, the thing is becom- another, on the foregoing, number nearly forty. 
ing monotonous to the public in general, who would much .. I • � .. 
rather see the newspapers filled with matter having more ROPE GEARING. 

novelty or utility in it. We may, therefore, be pardoned for The substitution of rope gearing for toothed wheels, belt-
suggesting that a few patents have been granted for locks I ing, and other modes of transmitting large power in factories, 
that cannot be opened by any one until the proper business is at present exciting considerable discussion, generally 
hour arrivcs. The attachment of any of these locks would favorable to the system, among European engineers. In 
effectuallyprevent any success attending these raids ; and it this method of driving, the fly wheel of the engine is made 
is, therefore, the duty of every banker or banking company broader than usual ; and upon its periphery a number of par
to see that such safeguards are provided for the property allel grooves are turned out for the ropes, the number and 
in their charge. size of which are regulated by the power to be transmitted. 

It is commonly supposed that the time lock is a newly We have before us two excellent papers on this subject, one 
patented invention, and that its manufacture is therefore a by Mr. James Durie, recently read before the Institution of 
monopoly ; but it is not so, for we find no less than seven ex- Mechanical Engineers, at Manchester, England, the other by 
pired American patents, to say nothing of foreign ones which Mr. K. Keller, published in the Zeitsohrijt deB Vereines der 
have no force here, and hence the manufacture of time locks Dettt8cher Inuenieure. The conclusions to which are drawn 
can be monopolized by none. So far as we at present know, from practical experience in the system, as used in Scotch, 
the time lock originated in England, as the first known pat- German, and East Indian factories. 
ent for such a device was granted there to W. Rutherford, It is of course important at the outset to examine wherein 
,Jr. , April 14, 1831, (No. 6,105, old law). This patent describes the advantages offered by rope exceed those of toothed gear
three styles of time locks, or rather two styles and a modifi- iJ?g and leather belting. Regarding the first, Mr. Durie 
cation of the second one. The first style mentioned describes I not�s t�e difficulty of accurately constructing the gears, as 
the uses of a spring clock work (which may consist of two evidep.ced by tlLe rumbling noise heard in the streets of any 
independent mQvements, to avoid the inconvenience which manufacturing town, " showing that all is not as it should 
might result from the stoppage of a single one), giving mo- be for the safe and economical transmission "  of steam 
tion to a shaft carrying a circular guard plate, having a notch power ; and a necessity consequently exists, where power is 
cut in it of the size of the bolt. When the door is locked, taken off by bevel wheels and shafting, of rendering the fac
thc outer edge of the periphery of the guard plate is against tory a rigid and immovable structure. This objection to 
the back end of the bolt, and prevents its retraction until the cogged gearing loses much of its force to any one who has 
clock movement has carried the notch in the guard plate examined the admirable working of the massive gear attached 
around opposite -the boU, when the latter can be withdrawn. to the Corliss engine, at the Centennial, and who is familiar 
The second style-Shows a bolt which is held locked by one with the accuracy whereby the largest whcels may be cut 
end of a horizontal lever resting in a notch in the bolt, until with the new Corliss gear cutter. In the case of rope gear

[JANUARY 20, 1877. 
circumstances. The stress upon a rope is twofold, and is 
due first to longitudinal tension, and secondly to curvature. 
When the dhmeter of the first pulley is not less than 45 or 
50 times that of the cable, the tension resulting from curva
ture may be neglected. The flywheel or first driving pulley 
should, therefore, have a diameter equal to double the above 
or not less than ninety times that of the rope, which works 
on it. This is essential, as, if the diameter of the pulley is 
too small, the rope in bending over is subjected to strains 
which greatly impair its durability. According to Keller, 
experiment shows that the longitudinal tension may be es
timated at from 107 to 114 Ibs. , per square inch of section of 
area of the rope. Taking the larger estimate, the total ten
sion on a 51 inch rope for example will be about 275 lbs. 
If it be admitted that, of the two tensions produced in. the 
cable, the larger, that of the motive portion, equals twice 
that of the smaller, the power to transport at the circumfer
ence of the pulley will be equal to one half the abovc total 
tension, or 138 lbs. Suppose the velocity to be as low as 32 
feet per second, or 1,920 feet per minute : the work done will 
then be 264,960 foot lbs. , per minute, or something over 8 
horse power. This, with other velocities, will of course be 
greater. From the foregoing, however, wc may easily cal
culate the number of cables necessary in any case, if their 
diameter, the power to be transmitted, and the velocity be 
known. Takingthe cable again as 51 inches in circumference, 
and supposing the velocity to be 48 feet per second, and 
power 90 horse, we shall have the number of cablcs necessary 
under such conditions =98Jl X H= between seven and eight. 
But it would be better to use nine, the extra one being ad· 
vantageous in order that, when repairs are needed to any 
single rope (and it is hence thrown out of operation) a greater 
stress than the 114 lbs. , per square inch may not come on the 
series. 

To determine the diameter of cable needed Mr. Keller gives 

the following formuloo : Diameter = 0 '58 V�XO '58 V p  in 
a weight belonging to and driving a clock movement, de- ing, however, the ropes by which the power is transmitted, which P is the total power to be transmitted, p the tangen
Bcends upon and depresses the other e�d of said lever, which consist of an elastic substance, namely, earefully selected tial force to be transmitted by one cable, and a the number 
raises the first mentioned end out of the uotch in the bolt' I IOng-fibered hemp ; and their lightness, elasticity, and com-

d k of cables. Or letting R represent the radius of thc pulley, N Another figure in the rawing shows a modification of, or an parative slac ness between the pulleys, which may be from the horse power and n the number of turns : Diameter addition to, this last style, in which the horizontal lever is 20 to 60 feet apart, are highly conducive to their taking up 
. rw-[ held by a vertical catch, having an inclined projection on its any irregularity which may occur in the motive power. =155 v � X - . These give the diameter in centimeters ; 

side that is struck by' the weight as it descends, and is Hence all attachments and bearings may be light, and there is a n  R 
pushed aside, thus liberating the end of the horizontal lever, considerable saving in the foundations of the engine, and in to reduce to inches, multiply by 0 '293. 
and allowing it to fall when the weight presses on it. The I the wall boxes and the strength of walls, which need not be It will be interesting, in conclusion, to note some of the 
specification mentions the use of falling sand in an instru' so ponderous as required for upright shafts. For high practical conditions quoted by the authors. The engine fiy 
ment on the same principle as the clel,hydra instead of speeds, the friction of rope gearing is found to be consider- wheel of a jute weaving and spinning factory, in Dundee, 
clock work for operating the lever by the weight of the sand bly less than that of toothed gearing. No data from special Scotland, is 22 feet in diameter, and has 18 grooves cut in 
or liquid ; and it also proposes to use oil or other combustible tests is given on this point : but note is made of increased its circumference : its width is 4 feet 10 inches over all. The 
material, to be used as a counterpoise on the lever that will steadiness of driving after the alteration from cogged gearing engine makes 43 revolutions per minute, and the velocity of 
allow it to rise when sufficient weight liaS been removed by to rope, and a greater weight of yams was turned off from the fly wheel run is 2, 967 feet per minute. The power of 
burning. the machinery in spinning mills in the same time. the engine varies from 400 to 425 indicated horse power, so 

The first American patent, appears to be that granted to J. Comparing ropes with belting, the question of cost may be that each of the ropes, which are 6i inches in circumference 
Y. Savage, October 9, 1 847, which shows a bolt shot by a considered. One of the largest leather houses in this city transmits about 23 horse power, 115 horsc power is trans
spring so as to be self-locking, which bolt is held locked by a quotes leather belting at from 80 cts. to $1. 00 per lb. Rub- mitted to the ground floor by 5 ropes on to a pulley 7 feet 6 
drop hook. A notch on a wheel moved by clock work at the ber belting (heavy) is worth 35 cts. per lb. : and we have an inches in diameter ; 92 indicated horse power to the first 
proper time for opening the safe operates a lever that releases estimate from a manufacturer of ropes, wherein the best floor by 4 ropes to a 5 feet 6 inches pulley ; 138 indicated 
a weight, which moves a slide that just raises the drop hook, hemp article in large quantities, say a thousand or more horse power to the attic by 6 ropes to a pulley of the same 
and then pushes back the bolt, thus unlocking the door. fathoms, and varying in circumference from 4 to 6 inches, is size as the preceeding, and 69 indicated .horse power to a 

The next patent (W. L. Bass, December 23, 1851) provides offered at about 21 cts. per lb. Grooved pulleys for ropes weaving shed on the other side of the engine by 3 ropes to a 
a device for unlocking the door, should the clock happen to cost more than plain pulleys ; but making allowance for this, pulley 7 feet 6 inches in diameter. The tension on each rope 
stop ; but it cannot be used when the latter is in motion. it is probably safe to say that the total cost of ropes and . 53000x�� = 256 lb 

As an improvement on the last two devices, Holbrook and grooved pulleys for transmitting a given power, will not ex-
IS 2967 s. 

Fish obtained a patent dated April 28, 1857, for an invention ceed one-half or two-thirds the cost of leather belting, and In a jute factory in Calcutta, the ent;ines are 1,000 horse 
which consisted in arranging the clock work in the same case fiat pulleys. Thc cost of fitting up a mill with rope gearing, powcr and make 43 revolutions, the fly wheel is 28 feet 
with the lock, and using two independent clock movements, Mr. Durie states, is considerably less than with tooth gear- diameter and 6 feet 7 in ches wide, and the velocity is 3,784 
each of which controls a pawl that, at the proper time, will ing, when the shafts to be driven revolve at high speed ; feet per minute. There are 18 ropes, 6} inches in circum fer
fall into a notch in a revolving guard, and allow of the ret- otherwise the expense is about the same. As regards the ence used to transmit the power to the spinning machinery, 
rograde motion of the bolt necessary to unlock the door of comparative friction of ropes and belts, the experiments and 7 ropes drive the weaving machinery. Each rope, there' 
the safe. quoted cxhibit wide differences, so that it is impossible to fore, transmits 40 indicated horse power, and the tension on 

On May 5 of the same year, Williams and Cummings pro- reach any definite proportion ; but they show that ropes have each is 349 lbs. 
cured a patent for a time lock having a system of toggle a considerably greater hold on the V-shaped grooves per At Lindgen's spining mills, at Hochneukirch, 88 horsc 
levers held in such a position by a cam wheel, revolved by a square inch of bearing surface than fiat belts have on pulleys. power is transmitted by 7 cables. The fly wheel is 17 fect 
clock movement, that the bolt cannot be drawn back until at The lifetime of a rope is found to be from three to five years, 11 inches in diameter ; the cable are 5 '7 inches in diameter, 
the appropriate time for opening, this cam wheel bends the as a general rule ; and thc cost of maintenance in Scotland is and the velocity 3 '030 feet per minute. 
toggle joint, and allows a spring to withdraw the bolt, when about $25 per 100 indicated horse power transmitted per an- At Heyerdahl's sail canvas factory, in Christiania, Sweden, 
the door can be opened. num. The main advantage of ropes over belting, howevcr, 270 horse power are transmitted by 13 cables. Diameter of 

The next patent in this line was granted to A. Holbrook, lies in the power being divided up into a number of ropes, fly wheel is 11 feet 9 inches, and of ropes 5 '7 inch€s ; and 
April 12, 1858, for an arrangement designed to compact the so that in the case of any one of the ropes showing symptoms the velocity is 4,416 feet per minute. 
mechanism and lessen the cost of this class of locks, to re- of weakness-and this is always the case long before the Mr. Durie in his paper draws especial attention to the ad
lieve the time work of the pressure of the springs that open rope breaks-that rope may be removed by stopping the vantages of the rope system in lieu of belting in rolling mills 
the bolt, and to increase the difficulty of cutting or drilling engine for a few minutes, the remaining ropes continuing to in this country. He is confident that from the slackness 
the latter by making it round, so that it will revolve in its do the work until the stoppage occurs. In the case of belt- with which the ropes can work, and the hold they have on 
bearings. ing, as only one belt is employed to drive one flat of a mill, if the grooves of the pulleys, they would be admirably adapted 

The next patent to Holbrook's was issued November 2, anything were to happen to the belt, all the machinery in for 1aking up the shock which is thrown upon the gearing 
1858, to Lyman Derby, who shows a four-armed or cross- the flat would of course have to stop until repairs could be of a train when the iron enters the rolls. 
shaped bolt turning on a center, and a A-shaped lever, pivoted effected. .. 4 . . .. 
at the apex of the A, one leg of which rests on one of the The ropes used are three-stranded cables, made or the best Legal Definitions in Mental Pathology. 

arms of the bolt, so as to keep the door locked until a roller hemp. Cotton ropes have been unsuccessfully tried, and A leading English authority, Mr. Phillips, in a late work, 
on a wheel driven by clock work, strikes the other leg of th� leather ropes are too costly. The sizes employed a�e from lays down the following distinctions in forensic medicine : 
lever, moves the first mentioned legs off the four armed bolt, 372' to 672' inches, although there are do definitely ascertained " Every person whose mind, from his birth, by a perpetual 
and allows the latter to move by its own gravity out of the limits in this respect. The weight corresponding to any cir- infirmity, is so deficient as to be incapable . of directing him 
keepers so that the door m b d in any matter which requires thought or J'udgment, is, III , ay e opene . cumference per foot in lbs. , is easily found by multiplying 

On the 16th of th th legal phraseology, an 4liot. e same mon a patent was issued to the square of the circumference by 0.031. Grooves in the " Every person qui u'audet lucidis intervaUis, and who some' Obadiah Bayley for another time lock, the main features of pulleys usually have their sides at an angle of 40°, which 
novelty consI'st' . th f . bl . .  times is of good and sound memory, and sOIlletimes non Illg III . e use 0 an aJusta e pIllIOn sliding is found to be the best V-that in which the ropes have least 
on its shaft to change the time of opening, and an arrange- tendency either to slip or bind. The ends of the lables are compos mentis, is, in legal phraseology, a lunatic. 
ment of 1 t t th 1 k " Every person who, by reason of a morbid condition of evers 0 s op e c oc movements when the bolt is ' united by what sailors call a " long splice," which is not of 
drawn back. t d' t th th t f th d . b t 9 intellect, is incapable of managing himself and his affairs as grea er lame er an e res 0 e rope, an IS a ou . or . .  . . . . . 

All of these patents have now expired, and the inventions 10 feet long. an ldiot;r a l�natIC, :ot . b�Ill.g �n ;diot or a, lunatIC, or a 

therein shown are common property, so that any manufacturer We h t 'd th r 1 r f th person o mere y wea mIll , IS, Ill egal phrascology, a per. a ve n�w ,0 conSI er e prac lca ques IOns o . e .' Bon of unsound mind." lll3¥ make as many of these locks as he chooses. In addition to number and dIameter of cables to be employed under varIOUS I 
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l]ANUARY 20, 1 877- J titufifit �tutritau. 
!ltttut �mtritan and �O'rtign �attnt�. I step and short upper steps dovetailed into the sides. The upper purt of 

I the side supports of the lower step section is strengthened by metallic en
============================= 

I 
circliug bands, through the holes of which the connecting rod of the upper 

NEW WOODWORKING AND HOUSE AND CARRIAGE ladder passes. The brace section is extended at the bottom to greater 
BUILDING INVENTIONS. width than the step section and connected by a lateral screw rod to the 

brace rod of the upper ladder. 
IMPROVED MACmNE FOR EDGING LUMBER. IMPROVED REIN HOLDER. 

George W_ Bobo, Rock Mart, Georgia.-This is a machine for edging Ephraim Mears Attica Ind -A follower holds the reins drawn i f 
lumbcr while being sawed. It is so constructed that it maybe adjusted to the top of the de�ice which i� attached to the dashboard in tight m

n rom 

edge t?�ker or th�ner or '�der or narrower boards, as may be required, the pressure thereon being increased the greater the strain exerted ::��� and Wlt out stoppmg the mill. I reins. By pulling the reins back the fOllowe
.
r clears the recess of the frame 

IMPROVED CARRIAGE POLE HEADS. aud admit. the ready detaching of the reins. 
Ge;>rge Bray, Jr., Deptford, Eng.-This is a simple arrangement of the IMPROVED UMBRELLA SUPPORT 

pole head for securely holding the pole straps. It is easily shifted for con-
. 

necting and disconnecting, and will disconnect the strap self-actingly in 
Asa T. Martin, Jr. , Waverly, Iowa, assignor to himself, Millard F. Potter, 

case a horse falls down. The eye pieceE for holding the straps are made in 
and James Brotherton, of same place.-This consists in a plate having 
sockets formed in it in such a manner that they arc capable of holding the separate parts, and are attached to the pole by separate socket pieces, one umbrella staff either perpendicularly or at any desired angle. This plate is of which is rigidly fixed on the pole, while the other is capable of turning secured to the bottom of the carriage in such a position that its central for opening and closing the eyes. The two socket parts have cam projec- socket is directly under· a screw clamp attached to a metallic supporting tions, and are fixed with a spring, by which the eyes are kept closed, but frame or to the edge of the seat. 

43 
NEW MECHANICAL AND ENGINEERING INVENTIONS. 

IMPROVED POST AUGER. 
Charles W. Pool, Wiscoy, N. Y., assignor to himself and James W. 

Van Bnskirk, of same place.-This consists in the combination of a pair 
of blades with adjustable supporting arms, which are secured in a socket 
formed in the lower end of a shank, provided with a snitable handle. 
The arms are capable of being moved to vary the size of the hole to be 
bored. 

IMPROVED LEAK STOPPER FOR BOILER TUBES. 
John McConnell, Glasgow, Scotland.-This consists in the combination 

of a packing device with a short section of tube in such a manner that, 
when the tube is placed in the boiler flue, packing rings may be compressed 
between the exterior of the short section of the tnbe and the interior of the 
boiler tube in such a way as to stop the leak and not impair the utility of 
the tubes. 

IMPROVED COAL CHUTE. 
Theron Kelsey, South Brooklyn, N. Y., assignor to himselI and James 

E. Kelsey, of same place.-This is an improved apparatus for dropping coal which allow them to open, by a certain amount of pressure, to allow the 
straps to escape. IMPROVED TELEGRAPH INSULATOR. I and other material from a height to a floor or pile below, so constructed as 

. Robert A. Cunningham and David F. Crowell, Zanesville, O.-This con- to prevent the coal or other material from being broken by collision, and 
SlstS in constructing the head of the insulator with a transverse groove thus avoids the formation of fine coal or dust. IMPROVED MACHINE FOR SAWING CIRCULAR SLABS. 

John J. Dimoud, New York city.-This consists of stationary shafts, on 
which a saw _ frame with sleeve-shaped ends is reciprocated by suitable 
power, the connecting rod being secured to one of the sleeve ends by a col
lar placed intermediately between fixed collars. When circular slabs are 
required, the saws are first applied to one side of the block for cutting 

which divides the head into two sections, the convex section of which is The outflow of the coal may be checked at any time, and may be readily 
made higher than the other, so that the wire may be bent around the same, controlled to keep the chute filled to the proper point. The construction 
and kinked with a curve corresponding to the transverse groove. also gnards against all the coal running out of the chute should a slide oc-

IMPROVED TOBACCO-CUTTING MACHINE. cur in the pile below. 
down a semicircle, being then applied to the other side to cut down the Eben Goodwin, New York city.-This is an attachment for tobacco ma-
other semicircle until the cuts meet. chines for applying a sweetening or ftavoring liquid to tohacco while being 

Cl\t. In the front or throat plate of the cutting machine is arranged a series IMPROVED DRAFT ATTACHMENT FOR VEHICLES. of ·smafi tubes, that are connected with a reservoir for containing the liquid. George 'V. Wilson, Batavia, Ohio.-This invention is an improvement in The ]'lipe connecting the tubes with the reservoir is provided with a valve that class of platform spring vehicles in which the draft is applied directly for controlling the fiow of liquid. to the front axle instead of the platform springs supported thereon. The 
double tree, and the draft rods attached thereto, are supported from the IMPROVED BRUSH. 
front spring by means of jointed bars, which allow the spring to play up . George R. Davies, Yarmouth, Nova Scotia, Canada.-This is designed 
and down without changing the position of the double tree, or deflecting for cleaning the sounding boards of square and grand pianos. It consists 
the line of draft. of a small spiral brush of sufficient length, that is placed between the 

.. . . . .. 
NEW AGRICULTURAL INVENTIONS. 

. IMPROVED PLANT SUPPORT. 
Anthony Daul, lfe'wark, N. J., assignor of one half his right to Emil 

Krause, New York city.-This consists of an elastic band with a fastening 
device at each end, and an attaching staple in the middle. It is designed as 
a substitute for cord or other material lor tying up growing plants. Being 
elastic, it adapts itself to the increasing size �f the branches. 

IMPROVED HOE. 
Eliphalet W. Oakley, Babylon, N. Y.-This consists in a hoe provided 

with a scoop blade for removing fine mud and sand from the bottom of a 
ditch. The hoe can also be used for various other purposes with better 
effect than a hoe constructed in the usual way. 

IMPROVED CIDER MILL. 
John A. Schwob, Miltonsburg, O.-This mill is constructed of wooden 

sections, so as to be readily set up, moved to any place, and stored away 
after use. There is an interior stationary masher of conical form, provided 
with spiral recesses, and an outer revolving grinder extending around the 
masher and having recesses running in opposite directions . Both masher 
and grinder are made of plank, arranged at cross grains and bolted to
gether. 

IMPROVED REVERSIBLE PROW. 
Daniel F. Vickery and William P. Prickett, Oxford, Ala., assignors to 

themselves and Richard G. Roberts, of same place.-This plow is so con
strncted that the beam and handles may be reversed. It will turn the fur
row the same way as it is drawn back and forth across the field, whether it 
be used upon the hillside or upon level ground. The beam and handles 
are to be trimed by and with the team, leaving the plow in position to turn 
a furrow in the same direction as the preceding one, the two plows work
ing alternately. 

IMPROVED FRillT PICKER. 
John Sager, Augres, Mich.-This device embodies spring jaws having 

cutting knives arranged above the hoop, to which the fruit-conveying tube 
is attached. The cutters are operated by a sliding rod gnided in the handle 
of the picker, and connected by pivot links with the spring jaws. The 
picker is placed directly under the frult, and raised until the hoop comes in 
contact with the stem. Th� picker is moved slightly forward to cut the 
stem as close as possible to the fruit, and the sliding rod is pulled back for 
cutting. The hose then condncts the fruit w the basket without getting 
bruised. 

IMPROVED FENCE. 
John A. Burnham, Delaware, O.-This invention relates chiefly to con

fining wooden palings by means of wrought iron brackets, whose arms are 
bent at right angles to adapt them for application to the supportIng rods, in 
such manner that they conceal the rods. 

IMPROVED CORN HUSKER AND SHELLER. 
George E. Luckey, Paris, Tenn.-In using this machine, the butt of the 

ear is presented to the husking cutter, which removes the husks, and shells 
about an inch of the ear. The ear is then withdrawn, reversed, secured in 
a clall).p, and fed forward to the shelling cutter, by which the rest of the 
corn i�· removed from the cob. 

IMPROVED GATE. 
Robert E. Stevens, Owen Sound, Ontario, Canada.-This gate is so con

structed that it may be conveniently adjusted higher or lower to adapt it 
for winter or summer use. It will not sag, may be opened in either direc
tion, will fasten itself as it swings shut, and will receive a small or wicket 
gate within it. 

wires and revolved in a snpporting stand by suitable gearing . 
IMPROVED CRACKER MAcmNE. 

Eli P. Waste, New York city.-This consists in a die for molding and 
stamping crackers, the same being provided with double discharges, each 
of which, acting independently of the other, insures a free discharge of a 
well formed cracker. 

IMPROVED FLEXIBLE BLACKBOARD. 
John R. Minehart, Brownsville, Penn., assignor to Harry W. Minehart, 

of same place.-This consists of a blackboard made of suitable fabric 
with a slate surface, and mounted on top and bottom rollers, being tightly 
stretched for use by elastic straps of the lower roller applied to nails. 

IMPROVED FARE BOX. 
. Joseph Adler and Heinrich Freimuth, New York dty.-This is a fare 

box for street car conductors, by which the fare or tickets are collected 
from the passengers and placed directly into the box carried on a suitable 
belt. The new features relate mainly to a swing gnard-plate and other de
vices which prevent money being shaken out of the box through the ori
fice by which it is inserted. 

IMPROVED SOI,AR CAMERA. 
Chancy R. Jenne, Okolona, Miss.-It is a new camera for taking and en

larging pictures from a photograph or any opaque object. It is intended 
to be used by portrait painters for making their drawings. The picture is 
fastened to on.e of the wings at 45° to a mirror, and is refiected in it, and is 
seen by the lens at right angles to it; it is reproduced in a darkened room 
on a screen or paper. 

NEW HOUSEHOLD INVENTIONS. 

IMPROVED BROOM. 
Theodore B. Lewis and Thomas O. Lewis, Battle Creek, assignors to 

themselves and Charles Veeder, Hillsdale, Mich.-A piece of wood is 
bored centrally to fit the lower end of the handle, and is notched to receive 
the upper end of the brush. The upper edge and ends of this shoulder are 
rounded to give the required form to the hood of the broom, which is at
tached to the handle, in the ordinary way, immediately above the shoulder, 
and is brought down over the body of the brush, and stitched. The shoul
der, previous to covering, is nailed to the handle. 

IMPROVED TABLE CUTLERY. 
Richard N. Oakman, Jr., New York city, assignor to John Russell 

Cutlery Company, of Turner's Falls, Mass.-This is an improved carving 
fork, by which an extension of the common pivotal spring gnard serves in 
a very simple and neat manner as a support or rest for the fork when the 
same is placed on the table. 

IMPROVED DRAWER FOR SEWING MACHINE TABLES. 
John Mulchahey, Newburyport, Mass.-This is an improved swinging 

drawer applied to the nnder side of the table of a sewing-machine, for the 
purpose of storing sewing machine needles, spools, and other articles. 
It inCludes a n�edle tray, gauging devices; a spool receptacle, and a needle 
sharpener. 

IMPROVED MILK CAN. 
Dennis S. Lewis, of Moline, TII.-This consists in placing a milk can 

having two compartments-one for a quantity of milk and another for milk 
from a single cow for children's use-in a larger can having a double cover 
and a bottom strengthened by wood. Sufficient space is left between the 
inner and outer can for a body of ice or cold water, and faucets are con
nected with the compartments in the inner can, that project throngh the 
outer can. 

IMPROVED BLIND ADJUSTER. 
IM�R

.
OVED CORN �ARKER.

. Robert J. Stuart, Yonkers, N. Y.-This is an improved device for ad-George W. Graves, Villisca, Iowa, assignor to himself and Amos P. I justing and locking blinds from the inside of the room into any suitable West, of same place.-Two sets �f bevelled wheels ru:e arranged on two position. A double elbow lever is pivoted to the window sill, adjusted by a axles. The rear and lon�er axle IS capabl� of embracmg four rows, and is spring button having an eccentric pin to an arc-shaped rack, and conneded 
�onnected to a sh?rt one �n fron� by bars, m such a way that the front axle by an outer pin with gnide strips of the blind. 

IMPROVED MACHINE FOR STICKING NAILS IN HEEL BLANKS. 
William E. Forster, Nashua, N. H., assignor to himself and Albert H. 

Saunders, of same place.-This is an improved machine for sticking nails 
into the former or heel in rapid manner, so as to dispense with the slow 
sticking in of the nails by hand. The invention consists, mainly, of a re
ciprocating shaker for arranging and dropping the nails, a funnel shaped 
partitioned conductor er guide casing for conveying the nails, an inclined 
and notched grate with vibrating rapper and clearers for tipping up an(l 
sliding the nails in forward direction, and of converging 
conducting tubes for dropping the nails into the former or heel. 
This machine is exceptionally ingenious in construction. It simultaneous
ly sticks the required number of nails into any size of heel. To large shoe 
manufacturers it will doubtless prove very valuable. 

IMPROVED ROAD SCRAPER. 
Edward Huber, Marion, Ohio.-The invention relates to certain im

provements in earth or road scrapers, designed to simplify, cheapen, and 
improve the construction of the same. It consists, first, in the manner of at
taching the handles by extending the plate metal sides of the scraper in the 
form of an acute angle, and wrapping the end of said extended side around 
the handle, which, in connection with a bolt passing through the forward 
end of the handle and the side of the scraper, ftrmly secures the same to the 
scraper. It also consists in the peculiar means for the attachment of the 
bail to the scraper. 

IMPROVED BLOW-OFF DEVICE FOR STEAM BOILERS. 
Mathew Rhoda, Allentown, Pa-For the purpose of obviating the for

mation of scale, and for keeping the crown and bottom sheets perfectly clean 
and efficient for work, a number of radial exit tubes are arranged near the 
crown and bottom sheets ; they are connected by a tube, that extends 
around the ontside of the boiler, and is provided with a blow-off cock 
which, on opening, admits the ready cleaning of the sheeta of any sedi
ments by the powerful agitation of the water caused by the steam. 

IMPROVED HORIZONTAL SCREW PROPELLER. 
William S. Myers, Southington, Conn.-The wheel or screw is con

cealed or incased in the bottom of the boat or vessel, and the water «on
ducted to and away from it by a channelformed in the bottom of the boat or 
vessel. The agitation of the water by the screw, being confined into the casing 
and flumes, will not, it is claimed, produce any washing of banks when used in 
canals, the device being also adapted to vessels of war, which require pro
tection for the screw, aud to vessels plying in shallow rivers and waters. 

IMPROVED BOOT AND SHOE SOLE. 
Elisha Hanshew, Brooklyn, N. Y.-This consists of a leather tole made 

with a beveled recess, extending along the greater part of the ball of the 
foot, and being filled by a tapering and ftanged section or sole of soft rnb
ber. A layer of horsehair, or other absorbent, is placed on the rubber sec
tion, and retained by the insole that is skived off at the inner part. 

IMPROVED CAR COUPLING. 
Samuel W. Kilbourne, Bethel, Me.-This consists of a draw bar with 

open top, tapering mouth, and recess back of the bottom shoujder, on 
which the swinging coupling hook locks when passing back of the same. 
A hinged table swings in the recess, and is connected to the coupling hook 
of the draw head to raise the head of the opposite hook simultaneously 
therewith for uncoupling. 

IMPROVED CAR COUPLING. 
Martin C. Mohr and Newton F. Lawrencc, Manchester, Iowa.-This Is 

an improved antomatic car coupling that locks with the common link-and
pin coupling in perfectly safe and reliable manner, and without danger. 
A swinging block is retained by a side recess and a swinging latch-shaped 
handle pin of the draw head in raised uncoupled position. Top and bottom 
shoulders of the drawhead, in connection with an extension of the 
block, secure the extent of swinging motion in the block. The link 
couples automatically by entering the mouth of the draw head, rais
ing the block, and passing into the middle recess of the locking block, 
it being uncoupled by swinging the block in upward direction so that the 
link is allowed to pass out. 

IMPROVED MECHANICAl, MOVEMENT. 
Adolf Hilnerwadel, Washington, D. C.-The invention consists in com

bining a peculiarly constructed crown wheel and worm, with a view to 
attainment of certain advantages, particularly in respec, to friction. For 
full description, see patent. The device is specially adapted to driving 
bobbin spini:Ues. 

IMPROVED TURBINE WATER WHEEL. IS capable of movmg vertically, mdependently of the rear one. The inven
tion also includes a peculiar manner of attaching and locking the tongne. IMPROVED SPRING BED BOTTOM. Stephen M. Smith, York, Pa.-The invention relates to certain improve-

IMPROVED DRUGGIST'S SHELF BOTTLE. 
Edward L. Witte, White Mills, l'a.-In order to overcome the defects 

of the present glass labels which usually are cemented on shelf bottles 
this inventor proposes a label, of suitable enamel and colors, that is placed 
on the shelf bottle and burned into the glass of the same_ 

IMPROVED BUTTER PACKAGE. 
Samuel C. Williams, Peterstown, W. Va.-This consists in the arrange

ment, in a suitable box, of a series of trays, having muslin pockets for 
roll or print bntter: 

NEW MISCELLANEOUS INVENTIONS. 

IMPROVED STEP LADDER. 
John Dillon, New York city.-This extension step ladder may be folded 

up into narrow space, extended to its full length Without getting shaky or 
wabbling, and may be changed into two separate step ladders of different 
height, with great facility, whenever desired. The step and brace sections 
of the lower ladder are jointed, when detached, by a lateral hinge rod and 
top step, the step section being made of side. pieces, with a lowermost full 

Caleb E. Brown, Jackson, Mich.-In this spring bed bottom the slats ments in turbine water wheels, designed to increase the percentage of 
are prevented tipping over, and a bottom of uniform strength and power and render the wheel more effective. The improvement consists in 
elasticity is obtained. The slats and spiral springs are connected by , :nclining the plane of the buckets in the direction of the movement of the 
a U-shaped toe piece, and attached to slats by bottom hooks, so as to aI- : wheel, and curving them reversely to the usual direction, s, that the water 
ternately unite two adjoining slats. strikes the convex portion of the hucket. This form of bucket throws . 

IMPROVED HEATING STOVE. the water well out to the periphery, where it exerts the best leverage upon 
the wheel, while the curve and vertical inclination of the buckets, being ill 
the direction of the movement of the wheel, the buckets simply present a 
sharp edge in entering the streams of water, and do not involve the back 
lash and loss of power nroduced by the resisting surfaces which the back 
of the buckets curved iIi" the usual form affords. 

Ignatius Droege and Charles Bogenschutz, Cmington, Ky.-In com
bination with the heater chamber, there is a diving and bottom flue' ex
tending nearly to the front end of stove, enclosing side and return flues, a 
rear rising and enclosing flue, and suitable openings for securing direct 
draught, or causing the prodncts of combustion to pass through the flues 
as desired. 

IMPROVED MEAL BIN. 
William H. Mangold and Harry Summerville, Anna, m.-This consists 

of a number of fl01l1' and meal bins arranged at the upper part of the pantry, 
with spice drawers below the same, closed by a hinged kneading board. 
The dough rollers, &c., are stored in a space below the cornice, while the 
shelves in the cupboard at the lower or base part are employed to store 
bread pans, pie plates, and other articles. 

. 

IMPROVED GOJ,D SEPARATOR. 
Thomas W. Irvin, Eureka, Cal.-This is an impro�ed machine for 

separating gold from the gravel and earth as the same is tunnelled or 
worked off for removal from the bank. An exhaust fan is connected with a 
separating tube that is provided with gratings of different width, and with 
quicksilver at the lowe"t grating to separate the finer and coarser particles 
of gold, while the heavy gravel is discharged through the hopper, and the 
lighter dust through the exit tube of the fan. 
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Artificial BuUer. 

To the Editor o! the �WIc A....ncan : 
Owing to the reeeipt of much eorrespondenee coneem

f IIg my article on artificial butter, whlob appeared In the 
I!CIENTIrrc AlIIERICA.N SUPPLEMENT, N. Y . ,  Jios . 48 and 
49, I wish to state that I own no patent on the proeess. 
The only patent held Is M ejia'., which Is owned by the 
United States DaIry Company, 6 New Church street. All 
letters, therefore, should be forwarded to that address. 
The proeess I described In my article Is Simply an elabo
ration of that patented by Mege, and · cannot be nsed 
without Jnfringing on the United States Dairy Company'. 
patent . HBNBY A. MOTT, Jr. ,  E. M . ,  PH . D. 

New York City. 

�u�iut�� alld �tr�ould. 
The O/.argefor Insertion tmder thta head iB One Dollar 

a lme for each insertion. If the Notice ea:ceed8 foor 
line8, One Dollar and a HalJ'perltne will lle charged. 

AgrIenlturIIJ Implements and Industrial Machinery for 
export and domestlo use. R. H. Allen & Co., N. Y. 

Patent For Sale .-Twlne Cutter, Letter Opener. and 
stamp moisture combined. Address Jno. Eitel, Sac., Cal. 

Skinner Portable Engine Improved, 2 1-2 to 10 H. P . 
Sldnner & Wood, ErIe, PR. 

Wanted-To sell or lease patent on novel, cheap, In
dispensable, very practical artlole ; jewelry line. Pat. 
October, l876. Address M. P. Bowman, Youngstown, O .  

Power &; Foot Presses, Ferracute Co., Bridgeton, N .  J. 
Magic LBntel'R8 and Stereopticons for Parlor Entertain

ments and Public Exhibition •. PRys well on small capital. 
74 page catalogue free. Centennial Medal and Diploma 
awarded. Me.AllIster, 49 Nassau St., N. Y. 

Snperior Lace Leather, all sizes, cheap. Hooks and 
{;oupllngs for lIat and round Belts. Send for catalogue. 
C. W • .Arny, 148 North 3d St., Philadelphia, Fa. 

F. C. Beach &; Co., makers of the Tom Thumb Tele
graph and other electrical maohlnes,have removed to 630 
Water St., N. Y. 

For Best Presses, Dies, and FrnIt Can Tools, Bliss &; 
Williams, cor. of Plymouth and Jay Sts., p'rooklyn, N.Y. 

Wa�, �, and StelDi Pipe; 'Wrought Iron. Send for 
prices. Bailey, Farrell & Co., Pittsburgh, Pa. 

.&Ilamond Tools-J. Dickinson, 64 Nassan St., N. Y. 
Hydraulic Presses and Jacks, new and second hand. 

Lathes and Machinery for POlishing and BulIlng metals. 
Eo Lyon, 470 Grand St., N. Y. 

Solid Emery Vnlcanite Wheel8-The Solid Original 
Emery Wheel - other ldnds Imitation. and Inferior. 
Cautlon.'-Our name I. stamped In full on all our best 
Standard Belting, Pacldng, and Hose. Buy that only. 
The best Is the obeapest New York Belting and Pack
\njr Company, 3'l and 38 Park Itow,.New York. 

Steel Castings from one lb. to five thousand Ibs. In
valuable for strength and durability. Clrcular& free. 
Pittsb�h Steel Castlng ,Co., Pittsburgh, Pa. 

M. Shaw, Manufacturer of Insulated Wire for galvanic 
and telegraph purposes, &c., 2Ii9 W. 27th St., N. Y. 

Shingle, Heading, and Stave Machine. See advertise
ment of Trevor & Co., Lockport, N. Y. 

For Solid Wronght-iron Beams, etc., see advertise
ment. Address Union Iron' l\lU1s, Pittsburgh, Pa., for 
lIthOlP'Rph, etc. 

Articles In Light Metal Work, Fine Castings in Brass, 
Malleable Iron, &0., Japanning, TInning, Galvanizing. 
Welles Specialty Works, Chicago, Dl. 

Wanted-A man that thoronghly understands the Gal
vanlzi� of sbeet iron, etc. None but first class men 
need apply. Address with references, P. O .  Box 009, 
Montreal, Canada. 

Boosey's Cheap Mnsic and Music Books� Full Cata
Jagues free by mall . DOOley & Co. ,  32 East l'th St . ,  New 
York. 

Emery Grinders, Emery Wheels; Best and Cheapest. 
Awarded Medal and Diploma by Centennial Commission. 
Address American Twist DrIll Co., Woonsocket, R. I. 

Patent Scroll and Band Saws, best and cheapest in 
use. Cordesman. Egan ... Co., Cincinnati, Ohio. 

To Clean Boiler Tubes-Use National Steel Tube 
Cleaner,tempered and strong. Chalmers Spenee CO.,N.Y. 

D. Frisbie & Co. mannfacture the Friction Pul\ey
Captaln-best In the World. New Haven, Conn. 

Lansdell's Patent Steam Syphon8-Lansdell &; Leng's 
Lever and cam Valve • . Leng '" Ogden, 212 Pearl st, N. Y. 

Best · Patent Millstone Balance in America. State 
right. for sale. Address D .  Collins, Zanesfield, Logan 
County, Ohio. 

PRtents Bought, Sold, and introdnced on commission. 
Cosmopolitan Business and Patent Agency, 723 Samson 
8t. ,  Philadelphia, PR. 

More than Ten Thonsand Crank Shafts made by 
Ch"ster Steel Castings Co . ,  now running ; 8 years' con
• tant use prove them stronger and more durable than 
wrought Iron . . . See advertisement, page 46. 

Wanted-8team Hammer for miscellaneons Smith and 
Die Work. Address Chambers Bro . & Co., Phliada. PR. 

For Sale-Two sets Hydraulic Presses, 10 inch cylin
der, 2 lfoot 11ft, 100 tons pressure, 5 Inch .one set, ' Inob 
other. In good order. P. O. Box 3396, Boston, Mass. 

MetalJic Letters and Figures to pnt on patterns of 
castings, all sizes. H .  W. Knight, Seneca Falls, N. y . '  

It has been o ur  custom for thirty years past to devote 
a considerable space to the answeriug of qnestions by 
correspondents; so useful have these labors proved that 
the SCIENTIFIO AMmuCAN o1IIee has become the factotum, 
or headquarters, to which everybody sends, who wants 
special information npon any particular subject. So large 
is the number of our correspondents, so wide the range 
of their Inquiries, so desirous are we to meet their wants 
and �upplv correct Information, that we are obliged to 
employ the constant assistance of a considerable sta1f of 
experienced writers, who have the reqnisite knowledge 
or access to the latest and best sources of information. 
For example, questions relating to .team e�ncs, llOlI
ere, boatll, locomotivea, railways, etc.,  are considered and 
IJIlswerellby a professional en,nneer of distinguished 
ability and e:densive pt'IIctleaI experience. IIIQutrlClll 

� titutifit �mtritatt. 
relating to electricity are answered by one of the most 
able and prominent practical electricians in this country. 
Astronomical queries by a practical astronomer. Chemi
cal enqnirles by one of our most eminent, and experi
enced professors of chemistry; and so on throngh aU 
the various departments. In this way we are enabled 
to answer the thonsands of qnestions and furnish the 
large mass of Information which these correspondence 
columns present. The large nnmber of questions sent-
they pour in npon us from all parts of the world-ren
ders it impossible for ns to publish all. The editor selects 
from the mass those that he thinks most likely to be of 
general Interest to the readers of the SCIENTIFIO AMmu
CAN. These, with the replies, are printed; the remain
der go into the waste basket. Many of the rejected 
questions are of a primitive or personal nature, which 
should be answered by mail; In fact, hundreds of cor
respondents desire a special reply by post, bnt very few 
of them are thoughtful enoagh to inclose so mnch as a 
postage stamp. We could in many cases send a brief 
reply by mail If the writer were to inclo�e a small fee, a 
dollar or more, according to the nature or importance of 
the case. When we cannot furnish the information, the 
money is promptiy returned to the sender. 

J. A. O. will find an answer to his query as 
to the relarive motion of parts of a wagon wheel on p. 
298, vol. 31.-R. W. C. wIll llnd a good recipe for baking 
powder on p. 123, Vol. 31. This also answers E. A. H.
W. P. wIll llnd a recipe for a depilatory on p. 862, vol. 
82.-J. F. wIll llnd a d8!!cripp'on of fiexible shafting on 
p. 217, vol. 85.-F. L. J. wlll fi'nd directions for fireproof
ing shingles on p. 280, vol. 2B.-J. M. wm find directions 
for gliding on Chlna on p. 43, vol. 29.-J. P. will llnd, on 
p. 315, vol. 85, a recipe for a white alloy that will do well 
for fine castlngs.-C . .  N. L. will lInd directions for pnt
ting a fine finish on shirt bosoms on p. 203, vol. 31.-W. 
M. J. wiil find'directionsfor making his cellar walls wa
tertight on p. 246, vol. 85.-J. P. K. will lInd directions 
for pntting a line polish on edge tools on pp. 488, 549, voi. 
2, SCIENTIFIC AMEmcAN SUPPLElIIENT. For a black 1In
ish for light-colored woods, see p. 299, vol. 80.-J. M. 
will llnd an answer to his query as to the compressibility 
of water·on p. 27, volo 86.-L. H. R.'s discovery as to 
evolving electric sparks from rubber is very old.-J. H • 
K. will lInd directions for making snperphosphate of 
lime from bones, and the quantity of sulphuric acid ne
cessary therefor, on p. 828, vol. 27.-H. P. wlll llnd direC
for bullding an icehouse on p. 255, vol. 31.-G. H. will 
lInd a recipe for acid-proof paint on p, 278, vol. 85.-F. 

D. B. wlll llnd directions for lighting gas by electricity 
on p. 161, vol. 27.-0. W. P. will find directions for ma
king transparent paper on p. 241, vol. 28.-P. F. M. and 
many others Wh9 ask for directions for enameling cook
ing vessels, are referred to p. 21, vol. 86.-T. H. S. will 
find directions for making a cheap continnous battery on 
p. 43, vol. 85,-J. C. D. can dissolve shellac by follOwing 
the directions on p. 327, vol. 85.-T. P. H. will find dir
ections for hardening rubber on p. 208, vol. 85.-J. L. B. 
willllnd a recipe for a hair dye on p. 138, vol. 27. For 
watarproofiug canvas, etc., see p. 282, vol. 82. Parafiln 
is described on p. 95, vol. 80. To keep cider sweet, see 
11,  vol. 31. Birdlime Is described on p. 347, vol. 28.-0. 
S. � find directions for proportioning cone pulleys on 
pp. 26, 73, vol. 25.-P. C. M. wIll llnd directions for a dry 
photographic proCess on p. 215, vol. 80.-8. M. K. will 
lInd an answer to his query as to bodies sinking in deep 
water on p. 208, voi. 38.-L. M. Y. wlll llnd a recipe for a 
hair wash on p. 138, vol. 38.-J. T. C., C. T.,  F. C. ,  J. S. , 
J. C. W. , E. T. H., F. M., R. J. F., C. J. W., J. G., and 
others who ask us to recommend books on industrial 
and scienti1lc snbjects,should address the bookReUers 
who advertise in our columns, all of whom are trustwor
thy firms, for catalogues. 

(1) J. F. S. says : In the works with which 
I am connected, we are running one of the most im
proved style of cnt-01f condensing engines.. In case 
we should need more power, which woUld be the most 
economical, and which of the two following plans would 
give the most power : placing another engine alongside 
the present one to work with It as a pair, or placing an
other cylinder of abont donble the size, connected to 
work with the present one on the componnd prinCiple 7 
A. Place another engine alongside of the present one. 

(2) R. C. H. says : I have been buildIng a 
small engine, and lInd myself fast on one point. How 
and by what means shall I lInd the right distance to place 
my driving box from the cylinder? A. Push the piston 
crosshead forward untll the piston strikes the cover, 
and mark a line on one guide aud guide bar: then push 
the crosshead back to the amount of the clearsnee be
tween the piston and cylinder head. Then, the piston 
being at the end of its stroke nearest to the crank, the 
length of the. connecting rod, less the length of the 
crank, is the distance of the main journal box from 
the cr08shead journal . 

(3) A. M. H. asks : Is it safe to have cast 
Iron packing rings to work in a cast IroOn cylinder to 
pnmp hot water into a boller ? A. Yes. 

(4) F. L. A. asks : How are threads formed 
on lamp bomers and collars ? A. They are cnt. 

(5) O. A. L. asks : Will grinding bits, cut
ters, knives, etc.,  on an emery wheel draw the temper, If 
they are not heated In the operation ' A. No. 

(6) H. J. W. asks : 1. Can I obtain a fine 
casting from an alloy of 16 parts copper and 1 part tin ? 
A. Try the following: Copper 8 parts, zinc 1 part, tin 2 
parts, antimony 1 part. Fuse the copper first, then add 
the zinc, tin and antimony In the order given. It will 
be necessary to add a little excess of the tin, as some of 
it will be lost in the I!lllelting. 2. Can porcelain be used 
In a mold for a fine casting 7 Plaster of Paris will not 
stand a great heat. A. Porcelain or earthenware molds 
wlli not auswer. 

(7) A. S. asks : 1. How much wire �nd 
what sizes will I nse to make a good coil for a sonnder , 
A. Two hnndred feet of No. 23 silk-covered copper. 
wire will make a !rOod coil. The wire can be pnrchased 
from any dealer in . telegraph apparatus. 2. Will one 
coli do for telrgraphing purposes and for giving electric 
shocks ? A- Yes. 8. Is there any work pnblished on 
the eonstmction of colis and electric apparatus In gene
ral ,  A. Du Marcel's work On telegmllhy Is one of the be.� but we beileTIl that there is no E11Illsh tranllat{on. 

(8) J. F. asks : Supposing the portative 
force of an eleetro-ma","Ilet to be known, what formula 
will express its attractive force when its keeper is re
moved from a distance lI:=O to lI: = some 1InIte qnallty ' 
Ii! the formnla liimilar to that expressing the attraction 
of gravity between two bodie. ��;., where lI:=the 
attraction, when z, the distanee between the bodies, is 0, 
and a and b are the distances from the center of gravity 
of the bodies to their attracting surface!!, respectively ' 
A. Mr. Hunt, In a paper read before the Institution of 
Civil Engineers, England, gives the following lIgures for 
the great electro-magnet of the Polytechnic: 

Lb •• supported, armature in contact. . . .  . . . . . . .  220. 
" .. " d� Inch from cover. 110. 

til " 00. 
ii " 47. 
h .. 40. 
I. .. It 86. 

(9) J. V. R. says : 1. I have made an in
dnction coil (yieldiug a spark somewhat more than 6 
inches in length), the core of which is composed of No. 
14 soft Iron wires. Can I add to the length of sPark by 
making the core of smaller sized wires ' A. Probably 
not enough to pay for the construction of a new core. 2. 
Is there any rnle or law Indicating the proper size of 
wire for the core ' A. Nos. 18 to 22 are generally wood. 

8. What kind of wire is the best for the above purpose ? 
A. The purest and softest obtainable. 

(10) W. H. P. says, in reply to M. M. C. ,  
who asks I f  a point on a connecting rod ,  between the 
centers of the crank pin and crosshead journal describes 
a perfect ellipse, or Is the 1Ignre which It describes 
slightly larger at one end than the other: An instmment 
constmcted upon that principle is a most perfect ellipso
graph. This is clearly shown by the following diagram : 
Let the donble dotted lines from b to V' represent a con
necting rod 8 feet In length, from center of crank pin at 

lJ to center of crosshead journal at V', and let the mark-

ing point or B pencil be jnst half way between at 1Y • 
Then, of course, by a half revolution of the crank, the 
crank pin will be at a and the crosshead at a" (2 feet 
stroke. But, while the longitndinal movement of all 
parts of the rod is the same, the vertical mOvement of 
the crosshead is zero. and that of the crank pin Is 2 feet; 
and the pencil being half way . between them is just one 
foot, or the vertical movement of the pencil Is at all 
times just one half that of the crank piu. Obviously, 
then, we should detach the crank pin from the crank, 
and, with the crank pin, describe the line, c, d, the pen
cil wonld at the BRme time describe the line. c' d', jnst 
one half of the length c d, and so of all the lines , f, g h, 
etc. Then the lines, c· d and u 11 being of equal length, 
it follows that c' d' and 0' pi (being just half III! long) 
will be eqnal to each other, and the lIgore will not be 
wider at one end, but a pedect ellipse. When the crank 
pin is at the points a, c, i, b, p, the cr08shead journal 
center will be at 11" ,  c" ,  ill ,  V',  pi',  and the pencil at 
a', c' , i' , V ,pI , and as the crank pin passes the sncces
sive points, a, c, e, g, t, etc., through an entire revolu
tion, the crosshead traversing a straight line eqnal to the 
diameter of the circle, the pencil passes through the 
points, a', c', e' , g', i' , etc., describinll a perfect ellipse. 
The same will obviously be the caoe If the' pencil be 
placed at any other point in the rod, the major axis of 
the ellipse being always equsl to the length. of stroke, 
and the minor axis in the saine proportion thereto, as is 
the distance between the crosshead and the pencil to the 
leugth of the rod. 

(11) A. C. G. asks : How many lbs, will an 
electro-magnet, 6 inches long, with a core !ij Inch in di
ameter and each pole being wrapped with 2 lbs. cotion
covered No. 20 wire, with a 4 cell Grove hattery, lift' A. 
This is best determined experimentally. The same 
weight of No. 18 wire would doubtiess give better re
sults with 4 Grove cells. 

(12) O. F. says : I have made a amall in
dnction coil: the primary coil Is of No, 16,:$nd the sec
ondary coil of No. 35, copper wire, woimd with silk 
(about � lb. of the latter). The current , breaker is a 
vibrating armature over a small electro-magnet. The 
adjnsting screw over the armature bas . a hardened steel 
point. Will a platinnm point give better satisfaction 
than the steel one Y A. Yes. 2. Would the condenser 
described in your last volume, No. 22, be of any benefitY 
A. Hardly . enollih to pay for ita construction f� so 
small a coil. 

(13) H. P. K. asks : 1. How can I make 
an electro-magnet ? I made one by coiling tile iron core 
wire covered with cotton, the cotion being coated with 
shellac varnish, bnt It wonld not work ; then l 1eft the 
shel!ac off, and still It would not go. Where Is the dIftl
cnlty ? A- Cores about 1M Inche!! long and " Inch di
ameter, wound with 200 feet of covered copper wire, No. 
22 or 23, will make a good magnet. Commence winding 
each core at the end that joins with the yoke piece, and 
wind In the same direction ; when done, connect the In
ner ends together. 2. I want to make an electro-mag
netic machine. How lIne a wire will I have to nee for 
the armatures, and how shall I lnsniate It ? A- We pre-
sume you mean a magneto-eleetrle machine ; for that 
purpose coree as aboTe, � Inch In dIameter, answers 
very well. 3. How many turns of wire are necessary , 
A- The same amonnt of wire also will do, but stronger 
shocks are given If smaller wire is used. Ordinary silk 
coverlug ill sn1Ilcient Insulation. 

(14) E. L. S. says : I wish to use horn, 
heating It In pressing; but I fear I shall render It brittle. 
Is there any proeeM by which I cau preserve Its pliabil
Ity ' A. Boll well � water U it becomea ftexib1e, and 
tben presll ft. 
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(15) E .  E .  N .  says : Why cannot I make 

nickel stick well to steel knives, when I have no trouble 
with brass or copper ' I am sure the knives are clean. 
A- Cover the steel with a thin 111m of copper from an 
alkaline solution 1Irst, and you will have no trouble. 

(16) R. S. B. asks : What is the refractive 
Index of the glass for the objective described in "Notes 
and Queries " of February 19, 1876 ? A. Index of runt 
= 1 '601, index of crown = 1'528. Dispersive proportion, 
0'683. Speci1lc gravity of fiint=3'432, of crown=2·514. 
The above index is for the fixed line E in the solar spec
trum. 

(17) A. S. asks : What will dissolve asbes. 
tos, so that I may nse it as a paint or coatiug Y A. As
bestos Ia not solnble without decomposition In any men
struum. It Ia made into a paint by grinding with 011. 

(18) A. C. H. K. asks : Can you tell me 
what substance is best adapted to the cutting or chan
nelling of soft sand stone in quarrylug? A. Use a plain 
blade of soft iron or copper. Diamonds are not necessary. 
Well crated corundnm pebbles will answer very well In 
such stones : quartz will not give satisfactory results. 

(19) H. E. W. says : We have just been 
bnilding a church the tower of which Is 112 feet from 
the ground to the highest point. We propose pntting up 
a lightning rod consisting of 12 No. 14 copper wires; 
twist them in form of a rope makiug abont � inch di
ameter. This rope Is close to the spire and is 1Irmly sol
dered to all the tin and iron work of the spire. The 
point is of solid copper with a sharp point terminating 
with a platinum point abont � of an inch long; the 
point from rod to platina tip Is silver plated. 'l'his pr0-
jects above the spire about 2 feet. The rope of copper 
extends into the earth a su1ftcient depth to reach perma
nent moisture; It is then attached to the ground plate 
(which consists of 8 strips of copper each 6 feet long 
and 1 inch wide and � Inch thick, riveted and sol
dered at one end and spread out like a turkey's foot) by 

solder. The rod Is packed in charcoal and filled np. Is 
this sufficient ' A. The rod Is an excellent one, and the 
ground connection better than the average, but we 
should increase the earth plate still more. Painting the 
rod will not interfere with its conducting properties. 

(20) J. S. H. says : I am trying to make a 
magneto-electric machine. I took a pasteboard tube 1 
Inch in diameter and 6 inches long, 011 which I wonnd 
about 100 feet of each of No. 20 and 23 cotton covered 
wire, in four layers. The wires are wound alongside of 
each other, 290 times aronnd the tube. For a magnet, I 
used a pieee of steel � an Inch thick and 3 inches long, 
around which I wound an insulated wire 60 times, 
and connected the ends to the battery; It will lift two 
ounces. The vibratiug armature will not work. A 
friend says that, If each layer Is not leveled off before 
the next is wound on it, it will be no good; another 
says I must have five or six numbers of wire in the coil. 
Please give me some information. A. The inlltru�lent 
is too small to give mnch of a shook, and the core shonld 
be of soft iron instead of steel. One thonsand feet of 
No. 28 or 80 wire will answer much better than Nos 20 
or 23 

(21) G. W. C. says : I wish to make a gal
vanic battery.of 20 elements. If I move the last termi
nal wire oackwards along the serles,shall I get a current 
from only those elements between the two terminal 
wires, or from the whole number, as they are all con
nected Y A- From the cell included between the termi
nal wires only. 

(22) A. L. B. asks : 1. How can I electro
type ? I have fonnd . several difficulties. My moulds, 
made of plaster of Paris, will not come oll, but stuck to 
the type; If made of beeswax, they crack in cooling. 
A. Rnb the object with a little sweet oil before taking 
the plaster casts. The latter, before being covered with 
black lead, should be baked gently to drive off �oi"ture, 
and then thoroughly saturated with tallow, s�n, or 
paraIIIn. 2. I use 2 cells of Dsniell's battery, covered 
my mould with black lead, and immersed it,and it was in 
about 10 days before It covered. Why was It so slow f 
A- The ordinary article to plumbago sold for household 
use cannot be relied npon ; it is best bought of a dealer 
In scientific apparatus. The gas carbon used for battery 
plates, If very carefully ground in water, answers per
fectly. 

(23) F. R. says : I have seen a preparation 
applied to house lamp chimneys whlch acts as a refiec
tor. It will not wash oll in hot water, and resists beat. 
It very much tesembles the preparation applied to mir
rors. Please inform me how it is made ? A- Use 
an ammoniacal SOlution of tartrate of silver, and depo
sit on glass with gentie heating. 

(24) F. B. asks : How many Bunsen batteries 
(two gallon jars) do I need to run an electric light ? A
From 80 to 40 Bunsen cells will give a lIne light, bnt you 
will reqnire an electric lamp If a au-.ady light is wanted. 

(25) J. V. R. asks : Is there any substance 
other then snIphate of indigo that can be added to an 
iron aiiil nntgall ink without cabslng precipitation, 
something that will answer the pnrposes of the indigo as 
a coloring medium ' A. There is no.lng of the kind 
that we know of which will satisfactorily replace it. 
Yon can try soluble Prusslan blne. 

(26) J. S. N. asks : What is the cheapest 
and best mode of making a etill for distilling essential 
oils from herbs Y A. Any small retort of glass or stone
ware, with a suitable condensing-worm of alaea or �. 
will umer tlle purpose. 
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(27) H.

' 
D. & CO. says : 1. We have used (84) O. B. M. says : I notice on the telegraph 

crude glycerine with great success as a scale solvent in poles a new insulator. It seems to 00 an iron cylinder 
our boilers. We use artesian well water. heavily .about six inches long, with two iron (1) pegs on the un· 
charged with lime, �oda, and magnesia. Can yOl1 tell us der side. to which the wire i. fastened. Can you explain 
as to the chemical action of the glycerinef It softens itf A. The insulatOr referred to consists of an outside 
the old scale, and in many cases seems to get under it iron cup, within. which is placed a thin glass cylinder 
and detach it from the iron. A. Its chemical containing an iron hook for supporting the wire ;  the 
action would be probably due to the power whole ooing consolidated by plaster and paraftin. 

WARRA NTED. El a g l e .A. n:v i l s  
R eta i l  at 9 Cents per Pou n d .  

FACE AND HORN OF BEST CAST STEEL. They are the 
ONLY Anvils that are WA RRANTED. They are 
better tban a l l  others and mnch cheaper. 

possessed by many organic substances 01 taking up (80) J. F. M. asks : What is brewer's varnish � Iffir Send for Circular to 

oxide of iron and holding it in suspension, instead of and how Is It made f-G. R. W. asks : 1. What is the 
allowing it to deposit on the boiler and compact the greatest range yet attained by artillery f 2. The printed 
mineral salts precipitated out on boiling natural waters. description of the 14 inch Krupp ri1le at the Exposition 

F I S H E R " N O R R I S ,  Trenton,  N . · J .  
(Sole Manufacturer. in United States.) 

2. Would it 00 ootter to put a week's charge in on stated ita range to be 15 English miles. Was not this an ex- ON THE PROGRESS OF AERONAUTICS. 
Monday, or feed It In dailyf A. When in solution in aggeration f-A. N. asks : Please give a me good rule for An essay read before the Aeronautical Society o� Gr1"t 
water, glycerine will slowly evopora� and distil off. For lInding the dominical letter for any year since the com- �:l'on.

BYf��1�rtDf:=� Se�c'�)�tal'nl:g 
this reason it would be better to put m small charges at mencement of the Christian era f-W. H. G. asks : 1. brief accounts of the most recent trlJl: of balloons hav
ahorter intervrus. 3. At what temperature does glycerine Please inform me how to prepare and wire together a �::!.e

s������ �.K
e
lg::ll: .. �t�g�T;�;:Wtt'?�;;'�= 

t 4 W b t 75 Ib pressure and ususll machinery. Calculations of the power exerted by birds cvapoxa e. e carry a ou s. , y skeleton, taken just as it comes from the disBecting In travelling through the air, and their methods of ac-run from llcmday morning to Saturday night without room ? 2. Is there any waBh used in preserving the ���fuJc:!,��t�� ofJ��::::0l'n"Jf.:tea"%���:sl::h�u.ft 
stoppiDg, ming tbe .ame boilers. A. Glycerine iB bones ?-H. D. asks : How long should " ri1le be, to birds. Report of 

ilf:'alioon trials having vertical screw slightly volatile at tbe boiling point of water. But if an sho:>t accurately at 1,000 yards, and what should be the propellers, made by the British War Office. Air navUra.-A .  d' til ' t  t thl tern ture th tlon by "pushing" balloons. Experimental trials of the 
attempt la maue to I. 1 a s pera , e form and twis� _. the grooves "-T. J . ..... says : I read as Socl t ' apno_tus for testing the Lifting Power of . . .  

I 
w, 

lan
e
e sYusrface�s w-hen e sed to wind currents. Descrip-greaterpartof itundergoes decompoBItion, mtense y pun- follows '. " the seed of s11nllowers Is the most heaIt .... PI xpo, 

b '  d UJ , tion and dimensions of Moys' Bteam Aerial Locomotive, gent vapors of acrolein, Clng isengaged, which excite feed that can be given to horses in winter and spring; : with an 1IOO0unt of Its practical trial at the Crystal Palace 
a most palnful ilrit&tiol1. of the eyes. Glycerine was half a pint a day keeps them In health and spirited, with : 

D
��C�!I'l::,J':r,�l

y
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e
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originally prop� bT A¥elliJ in · the Zeitschrift dea sleek coats, and more animated than any other feed. It flilrteen ponnds, with dimensions, arrangement of the 
Yerei1l6 � I:4�, � • preventive of boiler prevents heaves and some other diseases." Is there any �1f}�'t!!.i�iJ':Wo. ��n��dlJ�cr,.�N¥��<;' �E:��i! incrustation&, AlI!Iel1n �lWecl j;hat it Increased the truth in it f office and of News Dealers. 
solubility of gyJlBUllI. '!'hat it 1�ed a solnble com- J 

===:..::.:..::.-=---=--=-�---------
"'0---" -< ... �l_·- Q"'!P"-te. o n A ..,. .... it formed preclpl- (86) . J. B. asks : 1. With two plano-con- M ACHINERY OF IMPROVED STYLES FOR ,. u;uu ... u .. �"',., P .... ,.... -'0 >""" • I m�'< In. L S HINGLES, HEADING and STAVES ; 
tates 01 a g�tinOUll .e�� 'Wh� could be readily vex lenseB, % Inch n' diameter and of Iij inch focus, and also GUAGE LA'I'HES for TURNING HANDLES. Sole 
Temoved, wh1eb. were Mt �med ,a1eng with the steam, one of ,... Inch diametet1lI1d� inch focus, can an eye- =:�s �d�:�: Pat. s�rli�'trlfRd

&
H
C8�i'!bJ."��N��: 

:and which did llOt  OO1T04l! �1VJ(lves. - piece 00 made to show objects not ill>'erted f A. Yes, 
but not as well as with four lenses. 2. How should the (28) F. Q. B. asks: 1 alll tis!:ij.g large quan- lenses 00 made ' A. Place the two larger len�es 1� 

titiss of glue. which. during the eold w�ther, tronbles inches apart, with their fiat sides toward the object 
by freezing. In place 01 drying atter I h6vll applied it. I glass; then place tM small lens 1 inch from these on the 
Can you suggest something w�lch w61114 obviate this side toward the ' eye, with the fiat side outward. The 
difficulty? A. Try mixing it with II littl.e warm acetic distance 01 this eyepiece from an object glass of 30 
acid. inches focus is � inches, and power 80. 

(29) C. W. W. says : 1. I wish to know (87) J. E. R. asks : How can I dry Carolina 
\vhat size and style 01 boiler is best for �ll. engine with a tar so as to mix it with oil, for paint? A. The only 
bore of cylinder 01 2"fincilesand struke 4 inches f The practicable method Is to keep it at a temperature of 212. 
.liameter of fly wheel is 12 inches, and the wheel weighs Fah. until all the water is all expelled. The tar is some-
15 Ib.. A. A boiler 2 feet in diameter and 3 feet times mixed with a small quantity of pOWdered caustic 
high will probably answer. 2. I tried my engine with a lime, 'which completely abBorbs all traces of moisture. 
4-horse boiler, and it would run very well, bnt not fast; This is, however, in many cases, objectionable. 
and the more steam I let in, the slower it would run. I =:CCC:C',' =.: ='.::: :---'- -
would like to know whyf A. From your account, we COMlIIUNlCATIONS RECEIVED. 
Imagine that the valve is improperly prol"Ortioned, or The Editor of the SCIENTIFrC AMErucANacknowledges, 
set, so that the exhaust is choked, or there is some other with much pleasure, the receipt of original papers and 
derangement. contributions upon the following subjects : 

(30) R. H. F. says : I h�ve made two or three 
small electric engines, and have just completed one to run 
a wateh lathe, nsing 1-inch round iron for the magnets. 
I used 2 magnets and No. 16 cotton-covered copper wire, 

4 � Ibs. 01 the latter on the 2 magnets. The armature 
wheel is 7 incheB in diameter. For a battery I used 2 
stone 1 gallon jars, with a closely fitting copper hoop 
next the jar, and a zinc tube 4 inches across, and 6 inches 
long. I used sulphate of copper for the fluid. I 1I1'8t 
connected the wires on the magnets so as to be continu

On a Night Light. By L. L. 
On Beet Sugar. By H. P. K. 
On the Gardens of Civilization. By J. H. 
On a Meteor. By M. W. 
On Christmas. By S. W. E. 
On Diatomaceons Earth. By C. L. P. 

Also inquiries and answers from the following: 
L. T.-X. A. X.-J. J, H.-W. F. H.-A. J. B.-F. S. 
H. E. B.-T. D. J.-W. S. 

HINTS TO CORRESPONDENTS. 
ous, and the machine would barely run. I next cut the Correspondents whose inqniries fail to appear should 
wire, and attached so as to split the cnrrent, and it did repeat them. If not then published, they may conclude 
better. I tried it with the jars as an intensit, and then that, for good reasons, the Editor declines them. The 
as a quantity battery, but it did not make much dlfi'er- address of the writer should always be given. 
ence. I next cut the wires sp a8 to make four branches, InquirieB relating to patents, or to the patentabil ity 
one to each leg of the magnets, and I joined the zincs to- 01 inventions, assignments, ete., will not be published 
gether, and tbe copper also, and it went in flne order. here. All srich questions, when iulti�ls only are given, 
Have I proportioned it rightly? A. We should think are thrown Into the waste basket, as It would 1111 half of 
from Yilur description that the engine does reasonably our paper to print them all ; but we generally take plea
well for the amount of wire nsed. A single cell of large I �ur� in answering briefly by mail, if the writer's address 
plates is better than two cells formed of the same amount 18 gIven. ' .  . . of metal and joined in parallel circuit; and a large silile bi- Hnndreds 01 InqulrIes analogons to the follOWIng are 
chromate potash battery will be found preferable to the sent : "  Who makes steel springs, of given power, Who 
sulphate of copper. 2. Would a battery as above de- sells the Jacquard portraits of Washington and other 
scribed make the air of a close room impure? A. It great men f Who makes the oost envelope machineB f 
is always best to avoid breathing the battery fumes ; in Whose is the oo.st boiler pla� iron f Who sells pre
this partlcnlar, however, the sulphate of copper is least served eggs, and IS the preparation rt'.ally made of eggs f 
objectionable of all batteries. Both sides of the plate Who manufactures acetic acid in large quantities f 
are usually counted. Whose are the oost mathematical instruments f Who 

sells the best rifles, for target practice f" All such per
sonal inquiries are printed, as will be observed, in the 
column of .. Business and P�""'l1al," which is specially 
set apart for that purpose, snoject to the charge men
tioned at the head 01 that column. Almost any desired 
information can in this way be expeditiously obtained. 

ESTABLISHED IS«. 
JOSEPH C TODD. 

(Formerly of Todd & Rafi'erty) ,  ENGINEER and MACHIN-
1ST. Flax, Hemp Jute, Rope, Oakum, and BaglOng 
Machinery, Steam Engines, BOilers, etc . Also Agent for 
the celebrated and �roved Rawson & Rlttlnr,er Hoist-
!.'tr:��nM;':�M�e";� ��!I��
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and price. Address 

.t. C. TOD D, 
10 Bllrelay St., New York, o r  Paterson, N. J .  
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fr::ta �:!r ��s:��J'f. �:e�5trJu';'e��hr,.e��; 
othe':-f.. use, renders It undoubtedly the most economical 
We are al80 the sole manufacturers of the CELEBRATED 
COLLINS'PAT. COUPLING, and furnish Pullers, Hangers, 
:��llgftt�� 

�ost approved s
YJ':il:lCt

e
A �hIft:r�g, on 

Try: Street 2d and 3rd Avenues, Pittsbu!1!h, Pa. 
100 S. Canal Street, ChlC

�i 
Ill., and Milwaukie, Wis. 
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GEO. PLACE & CO .. 121 Chambers St. , N. Y. 

SPAKE THE CROTON AND !lAVE THE COST. 

Driven or Tube Wells 
furnished to large consumers of Croton and Ridgewood 
Water. WM. D. ANDREWS & BRO., 414 Water St., N.Y. 
who control the patentforGreen'sAmerican Driven WcH 

The Toll-Gate I Prize Picture sent free ! 
to !lnd! Address, wlthsta;"�'1:���:��������?�1� 

$5 to $20 per day at home. Samples worth $5 
. ree . . STINSON & Co., Portland, Me. 

Lathes, Planers, Shapers, Drills, 
Geark Bolt C utters, kc.E.GO:ULD, Newark,N.J. 

S H  A F T S, P U  L L EYS.H A N GE R S  
C O U P L I N GS E T C .  

In StoCk, and for Sale by 
WILLIAM SELLERS & CO., 

Philadelphia, and 79 Liberty ,t., New York. 
PrIce lists and PI1IIlphlets on application. 

._-----

Plan ing and Matching.  
������l(M�';',_:.rWd�-�.r.tyri'n�c��'if:I�es. Scroll 
JOHNB. S(JHENCK't! SONS, I �atteawan, iIr. Y. Send for Catalogue. l 181 Liberty St., N.Y •. Clty. 

(81) M. R. C. S. asks : 1. How can I make 
a battery so as to furnish an electric light capable of 
lighting a room 100 feet long by 50 feet wide and 15 feet 
high, the walls of which are old uncolored wood? A. 
The best apparatus for that purpose is a magnet
electric machine, to be run by steam or water power, and 
it is best bought of a manufacturer. 2. Can the light be 
, contained in a glass glooo I foot In diameterf A. 
'The lamps used for the electric light occupy, as a general 
·thing, less than !\ cubic foot of space. 3. How can I 
'prepare carbon plates? A. Plates cut from the den
'sest of graphite obtained from gas retorts are the oost; 
·.but on account of the di1llculty in sawing, they are ex
·pensive. 

Up to the hour 01 going to press, the list of patents is- $57 60 AGENT'S PROFITS per week. Will prove 
• It or forfeit $500. New articles are just pat-sued during the week ending December 5, and bearing ented. s.w.'fl:�'t:mM���i'k��i8 i<���'i:'�t., New York. that date, hadnot arrived from Washington. 

(82) P. H. C. asks : Can you give me di
rections for making dye colors for painting on muslin? 
They leave the mnslin ftexible so that it may be folded, 
and they are applicable for theatrical scenery, panoramas, 
charts, ete. A. Use the anallne colors directly upon the 
lightly sized canvas. These colors are soluble in water 
or mixtures of splritB of wine, or wood spirit and water. 

InRide Pall'''' each Insertion - - - "Ii cents a Hne. 
Back PaKe, each in sertion - - - $ 1 .00 a l ine. 
JiJngravin(/s may head advertisements at the same rate 

per liM, 1lv measurement, as the letter preas. Ad
vertisements muat be received at publication qfJIce as 
early as Friday murning to appear in 1UiIl!t issue. 

REVERSIBLE 
HOISTINC ZNCINlI: 

2. Please give receipes for grease paints, used on F O B  A L L P U B  P 0 S E S • 
the Italian and German stage? :'hey are stick po- r:r ��'�IlWb'5D

d�'¥o� C��ltl'5l1'�::;'l3f�. Y. matum, somewhat hard, and of dIfferent colors, and -___ . . . . .  _ . _._ __ _ _ __  _=.....;-=� 
give off their color very easily. A. We know of only I A. GUITERMAN, EXPORT AND CmI
one preparation' of this kind. In this the colors are in- �:'��. M���!f�r�

o
oA�e�a���i'nanl�lfi���

I
� corporat,ed with oil and soap It Is not manufactured in I Broadway. BeBt of attention to Introduce Merchandise, . • Patents, etc., In any part of Europe. . this country. . 

FIRE-. -IF-THE BROOKLYN FIREDE-(88) C. J. H. says : I want to paint flowers I mm�:¥!��:t!s�
rg;��s��;g:, f����II��� 

and letters on parchment with chloride of gold to make the loss of life and
ufcroperty by the burning of the 

them shine withont bnrulshing. How can It be donef t\r.:�I�i.
h
:�t�'h�ve

d
�

e
l=�?�� I'W'Ji;n.aS7� Have tried a solution of chlOride, 1 part to 4 of water, !,�_��.!����ozz1es ? 

and exposed it to hy<lrogen gas; but It has not shone t A MATEUR PHOTOG RAPHIC AP-
" with all the splendor of burnished gold, I I  as proml�ed �����'���.!f:c'i

n
��:'es.�

v
et!oJ';:f: by this recipe. Have any 01 your readers tried thiB plan with chemicals, &c. Price, $10.00 ; smHn slze,.$5. 

with Success? A. Use a stronger solution 01 the gold, :'���;:J����
r
D��grav " EB�J3���:: dry the drawing, place it back downwards upon a large . Agents wanted. 

hot brick, with a piece of copper foil between It and the -..:.:.-----------------
brick. It is best to have the drawing In full, strong S3 �fd T�!S.:,kP!�::�r ,..,.th::, �u0'i.'! 
snnllght, and to have the hydrogen warm or hot. The For term. address COULTER£CO.Ch�o 
gas should be pure and dry. This will reduce the gold 
\'erfectly, but the drawing is much Improved by a little 
I mishinS. 

$ 39EaC11 week to AI\'�ntA. Goods Stnple . l0.000 
tcstimon i u l s. l'f!C" i v e d .  'J'erI1 lR I Iheral .Par
tluula.l·� u·�". J •. W urth & \;o .t:it.Loule,lI1o. 

��J.NfeARi'E'NTEf( �- . . . . . . " "  . . . . . . . . . .. " 

MANUFACTURER OF FIRST CLASS TAPS AND 
. DIES, Pawtucket_, _R_. I_. _____ _ 

K .A. C B I N E ll T  
OF EVERY DESC R I P T I ON; 

C
�tIJJI�H��l��B!fuIf*rJ'��¥A:i��8Jm�Rf¥IINlB AND GRINDERS, IN STOCK. 

GEO RGE PLA CE. ___ .:::121"" Chambers & 100 Reade Sts., New York City. 

$12 n da y at hom... AIMntB wnnted. Outfit and 
�erms free. TRUE & CO .. Augusta, Maine. 

$55 � $77 f.. �e.:fCrEtf����ta��:rDe?EE
. 

$ 1 0  TO $500 INVESTED IN WALL ST: Often leads to wealth. A 72 paJte book e:x:nlalnlng everything, and a copy of the Wan �treet Review, sent free. 
JOHN HICKLING k CO. Bankers and Brokers, 72 Broadway, New �ork 

S984Made bY One Agellt In 67 days. 13 new 
article s .  Samples free .  Address, 
. (J. II. LININGTON. (JhI ....... 

IIIIIIl �.J W R 0 U C H"f I R O N , 
_ BEAMS & GIRDERS 

THE UNION mON lIfILLS, Pittsburgh, PL, Manu
facturers of Improved wrought Iron Beams apd Girders (patented). . 
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�� �'!,"a��:eSIl:"'tt� t!!:;,Ft'..:'�g� of FIRE PR�F BbILDINGS, Induces usto can the sp<!clal attention of EngIneers, Arcbltects. and BnIlders to tke undouhted advantages of now erecting FIre Proof 

structures ; and by reference to pagesli2&M of Our Book of �ectlons--whlch will be sent .on application to th�e 
�6'J�

m
d'1�

l
w��rr�111,�,r
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�T�&'fllI1M,-:'l'th� cost of Insurance avolded,and th .. .  erlouo losses and In-

�rren,..fflg:s�Jg.sl�::.�ra,::;
d
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e Wt believed, that were owners fully aware of the smaIl dill'erence which now exists between the uoe of Wood 
�
n
�s�l�fi\�h:l�"C,Yf�'::�:ll'!�"l,:l���ha:�ra� complete, for any Bpeci1lc structure, sothat the dl1l'erence 

in cost may at once be ascertslned. Address 
CARNEGIE, BROS. & CO., Pittsburgh. Pa. 

$290 FOR BE-T PI \NOS IN THE WORLn 
• • - In use all over the U. S. In over 900 towns by' 

persons you will !lnd In Our l11\Istrated Clrcollar, I'rob-. 
;�:r ';i'i!d��S gJr y��g:

n 81::.ii�� E,'Ie:g�
,
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strung-full Iron plate --7 1-3 octavEls---Agrall'e-and pas-. 
Besslng every Improvement kJ;iOWll,_ and warranted 0. 
years by a responsible Incorporated ManufactUring Co., 
referring bl' p,ermlsslon to the Chemical National Bank. 
New York City, by far the strongest bank In America. 
Pianos sent everywhllre on trial. We have no lI¥ents. 
Send for Illnstrated Circular Irtvlng full ll8rtlculars. 
Address UNITED s'J'A'rES'PIANO COMPANY. 

(Please name this paper). 810 Broadway, New York_ 

[ESTABLISHED 1846.] 

Mnnn & CO. '8 Patent 01lices. 
The Oldest AKenCy for SolicitlnK Patents In tlae 

United States. 

TIDBTY YEARS' EXPERIENOE. 

MORE PATENTS have been secured throngh this 
agency, at home and abroad, than throngh any other in 
the world. 

They employ as their assistants a corps of the most ex
perienced men as examiners, opecl!lcatlon writers, and 
draughtsmen, that can be found, many of whom have 
been selected from the ranks of the Patent Office. ' 

SIXTY THO USA N D  Inventors have availed them
selves of Munn & Co. 's services In examining their In
ventions and procuring their �tents. 

MUNN & CO., In connection with the publication of 
the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, continue to examine In
ventions, confer wltb Inventors, prepare drawings, ope
c\1Icatlons, and assignments, attend to !llIng applications 
In the Patent Office, paying the Government fee., and 
watch each case, step by step, whlle pending before the 
examiner. This Is done through their oranch office, cor
ner F and 7th Sts., Washington; They also prepare and 
!lIe caveats, procure design patents, trade marks, and re
Issues, attend to rejeeted cases,(prepared by the Inventor 
or other attorneys); procure copyrights. attend to Inter
ferences, give writ�en opinlo'l� on matters of infringe
ment, furnish copies of paten��, and, in fact, attend to 
every branch of patent bnsln'!!is, both in this and In for
elgn countries. 

A special notIce Is Blade in the SCIENTIFIC AM
E

R
ICAN of all InventIons patented throngh this agel)CY, 
with the name and residence of the patentee. Patents , 
are often sold, in part 0", whole, to persons attracted to , 
the invention by such notice. 
Patents obtnlned in Canada, England, France, Belglllm, , 

Germany, Russia, Prussia, Spain, Portngal, the BrI�tsh , 
Colonies, and all other countries where patents 1IZ8 ' 
granted, at prices greatly reduced from former rates. , 
Send for pamphlet pertsining spec!ally to foreign Wt
ents, which states the cost, time granted, and the ' re-
qulrements for each country. . 

• Uoples of Paten tn. 
Persons desiring any patent issued from 1836 to Novem-' 

ber 26, 1867, can be suppUed with o1BclaI copies at rlla
sonable cost, the price depending upon the extant ot· 
drawings and length of specl1lcatlons. 
Any pa;;ent Issued sinoe November 'lt, 186'T, at whlch 

time the Patent Omce commenced prlntinlr the draW4!:rs 
and specl!lcatlons, may be had by remitting to this of
!Ice $1. 

A copy of the claims of any patent Issued since l838 
will be furnished for $1. 

When ordering copies, please to remit for the same ftS 
above, and state name of patentee, title of Invention, 
and date of patent. 

A if8,mphlet. containing full directions for obtnlnjl>g 
United States patents, sent free. A handsollljlly 
bound· Reference Book, gilt edges, contains UO pllJea 
and many engravings and tables Important to every ililt 
entee and mechanic, and Is a useful hendbook of retllr-
ence for everybody. PrIce 26 cents, mailed free. 

. 

Address 
J[UN1f a: CO., 

Publishers SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, 
3" Pork Rn,.... N. Y. 

BRANCH OFFICE-Corner of I' and 7tb 8treeWt 
WIllhlnctOI), D. C. 

© 1877 SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, INC.



Inside PB.&'e, each insertion - - - "1) cents a line. 
Back PaKe, each insertion - - - $1.00 a line. 
FJngravinJs may head . advfff'tisements at the same rate 

per line, Oy measurement, as the lettfff' pretl8. Ad1J61'o 
tisements mWit be received at rrnbiieation office as early 
as Friday morning to appear in next issue. 

b Niagara 
Steam Pump Works. 

EsTABLISHED 1826. 
CHARLES B. HARDICK, 

N o .  2 3 A d a ID Ii S t r e e t .  
BROOKLYN N .  Y .  

Premium afLe(1,(/ 0/ A ll  at Ctmtennial, Hana and &/f.hJ:in,g. 
DO 'IiJi .-l!1iI1/i .J:1iI1Ji1! Save money! Do 
�l r'.J!.��.J!.'_D �more adverti61ng 3PrellS for cards, labels, e:llVelopes, etc. Large 

sizes f OT large work. Aftybody can work them, 

:::t;o�=:;eb:O�k�:;e t:°U:::.ii�=' 
DLit V' � have much fun and make money .g,;]).1/ � very fait at printing- cards, etc., 

J. ��'jI-lZE5;SJ� � M�, iEL8E�n�tCO��d�:,ta�= 
GEORGE C. HICKS & CO., 

Baltimore. Md. 
CLAY RETORTS, TILES, FlRE BRICKS, &c. 

q7'Terra Cotta Pipes of all sizes. 

Po n d 's Too ls. 
Enll,ine Lathes, Planer .. , Drills, &c. 

Send for Catalol<ue. DAVID W. POND, Successor to 
LUCIUS W. POND, Worcester, Mas ... 

D iamonds :.3; Carbon 
shaped or Crude, furnished and set for Boring Rocks, 
Dressing Mll! Burrs, Emery Wheels, Grindstones, Hard
ened Steel, Calender �erB, and for Sawing"..Turning, or 
Working StoDe and other hard 8ubstaQ.ces ; alSO Glaziers' 
Diamond •. J. DICKINSON, 64 Nassau St., New York. 

- ----- -----------------�---
T H E B E S T  

AND MOST ECONOMICAL 

Boiler Feeder 
IS 

FRIEDMANN'S INJECTOR, 
X.ANUPACTURED BY 

NATHAN .. D R E Y FUS, N ew York. 
lOS Liberty St. 

Send Cor Circular. 

WOOD & LIGH'l' 
Machine Co. 

WORCESTER, MASS. 
Manufacture all kinds of 
Iron-Working 

Machinery, 
including many novelties. 

Sha!t!llg. PulleTS, to. 
Send fOT Circulars. 

WA NT ED-Men to solicit orders for our goods. 
Permanent Employment, goOd 

salary. Travelling expenses paid by eompany. 
UNION INDUSTRIAL WORKS, Cincinnati. ------------------

V I  N E C A  R How made in 10 hours 
• from Cider, Wine or rr�?i. 

rl��ts�:���i'ame psper and ad-

THE  ; � BEST 
G O L D  P E N S  

FH \ CT I ON tLU C H E S �y 

-0CO AN D  E L E  VAT 0 RS . 
VO LN EY W .  M A S O N  &. C O . P R DV. R  I 

P • 13 I.AISD]cI.I. � CO., 
Worcester, Ma"s., 

Mamifaeturers of the Blaisdell Patent Ul!right Drills 
and other first-class Machinists' Tools. 

$titufifi t  �tutri tau. (JANUARY 20, 1 877 .  

�!i.!,,�' �"' (MIii i i ' Y 
Smltll Tools of all kinds ; also GEAR WHEELS: parts 
of MODELS, and materials of all kinds. Castings of Small Lathes, Enldnes, Sllde Rests, etc. Catalogues free. 
GOODNOW &; WIGHTMAN, 23 Cornhill, Boston, Mass. 

B A K E R ' S  
Rotary Pressure Blower 

Warranted superior to any other. 
W'J:LBRAHAM · BROs.. 

1(0. 2318 Frankford Avenue, PhiladelphIa. 

A
LCOTT LATHE.8, for Broom, Rake and Hoe Han-

dles. S. C. HILLS, 51 Cortlandt St., N. Y. 

S rr l1J A M P U M P S. THE TANITE CO_.  
FIRST PRIZE.§, CENTENNIAL, PHILA., VIENNA, I STROUDSBURG P A -

PARIS, NE w YORK, BALTIMORE, BOS1'ON. , • 
Send for circular of recent patented im&

OVements. ' E M E R Y  W H E E LS A N D  O R I N D E RS. 'l'HE NORWALK I���:3frw�lk�g;;nn. GOO. PLACE, Gen'l Agent for N. Y. city and State. 

Rev .. rl!ie Motion 
PaneUna:, Variety 
Monlding a n d  

Dovetailing 
lU a  c h i  ne. 
cuts Pane l s  of 
any d e sign  or 
style of mould In the solid wood 
w i t  h neatness 
and dispatoh. Is a first olass 
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r
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M o u l d e r .  

NEARLY ONE THOUSAND IN  USE. 
BUFFALO PONY PLANER. Will t'lI.l n 
1tse1f and pay expenses of runnir,g 1lI 1i 
days. Price Crom One Hundred Dollan 
and upwards .. ncb. .6.1so, Small Pony 
PJanel 8 and ldatchem, and Planing Ma
chine Knives. Reeommended as SUI)!!II
or and extra in qUality. Circulars free. 
One Hundred Scroll Work designs free 
on receipt of stamp. ,Address 

GEO. PARR, 
Bu1Talo. N. Y 

B 0 II Schlenker's New :Machine 
Revolving-Die. 

CUlliRS 
Send f°

.in����l��
rl
ft{;,� 

prices 

HOWARD IRON WORKS, 
BUFFALO, N. Y. 

� ' IN ALL THINGS, BUT PROVERBIALLY IN MECHANISM, 
THE SUPREME EXCELLENCE IS SIMPLICITY."-::-Jas. Watt. 
h:?i,.��s
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based on its " SIMPLICITY \ compaetness, and perfec
tion of workmanship." No hIgher praise could be given, 
but no award whatever was necessary to strengthen the confidence of thousands already using them. Whenever 
��g��'it�te\� :�;��oJ[:c;;��1 ;t���' c��t�l!,

a
';,1 ;��"t.� 

and always will, as it is absolutely Impossible fo devise a 
pump which can excel it for simpllclty, tremendous ca
pacity, and cheapness. Capacity of Pumps from one 
hundred gallons to thirty-five thousand gallons per min
ute. For Paper Makers, Tanners, Contractors j for irriga
tion, or for any purpose where a large quantity of water 
or other fluid is to be raised, the Heald & Sisco Pump 
stands witbout a rival. More than three hundred paper 
makers use them. More than three hundred tanners use 
them. They are used in every State of the Union, and in 
nearly every country of the world. Pumps alone, and 

$50.OOF�£���j9�Is����e���rTCir�':'�
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J��t � H. L. SHEPARD, CinCinnati, O. NEW AND IMPROVED PATTERNS. Send for new Illustrated catalOlloUe. 

BIG PAY to sell Our RUBBER PRINTING STAMPS. Lathes, Planers , Drills, &0. Termsfree. TAYLOR& Co.,Cleveland,O. 
NEW HAVEN MANUFACTURING CO., 

---. - -- �---- . Ne"W Haven, Conn. S M I T H ' S  M A N U A L---Co m D le-.:e Se lf.Instruotlon in TelegralP'r.
-alSO eontain"s the la

flir:
t 11-

!.i'::':JX'h�=���ubt:Fel� l�eJl.:..�
t
��ed, t�t 

paid to anvaddress 10r 3Oo. L. G. TILLOTSON &Co . •  N.'y. 

R OCK D R I LL I NG:  M ACH I N ES 
A N D  

A I R  C O M PRESSORS .  
MAN UFA C T U R E D  BY BUR LEIGHROCKDRlll C O  
SEND FOR PAMPHLE T F ITCH B U R G  M AS S .  

Five First-Class New Boilers at Half Price, 
The above-named Boilers were sold last season for 12,200 ; Price now complete, $1,100. The Boilers are 30 in . 

Dia., 90 ft. long, with steam and mud drums and connec-
���

s for same. Fine fr0'M�B
'E�e& gr

J1"l
l!

"���,
v
i!��e, 

A.GEN TS 64 page Illustrated Catalogue, Free. 
• Boston Novelty Co . •  Boston, Mass. 

HARTFORD 

STEAM BOILE� 
Inspection & Insuranoe 

COMPANY. 
Y. B. 1'RillLII, V. PrIs't. I. I . .&.LLEJ, PIII'L 

I. B. l'IERCE, 1ffJ. 

the American Institute in 1872. Send for lllustrated 
���.!'J��s�

f l�A'::s
e
:
, with 18 pages of certlflcates and 

HEALD, SISCO & CO., Baldwinsv!lle, N. Y. 

OF THE 

SOIENTIFIO AMERIOAN 
For 1 8 7 7, 

THE MOST POPULAR SCIENTIFIC PAPER IN 
THE WORLD. 

THIRTY-SEOOND YEAR, 

VOLUME XXXVI.-NEW SERmS. 

The publishers of the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN beg 
to �ounce that on the sixth day of January, 1877, a 
new volume was commenced. It wi\l continue to be the 
aim of the publishers to render the contents of the 
new volume more attracti(re and useful than any of its 
predecessors. 

To the Mechank and Man'/Jifacflurer . 
No person engaged in any of the mechanical pursuits 

should think of doing without the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN. 
Every number contains from six to ten engravings of 
new macbines and inventions "'hich cannot be found in 
any other publication. 

TERMS O� SUBSCRIPTION. 

One copy of the SCIENTIFIO AMERICAN will be sent 
for one year, 52 numbers, POSTAGE PREPAID, to any 
subscriber in the United States or Canada, on receipt of $66 a Week in your own town. Terms and $5 outfit 

free. H. HALLETT & CO., Portl .. nd,_Ma�ne.. three dollars and twenty cents by the publishers. 
The Machinery and Tools of the Utica Steam Engine 
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Foundry, &c. Also a· full line of Patterns for �ortabfe 
and Stationary Engines, Pulleys, Hangers, &c. 

For catalogue and price list, address 
JAMES F. MANN, Utica, N. Y .  

Steel Oastings, 
From 1 -4  t o  10,000 Ibs. weight. An invaluable substitute 
for expensive forgin�1 or for malleable iron castings reR 
���IfEg����
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LINA STREET, PHILA DELPHIA, PA . 

Wood-Working Machinery, 
Such as Woodworth Planing, Tongueing, and Groovtng 
�����
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S
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o
rr:oiI�f�:; !:d �-S8W �8chines, and Wood-Working Machinery gene-rally. Manuf�%�:li'kdRlY. RUGG & RICHARDSON, 

(Shop formerly oc�u�'fig
b
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�
ter. Mass: 

•• ;..l¥�""�,;r:J,!,.:I't.:IiIi".:IilIII! BY an arrangement with - _ _ _ _ _thePubllsherwew11lsondeveryread. er of this Paper a sample package of Transfer Pictures free. Send Be. stamp for posta/!,e. They are highly colored, beauti-
ful, and eas,.. ��r�r:� � �&:, ��.�e�nu!f:��,�8::�OrL 

ENGINES, BOILERS, MACHINERY. Thoroughly overhauled and equal to new. Descriptive Lists with prices on application. E. E. ROBERTS, Engineer and Contraetor, 119 Liberty St., New York. 

'\V E  E N � M E L r n F I N E J Ef B LA C K every varrety o f turn e d w o o d work P "' I 'ts of m a c  h l n eo l  y�. c a'i t l n g.  s ,  bn  W J I  e and oth�r m � t ol l  
• •  r k  ENAMElED J E T GOODS . ' n w  • •  d . r meta l , m .d.  t o  0 '  d e c  !l � fR I C A N E N I' M e t eo . ' W A{"'« f '1  S y P P. O II I O £ N C £  R I 

OT I S' SAFETY H?ISTING 
MachInery. 

OTIS. BROS . &; CO . •  No . S4S Broadway, New York. 

One extra cupy of the ScmNTIFIC AMERICAN wll! be 
supplied gratis for every dub Of jive subscribers at $3.20 
each ; or six copies for $16.50 without extra copy. 

Amslor's Polar Planillotor, - Postage free. 

For mechanically calculating the contents of a plot of 
ground. Price, �. Send for Catalogue. 

W. Y. McALLISTER, 
________ .::728:=-:.::Chestnut Street, Phila�<!'!l!>hia. 

IMPORTANT FOR ALL CORPORATIONS AND 
MANF'!1 CONCERNS.-Buerk'" W a t c h -. 

man'" '. lIne Detector, capable of accurately cqn
trolling the motion of a watchman or patrolman at the 
dUferent stations of his beat. Send for circular. 
J N�B!r,�:tf�;'�tr!���s��& ��:��
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aceordingto law. 
The H 0 A [) L E V 

P O R T A B L E  S T E A M  E N G I N E  . 
W ITH AUT O M AT I C A L  C U T · O F F  R E G U LAT O R  

A N D  B A I A N C E U  \ �\ LV [ 
T H E  BE5T :·o MOST E C O N O M I CAL ENG I N E  MAOE 

S E ND FO /? C / P C U L A R  
TheJ.C .HOADlEV C O .  LAW R EN C E .  M A S S .  

o STAT E W H E R E  Y O U  S AW T H  I 5 

TA K· E NOTICE. W. have the 
. largest and best selltng 

���i��erlt p::��� n jhg 
sheet. of paper, 18 soveT

opes. pencil, penholder • golden pen ,and a piece 0 {valuable 
Jewelry. Complete sample I'a.�kage, with elegant gold-plated 
sleeve buttons and ladles fashionAble fancy Sat, pin and 
drope , polt.pald., 25 cents. S P&Ckaz:eSfrwtth &aBorted Jew� 
elry , , . ,  B.'RIGOE �OO:';7:S9 C�r��d��;,!"Nt:'v . 

The Scientific Ap1el'lcan SupplelDent. 

A weekly paper, uniform in size with the SCIENTIFIC 
AMERICAN, but a distinct publication. It contains work· 
ing drawings of engineering works, and elaborate trea
tises on every branch of Science and Mechanics, by 
eminent writers, at home and abroad. An illustrated 
cover protects the handsomely printed sheets. Price, 
$5.00 per annum. Single copies 10 cent •. 

One cupy of the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN �nd one copy Of 

the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN SUPPLEMENT will be sent for 
one year, postage prepaid, to any subscriber in the 
United States or Canada, on receipt of seven Dollars by 
the publishers. 

The safest way to remit is by Postal·Order, Draft, or 
Express. Money carefully placed inside of envelopes, 
secureli'sealed, and carefully addressed, seldom goes 
astray ; but it is at the sender's risk. A,ddress all letters 
and make all orders, drafts, etc., payable to 

MUNN & CO., 
3 7  PARK ROW, NEW YORK. 

------�--��-.. 

THE .. Scientific American" is printed with CHAB. 
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